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An emperor gone mad. A destiny in question. A race against time to save the world from
destruction.Lynx and her son Talon await their freedom. While the evil emperor Lukan Avanov
thinks he’s kept their whereabouts a secret, a cat-and-mouse game between a dastardly plotter
and a long-dead seer could change everything in a hurry.As Axel seeks to reunite with Lynx,
Lukan is becoming less stable by the day. He devises a deadly plan to destroy Talon and the
world. For all his scheming, Lukan forgets to take one thing into account: the indomitable human
spirit. Axel, Lynx and Talon will fight to the death to be free.Dragon’s Fire is the third book in this
enthralling seven-part fantasy adventure series. If you like complex stories filled with intrigue and
suspense, rich characters, and incredible world building, then you’ll love this addition to New
York Times bestselling author Gwynn White’s Crown of Blood series.Buy Dragon’s Fire to
discover what happens next in the epic six book saga!

About the AuthorAndrew J. Rodican, PA-C, is a former member of the Yale University School of
Medicine Physician Associate Program Admission Committee. He has interviewed many PA
applicants and read and evaluated hundreds of PA school applications. He is a recipient of the
Yale University School of Medicine 1994 Medical Writing Award. He is the developer of the
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author of "The Ultimate Guide to getting Into Physician Assistant School."
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old Talon looked up from the trout he gutted, first at his mom and then at Uncle Tao. “Why does
my father always come on my birthday?” He wiped his bloody hands on his worn leather
trousers. “Do you think he does it on purpose to ruin the day? Because if he does, it’s
working.”Mom ruffled Talon’s shoulder-length hair. “Finish with that fish so we can get home
before he gets to the cottage.”A gray-and-black falcon feather braided into Talon’s dark hair
brushed his face. He blew it away and glared at her.That won him a smile. But too quickly, she
turned away and started packing up her fishing gear.Most times, Mom’s smile was enough to
make him back down when he was being antsy. She was beautiful. Or at least he thought so. He
wished he looked like her, but he didn’t. Apart from his blue eyes—definitely hers—he was the
spitting image of his father, Lukan. Same dark hair, same angular face, same blunt jaw.Talon
hated his looks.He pushed the thought aside, preferring to think about all the questions Mom
wasn’t answering—and hadn’t answered since he’d been old enough to ask them.Like why
Lukan only ever came to see him on his birthday. Or why the three of them lived alone in the
forest and never saw other people.It wasn’t possible that the three of them and his father were
the only people in the world. Talon spoke two languages, for crying out loud, one called
Chenayan and the other Norin. That must surely mean there were other people out
there.Wherever there was. He knew nothing of the world beyond the forest.But every time he
asked the question, Mom or Uncle Tao brushed it aside as if it weren’t important.He shook his
head in anger.It was important. In fact, it was the most important thing in his world right now. He
stared out at the surrounding trees. The forest was huge, stretching as far as the eye could see
in every direction on this mountain range. There was space enough for thousands of people. So



why did they keep him so tightly controlled in such a small part of it?He was tired of secrets.
Today was his sixteenth birthday, and it was time Mom and Uncle Tao stopped treating him like a
child.He spoke to her back. “Mom, that’s not the answer I’m looking for, and you know it.”Uncle
Tao quit reeling in his fishing line. He glanced up at the rays filtering through the canopy of trees
above the stream. The sunlight made the pea-sized diamond embedded next to his right eye
sparkle. “Talon, it’s getting late. If you want soup tonight, finish gutting that fish so we can
go.”Talon’s stomach rumbled at the prospect of Mom’s fish soup. “One fish isn’t going to feed
three of us.” He frowned in defiance at the thought of his father sharing his birthday treat with
them. “Four of us.”He tossed a handful of entrails into the river with more force than necessary.
Dark water splashed up, wetting his already grimy trousers. He didn’t care.Apart from the annual
visit, his father also visited their cottage once a month. At those times, Uncle Tao always took
him out fishing or hunting, leaving before Lukan arrived and only returning home when he had
gone. Never once had Mom or Uncle Tao spoken about these visits, but Talon knew his father
came. He had just never bothered enlightening them.Uncle Tao turned away, also busying
himself with their fishing rods.Talon refused to be ignored. “My sixteenth birthday is supposed to
be special, but it’s shaping up to be as horrible as last year. And it’s all his fault.”Mom picked up
Talon’s knapsack. She tossed it over to him. It landed on the mossy ground at Talon’s feet.The
silence was beginning to irritate him.As much as he loved Uncle Tao, he figured his uncle to be
the easier target today. He speared Uncle Tao with an icy glare, something he knew from a
lifetime of experience always intimidated his uncle a little. “You also never answer my
questions.”But for the first time ever, Uncle Tao seemed impervious to his subtle
intimidation.“You know as well as I do that isn’t true. Most times, you roll your eyes and speedily
find something to do on the other side of the forest when I start answering your questions.”Talon
resisted the urge to smile. In truth, Uncle Tao never lost an opportunity to teach him things, even
when he wasn’t in the mood for learning.And that made his uncle’s refusal to speak about Lukan
even more jarring.Talon decided to get to the point of this discussion. “Why does my father hate
me so much?”Mom froze.Uncle Tao sucked in a deep breath.Keeping his face clear of
expression, Talon waited.Mom turned warily to face him. “You tell me, Talon. Why do you think
your father hates you? I mean, he has never harmed you or been rude to you.”She had the
audacity to hedge!Talon clenched his jaw. “I just know.”“Not good enough, kiddo,” Uncle Tao
added. “You know better than to make bold statements without backing them up with facts.”The
trouble was, thanks to his family’s reticence to speak, he didn’t have the facts. He stooped to
pick up his knife.“Maybe it’s just a feeling I get.” He made a show of cutting a reed from the bank.
He shoved the reed through the fish’s gills to create a handle to carry it with.“What do you know
about hate anyway, Talon?” Uncle Tao asked, surprising him. “You live here with your mom, who
adores you. There are no other children or people around to be mean to you, and I guess you
know I’m pretty fond of you.”Still working with contrived effort at his handle, Talon half-turned and
grinned at Uncle Tao. “You adore me most of all.”“In your dreams. Now answer my
question.”Talon whirled to face Uncle Tao. “I feel it when he looks at me. Even if he’s smiling. It’s



a . . . a terrible feeling. It makes my insides crawl, like—” He paused, hating to remind Uncle Tao
of the only time he’d ever smacked Talon as a punishment, but he had to get his point across.
“Like that slug I put salt on when I was a boy. He makes me cringe when he watches me. I hate it
when he comes.”Uncle Tao’s eyes fluttered closed, and his mouth dropped. “Well, he doesn’t
come very often.”Mom walked over and gave Talon a one-armed hug. “Uncle Tao and I asked
him to bring you your own fiddle. A fitting gift for a talented young man. It will be something you
can take into life with you.”His own fiddle! He had never dared dream of that possibility. He
played Mom’s fiddle, but it wasn’t the same as owning his own instrument. But his father had
never brought him a gift before, so it wasn’t wise to get his hopes up; his smile died on his
lips.Still, he couldn’t resist asking, “If he’s in such a giving mood, do you think he’ll bring
medicine for Thunder?”Thunder was getting old, and he dreaded the day he’d wake up to find
his pet dead.“There’s no medicine for old age, Talon,” Mom replied.Deep down, he knew that,
but Thunder didn’t venture out of the cottage much these days, and Talon couldn’t be with him all
the time. If he couldn’t find a way to make Thunder live forever, he wished there were something
he could do to keep Thunder happy all the rest of his days. “Maybe another dog to keep Thunder
company when I’m not around?”Mom’s eyes drilled into him, and then her shoulders sagged.
“Don’t count on it.”“I’m not. But—”“Talon, whatever happens tonight, rise above the situation.
Don’t let him rile you. Be bigger than him.”Defiance rose like a waking giant in Talon’s chest. He
narrowed his eyes and jutted out his chin. “I shouldn’t have to.”He expected a sharp retort from
Mom—they were very similar, and often knocked heads.She gently ran her fingers down his
cheek instead. “I promise you, tonight, after he goes, I will answer every question you’ve ever
had. Until then, please, just be . . . nice.”Nice.Did his mother have any idea how huge that
request was?But she looked at him with such pleading that he shrugged.“Okay. I guess I can
manage ‘nice’ if it gets me some answers.”“Deal.”TwoPrying EyesLukan rocked back on his
heels. Like Lynx and Tao, he should have been on his way to the cottage for dinner. Instead he
was hiding out, watching his two favorite people in the world on an elaborate array of informas in
a replica of Felix’s lair, built in a new secret bunker under the palace.He was going to be late.
SAs usual.“So they’re telling Nicholas”—whom Lynx and Tao insisted on calling Talon, that vile
Norin name—“about the curse tonight. How to make the anticipation of a much-dreaded meal
worse? And if they think I’m going to gift a traitor who hates me with anything but a speedy death
for his birthday, then they’re all painfully deluded.”There was no one in the vast bunker to hear
him murmur. A series of cogs clacked, turning a generator that opened and closed carefully
concealed air vents. The vents kept the bunker pleasantly cool. Even more importantly, each
vent was fitted with a scrubber to clean the air—a vital design feature if the bunker was to serve
as the life raft Lukan intended it to be.Lynx’s infernal son was a figurehead who would inspire
Axel’s army to destroy Lukan. Only a fool would allow a threat like Nicholas to fester
unchallenged.Lukan had never considered himself a fool.Today would be the last birthday
dinner he would ever have to attend. But even with an elaborate plan in place to rid himself of the
cursed boy, something troubled him. He had tried once before to solve the Nicholas problem but



had failed.His fingers kneaded a scar on his cheek.Days after Nicholas had been born, Lukan
had gone to the cottage with Felix to embed a lesser version of the guardsmen’s mind-
controlling ice crystal, without the combat enhancements, into the traitor. Completion of that
simple act would have prevented the need for Lukan’s elaborate bunker.It wasn’t to be.Tao and
Lynx had fought like demons to prevent them embedding the baby.Felix had finally used the ice-
crystal shocker in Tao’s neck to incapacitate him.Lynx had fought on, slashing open Lukan’s face
and side with a hunting knife. The only way to stop her would have been to kill her.Lukan had not
been willing to lose her, any more than he could risk her realizing Felix’s receiver, which so
effectively controlled Tao, had no effect on the impotent ice crystal in her neck. He needed her to
believe it worked if he was ever to control her.Lukan and Felix had backed down.Nicholas
remained untagged.Worse, the window of opportunity to embed that kind of mind-controlling ice
crystal had closed when the bastard had learned to walk. Any attempt to embed it after that
milestone would have killed him.Even though years had passed since that terrible day, thinking
about it infuriated Lukan. He kicked the desk housing the console with his boot. The image of
Lynx, Tao, and Nicholas in the forest jumped. He waited for it to settle.“Given the wording of
Dmitri’s foul prophecy,” he said to the image of Nicholas, “I can do nothing about you while Axel
lives.”Lukan scowled up at a flag of the Chenayan Dragon mounted on a wall in the lair.“For over
sixteen years, Axel has defied us both.”Axel’s army of mercenaries had effectively kept Lukan
out of the best Trevenese ice crystal chambers.“Scraps! That’s what Axel lets me have,” he
shouted at the Dragon, as if the icon were at fault. “Diggings he doesn’t want to defend.”As
expected from mute gods, the flag made no reply. He turned away.Those scraps produced an
inferior quality of devices in quantities unsuitable for injecting the entire empire. Lukan had had
to curtail his dreams, ending up merely embedding the Chenayans who lived in the Heartland.
He still burned with humiliation every time he recalled telling the High Council of this failing.Rage
—and fear—bubbled under his skin.Thanks to Axel, the bulk of Lukan’s subjects remained
untagged and therefore potentially disloyal.He glared at Nicholas. The traitor had gathered up
his belongings. Nicholas glanced at the oak tree hiding the camera on the banks of the river in its
bark.Lukan cringed at the intensity of his son’s blue eyes. Just like Lynx’s.“My subjects could
easily rally to his side.” He slumped against the wall. “I don’t want to harm anyone. But if Axel
won’t let me tag every subject in the empire to enforce loyalty, then what choice do I have but to
eradicate the potential traitors?” His voice dropped to a whisper. “Dmitri, when the history books
are written, I hope for . . . understanding.”He didn’t expect an answer. In fact, he didn’t want
one.And anyway, why was he whining? The only person who would write the unfolding history of
the world would be he, Lukan Avanov, the man his father claimed was too weak to rule.Lukan
pulled himself up tall. He was no one’s weakling.After the failure to tag Nicholas, he had ordered
Felix and his scientists to refine the crude poison King Chad had used with such efficacy in
Treven into a more selective substance that would only affect humans. Why should the animal
kingdom suffer for Axel’s treachery?Felix had not failed him. He had presented Lukan with a gas
he could blanket the planet with, all triggered from an ice crystal embedded in Lukan’s own



flesh.They called it Dragon’s Fire.Felix had supervised the building of a fleet of unmanned
airships filled with the noxious vapor. Secreted in locations around the world, the craft lurked,
waiting for Lukan’s signal to fly. Within a month, the airships will have drifted across the world,
unleashing their blistering death to the four winds. A new Burning.A sly grin claimed Lukan’s
face.There would be no army left for Nicholas to inspire.No one at all, for that matter, save for a
select group of survivors, programmed with ice crystal to be loyal. Thanks to Lukan’s
magnanimity, after the Burning, his chosen few would have the entire planet to call their own. He
supposed others with access to bolt holes would also survive—if they reached sanctuary in
time.“But Axel and the Pathfinder Alliance will be finished.” A hand wave at Nicholas. “And then I
can kill you.”To clean up any surviving Pathfinder Alliance soldiers, Lukan had built a series of
similar bunkers outside Cian, where ten thousand jasper-wearing guardsmen would hide. In a
month, when the all clear sounded, Lukan would unleash them on those unwanted survivors.A
similar bunker existed in Zakar Province, where Count Vasily, the only person other than Felix
and Lukan privy to the plan, would escort a thousand scientists and engineers, along with their
families, to safety. The grossly obese Vasily and his equally grotesque wife would also find
sanctuary until the Burning was done.A final bunker had been constructed in the Heartland,
where two thousand low-born farmers and craftspeople, tagged with ice-crystal shockers, would
be spared.And to maintain order, control, and secrecy, not even the lucky few he had chosen to
save were to learn about the Burning until the command to gather in the appointed places of
safety.“Then the world can start again, with me as its leader.”But even as pride resonated in his
voice, the carnage grieved Lukan. He gnawed the inside of his mouth as he always did when he
considered the many people who had died during his reign as emperor. Dmitri had been right
when he had claimed Lukan would go on to perform atrocities beyond imagining.But now wasn’t
the time to shirk his duty, his responsibility to his country and his loyal people. Not when the end
was in sight.Intelligence revealed that, after the birthday dinner, Axel would re-enter the
Heartland again for the first time since Nicholas’s birth in order to rescue him.“But I know his
plan.” Lukan sneered. He would thwart the rescue.Lukan, Felix, and Morass would go to the
cottage to kidnap Nicholas. The traitor would be imprisoned in a stone-cold room in a disused
slaughterhouse in Cian. Tao and Lynx would be brought back here to his bunker. As Axel neared
Cian, he would encounter a squadron of airships.Even if Axel survived the battle, he would arrive
at the cottage to find the farmstead burning and the occupants gone. Lukan’s traitorous cousin
would be forced to leave Cian empty-handed.Tomorrow afternoon, when the palace clocks
chimed four, Lynx and Tao, and five hundred handpicked high-born, would survive the next
Burning as Lukan’s guests.Both Axel and Nicholas would die.And Lukan would sleep soundly for
the first time since Nicholas’s conception. Grim satisfaction filled him. “Let Axel finally experience
the despair of failure before he dies.”But even as he reveled in the thought, his stomach knotted.
Given their history, how easily would Lynx and Tao relinquish Nicholas? The plan hinged on Lynx
and Tao giving up on sight of Morass. But if they didn’t?This one key risk to his plan remained.
And no answer came to solve it.Lukan angled a knob on a control panel. A camera shifted to



keep Lynx and Tao in focus.They set off at a brisk pace along the gravelly bank and then cut into
the forest. Their tall, leather-clad forms vanished between the trees. Lukan’s hands flew across a
series of buttons, flicking cameras on and off to find the ones along the trail Tao and Lynx had
taken. He sighed with pleasure when he caught sight of them weaving through the trees.Despite
Lynx and Tao’s insistence that Nicholas hurry, the traitor lagged behind them.His son’s insolence
infuriated Lukan. The scar Lynx had slashed across his cheek after Nicholas’s birth pulsed. He
tilted his head to catch a gleam of himself in the steel control panel. Although Kestrel claimed the
scar had faded to a thin silver line, to him, it stood stark and vivid.The scar burned red as he
watched his son.Chapter Three“Mom! Uncle Tao, wait! I can hear bees.” Talon’s mouth watered
at the prospect of honey.“No, you can’t,” came Mom’s muffled reply through the dense forest
wood. “Now move, or we’ll end up keeping Lukan waiting.”Talon rolled his eyes. As if he cared
about keeping Lukan waiting. The man could wait all year and it wouldn’t be long enough. Still,
Lukan’s imminent arrival and all Talon’s questions had clearly rattled his mom.“I don’t know,
Lynx. When Talon says he hears bees, he’s never wrong,” Uncle Tao replied.Uncle Tao always
said Talon’s ears made up for his terrible eyesight. Truth was, Talon saw life in black, white, and
gray; no color clouded his vision. But he had exceptional hearing. Uncle Tao often joked it was
the Winds’ way of reminding him that compromise was good. Talon wasn’t sure he agreed.“You
know I can hear them,” Talon shouted back.A few moments later, Mom and Uncle Tao
reappeared.Mom sighed. “Okay, Talon. You win. Go and get some honey. But be careful, bees
sting.”Talon yelped in delight. “Not me, they don’t!”He burst into a run, scrambling over tree roots
and snaking creepers in the opposite direction.Mom and Uncle Tao chased after him.Uncle Tao
laughed. “So when am I going to hear these bees?”Talon shot him an impish grin. “Trade my ears
for your eyes?”“No thanks.”They had gone some distance when Talon sprinted to a gnarled
beech. He wriggled out of his knapsack and pulled out a scratched glass jar. It had been a
present from Mom on his fifteenth birthday, and he cherished it. Especially at times like this.“Ah!”
Mom grinned as she ran up to join him. “Even I can hear them now.”The jar clasped in one hand,
Talon shinnied up the tree. A dozen or so bees met him as he neared the hive. He started to
hum, holding himself steady against the gentle flutter of wings against his cheeks, arms, and
hands.One by one, the bees settled on him. Still humming, he climbed to the hive. Careful to
cause as little damage as possible, he extracted a small piece of honeycomb. He changed the
pitch of his humming—a thanks to the bees. Grinning against the tickle of wings and feelers on
his nose, he jammed the sticky treasure into his jar.Lid secured, he jumped, branch to branch,
back down, landing with a triumphant thud. The moment his feet hit the ground, the bees
clinging to him took flight. Not one had stung him.Talon held up the jar. “Now there’s a birthday
present!”Mom shook away her bemused expression. “I would give anything to know how you did
that.”“I keep telling you—”“Yes, I know. You keep telling me you and the bees talk to each other.
Talon, I live in the real world, where bees and humans only communicate with stings and smoke
bombs.”“Maybe one day if you stop being an adult and start being a teenager, you’ll know.”“I
believe him, Lynx. I can’t explain what I’ve seen any other way.” Uncle Tao took the honey from



him and moved a few feet away to a patch of sunlight. He held up the jar. A slim beam of light
caught the side of it, making the honey shine like molten gold. “Delicious.”Furious buzzing rent
the air. Talon spun toward the hive—and blanched. A black cloud raced toward Uncle Tao. Talon
yelled a warning.“Tao!” Mom threw herself right into the bees’ path.Uncle Tao tried to dodge her,
but she anticipated his moves, shielding him with her willowy frame.Stings from that many bees
would undoubtedly kill her. And the ones that didn’t get her would target Uncle Tao. Today, Talon
might see the death of everyone he loved.He froze, his mind racing to solve the problem. The
bees had clearly taken exception to Uncle Tao having the honey, so this was one time when
humming probably wouldn’t work to calm them. He yelled, “Throw me the jar!”Thankfully, Uncle
Tao kept his wits. The jar sailed through the air right into Talon’s hands. Humming softly despite
his fear, Talon glided into the swarm. He held out the jar like a peace offering.The direction of the
cloud changed.“Talon, no!” his mom’s panicked voice screamed through the buzzing as she
scrambled to her feet.Uncle Tao grabbed her. “Trust him.”The feathers around Talon’s face
fluttered from a thousand beating wings. Not a single bee stung him.Never before had he
charmed that many bees. The power he had over them was both exhilarating and terrifying. But if
it kept his family safe, he’d stand here humming all day.Both Mom and Uncle Tao stood
paralyzed, looking on in shock. Slowly, they came to their senses and backed away.It was only
once they had gone some distance into the trees that Talon quit his humming. Released from
thrall, the bees returned to their hive.Talon scampered off to find his family. As long as no one
had been stung, it had all been worth it. He had a delicious jar of honey to enjoy for his birthday
dinner.He grimaced. And the annual visit from his father to dread.Chapter FourLukan sagged
against the console. He didn’t need to see his scar to know it burned crimson. This time with
jealousy.Lynx had risked her life for Tao.Lukan clenched his teeth. She would never have leaped
in front of an angry swarm of bees for him, any more than she would have anticipated his actions
the way she had Tao’s.And Nicholas? Stopping a hive in full flight? If he had that much control
over wild bees, how much more power would he have over the people of Chenaya? The world?
Whatever happened, Nicholas had to be incarcerated and burned.But would a woman who
risked her life for a friend easily give up her son?Lukan’s logic gave him the answer: Not even
Morass had enough strength to stop Lynx protecting Nicholas. In a fight, Lynx could be
killed.Lukan could not risk that.Deep in thought, he drifted away from the console.The click of his
boots on the stone floor echoed around the silent bunker as he left the lair. He brushed his
thumb across a reader, and an air-locked door wheezed open. Incandescent bulbs mounted in
the concrete ceiling blasted a stark-white passageway with light. Out of habit—soon crucial for
survival—he closed the door behind him.Slowly, he walked down the passageway, stopping to
stare blindly through open doorways. It didn’t matter; he didn’t need to see the rooms to know
what they contained.Each room was tailored to offer refuge to ten people. Utilitarian metal beds
covered with practical woolen blankets—nothing like what the high-born now enjoyed—stood in
crisp rows in each room. It was the first of many shocks his high-born would endure as he
catapulted them from the steam age into a life powered by ice crystal and electricity.A water



faucet protruded from one wall in each room, and a set of glasses waited on a metal table for the
occupants. Communal showers, toilets, and laundry facilities adjoined each room. For the next
month, privacy would be a luxury his chosen few would merely dream of. Just one more sacrifice
for his high-born to endure.Lukan ambled to the dining hall. Nothing like the magnificent great
hall upstairs, this room was equally as austere as the sleeping cubicles. A month’s worth of
meals would be served to his guests at metal trestle tables. The kitchen would be staffed with
low-born handpicked by Lukan for their excellent service to him as emperor.Opposite the
kitchens he had built an infirmary, stocked with the best equipment and medicines the world had
to offer. Priestesses would embed ice crystals into all newborns to guarantee loyalty to Lukan,
their leader and benefactor.He had chosen only the best physicians to work here, to ensure his
fledgling Chenayan nation had the best care possible as they moved into a new world. But what
did that matter if he failed to come up with a plan to extract Nicholas without harming Lynx? He
snorted. Without that elusive solution, there would be no Burning, no need for this bunker, or the
staff he had selected to manage it.He opened the air-locked door to his private chamber. In the
center of his book-lined room stood his elegant sleigh bed, the black silk sheets ready for him
and Lynx. None of his guests would have access to his quarters, partly because Lynx would
share them with him, and everyone believed she and Tao had vanished to Kartania.After the
Burning, Lukan would rectify that so he could live openly with her as his wife and with Tao as his
brother.The huge mirror on the only wall not devoted to books and musical instruments caught
his reflection.He grimaced. Lynx would have never risked her life to save him. But when Tao was
in danger, she’d neglected all else to save him. Lukan wanted to punch the mirror, to crush it to
pieces, but resisted the urge. No sense in hurting himself. It didn’t change the ugly truth.If Tao
had died, Lynx would have fallen to pieces. But if I were to die, she’d dance on my grave.“Fallen
to pieces.” He mused on the thought. Could Lynx suffer a shock so great it would render her
incapable of fighting?There was only one thing, other than killing Nicholas, that he could think of
that would create that much trauma.“If Tao had died.” He fiddled with the silver buttons on his
waistcoat.The answer was obvious: Tao had to die.The very idea repelled him just like . . . the
salt on the slug had repelled Nicholas. It was an idea so reprehensible that Lukan didn’t think he
would ever live with himself if he commanded Morass to kill his brother. Yet, without a second
Burning to rid the world of Nicholas, Lukan would never die an old man in his bed.He picked a
fiddle up off the shelf and plucked at the strings. The only way Lynx would ever play this beautiful
instrument for him was if she were here. While Nicholas lived—He dropped the fiddle back onto
the shelf.No. While Tao lives, I will never have Lynx. He owns her in exactly the same way that
Axel owns my ice crystal mines.And Tao had never been faithful. Not the way Lukan had been.
So as much as he loved Tao, he loved Lynx more. There was only one thing to do.Moaning softly,
he forced his body to move, his hands to pull his informa from his pocket, to pull up the screen,
and then he whispered, “Morass, I give you a new order. Before removing Nicholas, axe my
brother.”The informa blinked back at him. Morass acknowledging the message.Lukan flopped
down onto his bed and sobbed. It had come to this: He had to sacrifice one of the two people he



loved to save the other. But no matter how much pain racked him, no tears wet his
cheeks.Finally, his trembling muscles stilled.He stood and faced his mirror. Almost serene, his
dark eyes stared back at him. Automatically, he adjusted his coat, perfectly lining up the silver
buttons and trim. No one seeing him would ever know he had broken down.“Thank the
Dragon.”Quick hand swipes smoothed his crumpled sheets, wiping out that evidence, too.He
straightened his back and glanced at his watch. Even if he rode hard, he would never reach the
cottage at Lynx’s appointed time. She’d be annoyed.It didn’t matter.After tonight, his tardiness
would be the last thing on Lynx’s mind.Chapter FiveFelix scowled down at the spread of tiles on
the map between him and Raklus. For the first time in over sixty years of playing the strategy
game with his old friend in Felix’s apartment, in this very study, Raklus grabbed the emperor’s
block, represented on the map by an exquisite rendition of the Avanov crown—a winged dragon
with glittering eyes. As much as it irked Felix to lose, it was testament to Raklus’s friendship that
the man still played tiles with him when Felix always won. But today, defeat stared Felix in the
face.Raklus laughed. “Come now, old friend, do not be such a poor loser. It is not every day I
beat you. More like once in a lifetime. You must have had something grave on your mind
today.”Felix most certainly did have something grave on his mind. Two somethings, in fact.Any
moment now, he would have to ask Raklus to leave their cozy nest of chairs so he and Morass
could drive in a steam carriage to the forest to meet Lukan and the Light-Bearer. The vehicular
route had been used so infrequently that it would take much of the afternoon and all of the
evening to get there. Not that he would ever tell Raklus that.With a dry cough, Raklus doubled
over. He sounded older and sicker than Felix did these days. Raklus wasn’t long for this world.
Instead of eliciting sorrow, anger spurted through Felix.Few of us are, if that dolt Lukan has his
way and destroys everything tomorrow.Felix believed in winning, and he believed in power.
Accepting his role as ultimate controller and protector of the throne, he had grasped as much
power as he could in the most powerful empire the world had ever known. As part of that drive,
he had never had a problem with tactical killings, even on a grand scale, but to wipe out almost
all of humanity? It was insanity on a level Felix could barely comprehend. With just a few
thousand people left—most of them sycophantic high-born, a handful of tagged low-born, and a
regiment of brain-dead guardsmen—the entire human species was threatened. All it would take
was one bad flu epidemic, and mankind could be eradicated. No ancient curse, no matter how
vexing, was worth risking that calamity.Felix’s anger turned to despair.If that wasn’t reason
enough for some introspection, today was the last he would share with Raklus and his loved
ones—even Axel, the estranged one.Other than Katrina, none of the people Felix cared about
would be saved. Almost Felix’s entire family would perish in the Burning.And what can I do about
it?With all the power he had? Absolutely nothing. There was no way to stop it. Killing Lukan
would not solve the problem. He controlled the only means of triggering that catastrophe. The
power-hungry megalomaniac had inserted the ice crystal that triggered the Burning in his own
side. In doing so, the moron had programmed the trigger to his own life force. If Lukan died, the
whole world died with him.Lukan had offered beds in his bunker to him, Katrina, Malika, and



Felix’s grandchildren, but not to Stefan, even though Stefan had served for sixteen years as
Lukan’s Lord of the Conquest in Treven.It wasn’t that Felix hadn’t fought Lukan for Stefan. He
had, but Lukan had been adamant. For being Axel’s friend, Stefan would pay with his life. Lukan
could never forgive Stefan for allying himself with Axel in his youth.Just as well he doesn’t know
that Stefan remains Axel’s closest ally.For months now, Felix had hinted to Stefan and Malika
that something big was coming. He had begged Stefan to send Malika and the children to the
palace for a visit. But without the liberty to tell them the full extent of the threat, Malika had
refused to even consider a holiday without her husband.Felix had contemplated telling her and
Stefan everything, but Katrina would have lost her place in the bunker if Lukan learned of that
betrayal. Weighing up the value of his wife against his children and grandchildren had been the
hardest thing he’d ever done. In the end, a happy marriage to a woman who had loved and
honored him all the days of his life had won out. He had chosen to spare Katrina.Felix
suppressed a shudder at the cost of that terrible decision. While Katrina had a bed in the bunker,
Felix could not even risk warning Stefan of the coming nightmare. He had hoped up until the last
minute that Malika would relent and come to Cian. But up to a week ago, the time needed for her
to travel from Maegkin to Cian, she had remained stubbornly resolute.He had balked when
Lukan had first suggested Dragon’s Fire, but wisdom made him mask his objections—like
almost everything else in his dealings with Lukan. If Felix had refused to help, Lukan would have
found someone else less squeamish. How would Felix have managed to control the outcome
from the grave? Not even he was that powerful.Raklus stood, still spewing sputum from his
racking cough.Felix’s grimace deepened into a glower. Even with his worst sinus attacks, he had
kept his germs to himself. He pulled out his handkerchief and offered it to Raklus. His old friend’s
rheumy eyes widened, and he brushed the offering away.Felix noticed with some chagrin that
the cloth was unusually soiled with bloody, green muck. His sinus flare was thanks to Lukan’s
lunacy. He grunted and shoved it into his pocket. “Sorry to chase you, but I need to meet with the
emperor.”Raklus patted his back and gestured to the tiles, each engraved with a different face,
representing positions of power in Chenaya, and thus in the game. “I will cherish the memory of
this day.” He picked up his walking stick and shuffled out.Felix waited until the door closed
behind Raklus, then he swept the tiles off the table. Childish, he admitted, but it still gave him
sour pleasure to see them scattered on the carpet.Heartburn quickly replaced his
satisfaction.Felix walked into his bedchamber to Katrina’s side of the bed. On her bedside table
lay many things: her rolled-up knitting, balls of wool she like fingering before going to sleep, and
piles of patterns she had never gotten around to—and now probably never would. But pride of
place belonged to a painting of Axel. Like a religious icon, she kissed it both morning and
night.Not once in the last sixteen years had Felix shown any outward feeling to his lost son—to
do so would have courted death. Not even Katrina knew how much he longed for Axel. Now the
opportunity to reconcile with his son would be lost forever. Axel’s lungs would blister, and he
would die in the skies above the Heartland.The whole situation was almost enough to make
Felix support the Light-Bearer.Almost, but not quite.He sighed and shambled slowly to his



dressing room to get his olive-green cloak. With a heavy heart, he flicked it around his shoulders,
shoulders others in the palace called frail, but they bore burdens that would crush a lesser man.
He picked up his cane and tossed it from hand to hand. He didn’t need the support of the stick
but had taken to using it as a prop. Young people expected a man of seventy-one to be nearing
his dotage. Dolts like that believed old men to be deaf and frail. They gossiped more freely
around him—and paid for that insolence with their lives.He was about to head for the door when
he spotted four brightly colored tiles, so different from the usual ivory, glinting on the map in the
study, where, moments before, there had been none.Where had they come from? Was someone
in his apartment?Eyes darting around the room—he could see no one—he pulled a sword out of
his cane. Blade at the ready, he walked across to the table. The tiles—one blue, one red, one
green, and one that sparkled with crusty diamonds—lay face down, as they would if the player
were yet to reveal them. Somehow, Felix doubted they were made from ice crystal.He reached
out to flip them over when a shimmering hand grabbed his arm.“Not yet, you old devil.”One look
at that gleaming arm, and Felix knew his sword would be worthless. He let it fall and sat down
heavily in his chair. “Dmitri.”“You recognize me just from my glowing hand?”“You are a force one
never forgets.” Felix didn’t bother to hide his dislike. “What do you want with me? I have
somewhere to be.”The confounded seer, whose hated curse Felix had spent his whole life
fighting, materialized.As usual, the stocky, salt-and-pepper-haired Dmitri wore a robe made from
the provocative old Norin flag—midnight blue with a spangle of stars representing Nicholas the
Light-Bearer.Dmitri sat in the chair Raklus had recently vacated. “I know exactly where you are
headed. But I found I had some time on my hands. Not much, because my current charge will
soon be requiring me.”“And you chose to torment me with that time? Is it not enough that your
curse has blighted my life?”“That was your choice. When you were Mott’s crown prince, I offered
you a different path—to be the man who changed the world. You rejected it in favor of the
Dragon.”Felix bristled. “I have changed the world. My inventions, my ice crystals—”“Are an
abomination. But perhaps, if you choose wisely today, they can still be turned to some
good.”Felix resisted the urge to pull out his handkerchief.Dmitri scoffed a laugh. “As much as I
would enjoy testing how long you can survive without your filthy rag, I do not have the luxury of
time today. As I say, my boy will soon be returning from his fishing trip, and I must be there to
meet him when he does.”Felix had no idea who Dmitri was talking about, other than it was clear
the seer had read his thoughts. He pursed his lips in disapproval and then snapped, “I assume
you still honor the agency of men. Say your piece or leave.”“I do honor the agency of men. A
principle you would have done well to have practiced in your long, heinous life.”Felix started to
stand. “I have no wish to listen to you insult my choices. Good day, Dmitri.” He picked up his
sword and slotted it back into his cane, fully expecting Dmitri to have gone by the time he had
finished.The confounded seer remained in his chair.Felix’s hands shook with rage. “I said leave.
The rules of engagement between the living and dead say that you must obey.”“Do your
Dreaded leave when your subjects ask them to?”An unexpected flush of red burned Felix’s face.
As much as it grated, he realized Dmitri would not leave until he done what he had come to



do.The seer played with the four tiles on the table. Despite himself, Felix peered down, trying to
make out which tiles they were. Dmitri kept them hidden.Felix’s curiosity got the better of him. He
harrumphed as he sat.“Lukan has not prepared a place for your son-in-law. That means you
stand on the brink of losing almost all you care for in this world.”More blood scorched Felix’s
cheeks. As much as he longed to deny it—he cursed that dolt Lukan for placing him in this
humiliating position—he couldn’t.“While I feel no pity for you, dying so cruelly is not the reward I
envisaged for Stefan and Malika, or their children. I also find myself uncommonly fond of Axel,
rogue that he is. Not to mention the millions of other people who inhabit this tortured
planet.”“Well, what do you propose? You, the almighty Dmitri, should be able to wave a hand and
save them all.”Dmitri snorted. “I leave the hand waving to the living.” He fixed Felix with sharp,
dark eyes. “This is a problem of your making. You must solve it.”“My making! I am not the
paranoid emperor cursed by some rotten seer who thought it expedient to set my son up as my
executioner!”“When you put it like that . . .” Dmitri smiled a thin smile that faded. “However, as
someone with so much to lose, you have the most to gain by stopping this lunacy.”Felix’s sinuses
clogged. He grabbed for his handkerchief and blew hard. “How? My hands are tied. You, who
seem to know everything, should know that.”“Oh, on the face of it, they seem tied. But you have
always proved resourceful when it served you.” Dmitri picked up the four tiles and tossed them in
the air. “That is why I am offering you the four key pieces on the board.”Felix’s eyebrows twitched.
Dmitri was offering to aid him? That sounded as doubtful as Felix offering to help Dmitri. “I am
not sure I understand.”“Come now, Felix. You were never a stupid man. Conniving and single-
minded, certainly. Vicious, definitely. But never stupid.”So Dmitri was offering to help.“Your
price?”Another disparaging snort from the seer. “We are not all as self-serving as you.”As much
as Felix wanted to believe Dmitri could help save his family, a lifetime of fighting for advantage
precluded any belief that a human being—dead or alive—could be selfless. If Dmitri refused to
declare his hand, how could Felix even begin to trust him?“Now you begin to understand the
challenge you will face when you try to convince your opponents—my allies—that you are
working on my side.”Felix bolted in his chair. “You malign me! I never said anything about working
on your side.”The whole notion was preposterous; Felix had spent his entire life fighting against
Dmitri. Everyone who had any inkling of the curse—few in number, at least in Chenaya—knew
Felix was rabidly anti-Dmitri. The rest of the world feared him as the greatest champion of the
Avanov Dragon to ever live. To turn against a lifetime of belief was impossible. And in any event,
no one with a functioning brain cell would believe it.Face contemptuous, Dmitri’s eyes narrowed.
“Tough times call for strange bedfellows, Felix. But if you wish to save your family, not to mention
the power you worship, then, as mind-boggling as it may seem, you and I are to ally on the same
side of this great conflict.”Felix slumped in his chair. What to do? So many options, so many
choices. His head throbbed as if someone hammered at him with a battering ram.The
grandfather clock in the corner of the room chimed, and he shifted in his seat. He needed to get
going if he and Morass were to meet Lukan in time to arrest Nicholas before Axel arrived at the
cottage.But how could he leave if Dmitri offered even a glimmer of hope to save his family?Felix



sighed. “You have my attention.”“I have even more than that. I have these.” Dmitri placed the four
tiles face down on the board. “Use them wisely, and you will avert the calamity Lukan wishes to
rain down on us. For now, at least. Fail—and the world dies a second time.”Sweat beaded on
Felix’s face.Dmitri reached over and placed a shining hand on Felix’s shoulder. “As you debate
your options, consider—I am offering you a chance to redeem yourself.”Felix’s heart hammered
in his chest. “If I ally myself with you, will you tell my son . . . and your other associates that I am
on their side?”“You would have me do your job? Only you can save your soul, Felix. Part of that
lies in convincing them that you have changed.” Dmitri gave him a withering look. “I hardly expect
you to find it easy.”Without waiting for a reply, the seer vaporized before Felix.The four colored
tiles were the only evidence the conversation had ever happened.Felix’s hand hovered over
them. Which should he turn over first?Red.The color of his ruby. The stone that signified that he
—and Axel—were lower than the emperor and his sons, but higher than the high-born with their
emeralds and sapphires.He tossed over the red tile—and started at the engraved face staring
back at him: Crown Prince Grigor, Lukan’s so-called son.He pondered a moment, saw no logic
in it, and, not knowing what to expect, turned over the green tile.Grigor’s brother, Meka, looked
back at him.In a normal game, such tiles would represent the Lord of the Conquest and the Lord
of the Household, important pieces, certainly, but never of the same value as the emperor.The
message was clear. Lukan may have embedded diamonds into the twins’ faces and told the
world they were his sons, but it would never change their status. Grigor and Meka would never
rule Chenaya. The best they could hope for was influence.So why present Felix with the twins at
all?He stood and walked to the window. Far below, at the ornamental lake on the palace
grounds, his two great-nephews fished, as they had every day for the last ten years. Hair long,
clothes unkempt, despite Felix’s protests to the contrary, they had been sorely neglected by both
Lukan and Kestrel.Dmitri suggested those two wretches as a solution to Lukan’s planned
insanity? Felix shook his head in disbelief. His nephews had grown up shunned by the palace—
and for good reason. In Lukan’s attempts to stop them learning of the Dmitri Curse, Morass and
his team of guardsmen had been programmed to kill anyone who spoke to them.Lukan hadn’t
even spared Grigor and Meka a bed in the bunker.Ignorant, little better than wild animals, what
use could such expendable fodder be in saving Felix’s family?Dmitri’s voice chimed in his head.
“They are Lukan’s acknowledged heirs.”That Felix could not deny.He turned back to the last two
tiles, wondering what mystery Dmitri had presented there.Again he hesitated.Sapphire or
diamond?He had little doubt whose face he would see under the diamond. The Light-Bearer’s,
whose else?As fascinating as it was that Dmitri offered him Nicholas—the intended emperor,
Felix supposed—as a solution to this particular problem, the blue tile intrigued him most. He
flicked it over and grimaced.Lynx.He couldn’t even begin to imagine where a Norin rebel would
fit in a Chenayan game of strategy, other than as the enemy to be conquered. Mind churning on
how he could use Lynx to save them all, almost absentmindedly, he lifted the diamond tile. As he
expected, the great constellation, Nicholas the Light-Bearer, beamed back at him.Felix rubbed
his face.That bastard Dmitri has certainly presented me with a puzzle.“Tut, tut, Felix. If we are to



be allies, I take exception to being called a bastard.”Felix looked around the room, but couldn’t
find the seer. “Tut, tut, Dmitri. If we are to be allies, I take exception to disembodied voices talking
to me in person or in my head.”Felix blinked. Dmitri sat opposite him as if he had never left.“Ask
your questions. Then I must be gone. It is my boy’s birthday, and I do not wish to miss his
party.”Felix’s eyes widened. “So you spend your time with Nicholas?”Dmitri’s face settled into a
serious mien.It had probably been a frivolous question, under the circumstances. Felix waved at
the tiles. “What am I supposed to do with these?”No answer from Dmitri.Felix oozed another
tired sigh and then spoke his mind. “I plan to inject Nicholas with the Final Word tonight.”He
waited for some reaction from the seer. But not in his wildest dreams could he have imagined the
quiet but firm “aye” that fell from Dmitri’s lips.“Aye? You approve? I would have thought you would
be berating me for my cruelty.”Dmitri’s stern face gave nothing away.“You are aware, I assume,
that we intend to imprison Nicholas in a dark hole? That’s if Axel fails to rescue him.”“Aye. Do
your worst.”Felix shook his head. Needing clarification, he said, “Nicholas will die along with the
rest of the planet when Lukan releases the Dragon’s Fire.”“That is what you are charged with
preventing.” A tiny smile from Dmitri. “You asked what my price was. Now you know.”Felix was no
closer to clarity. Even if he stopped the Burning, Nicholas would still be in a foul prison with no
hope of escape. How did that serve Dmitri? And what did the seer gain if Nicholas was
embedded with the most sophisticated tracking device the world had ever seen?His mouth
dropped.If Felix and Dmitri were on the same side—the one opposite to Lukan—how could he
use the information soon to be streamed from Nicholas’s neck? A thousand questions and ideas
tumbled through Felix’s mind.He cut them dead. There would be time enough in the steam
carriage with that low-born Morass to ponder on this puzzle.Now he had to tackle the seer.“The
twins,” he said to Dmitri. “The so-called princes. You know they are wild. It makes it hard to devise
a clear strategy for them.”“I have a plan to tame them. But whatever happens, do not allow your
prejudice to lead you to squander those boys. They are winning tiles on this board. In time, if you
stop the Burning, Lukan will realize that, too. Make sure you own them first.”Felix would have
loved to ask what Dmitri intended to do to tame the twins, but he sensed that no answer would
be forthcoming. He licked his lips. “Perhaps the most challenging of all . . . Lynx.”“Aye.”Felix
wanted to writhe under Dmitri’s relentless scrutiny. Seventy-one years of training kept him steady
in his seat. “I have never fathomed that woman. Rebellious, breasts the size of peanuts, no social
graces, yet the three most powerful men of her age bent at the knee for her. Axel, Tao, and
Lukan. Remarkable power.”“Use it.” Dmitri stood. “My boy will be looking for me. Good day.”Felix
guessed the seer would not return. He closed his eyes to think.The logical place to start was
Lynx. If he could thwart Lukan’s plan to relocate her to the secret bunker, he might throw a
wrench into all of Lukan’s other lunacy. While Lynx roamed free, Lukan would never trigger the
gas.Planning anything around volatile Lynx was risky in the extreme, but there was one variable
he could control.Morass.Just this morning, on Lukan’s instruction, Felix had programmed the
low-born to guard and defend Nicholas the way Morass did the emperor. Tonight, with the care
of a loving parent, Morass would lift Nicholas from the cottage and see him safely to his prison



cell. Until death took the Light-Bearer in the Burning.But what if the ice crystal in Morass’s head
malfunctioned and the moron harmed the Light-Bearer before Lukan had confirmation of Axel’s
death?Lukan would go crazy with worry.But would that be enough to disrupt Lukan’s well-laid
operation?And would Felix be able to get his hands on Lynx?He didn’t know. But it was a gamble
he would have to take.Pity I have already lost at a game of tiles today. I hope it is not a portent of
things to come.Grim-faced, Felix took out his informa and pulled up the screen to tweak the
command to Morass’s ice crystal.He gasped, and his hand clutched at his chest.Tao!
Impossible.But there it was. Lukan’s command to Morass to kill his brother.Sorrow for Tao—a
truly great man—had Felix bowing his head.Then a thought struck. Using Lukan’s voice, Felix
encrypted a new command to Morass’s programming: the low-born was to harm Nicholas right
after killing Tao.If Lukan ever questioned why Morass had damaged the Light-Bearer, Felix could
point out that Lukan would only have himself to blame.Felix slipped his informa back into his
pocket.Perhaps the day would work out after all.Chapter SixBathed and dressed in a new set of
leather clothes, Talon slouched on a cushion on the floor. The scarred wooden table was set for
four. The stew and the soup simmered on the stove. Extra candles, set out on the mantelpiece
over the fire, waited to be lit. All that was missing was Lukan.He was late.Very late.Once this
dinner ended, Talon could finally get the answers he wanted from Mom and Uncle Tao. But it
couldn’t end unless it began.Talon stroked Thunder’s head, resting on his knee. Too old and
rickety to go into the forest anymore, the dog hadn’t left Talon’s side since he’d returned from the
fishing trip. Talon whispered to him. “You going to stay with me when he comes? Maybe growl,
like you do at the foxes?”Foxes raiding the chicken coop were an endless problem. In his heyday,
Thunder had sent many an intruder packing, but it had been some time since he’d had the
strength to go after foxes.Thunder licked his face with a sandy tongue.Talon hugged him even
tighter. His heart clenched at the thought of waking up one morning and finding Thunder had
died. He was irreplaceable. Mom told him that Thunder had wandered up to the cottage just
before he had been born. Yet another thing he couldn’t fathom. Why would Mom want to live in a
forest with a small baby? And why with Uncle Tao? Where had his father been?Another sloppy
lick from Thunder. Talon scratched Thunder’s neck as a reward. Mom said it was a miracle
Thunder had lived as long as he had. A blessing from the Winds.Talon didn’t know about that.
What he did know was that no other dog had ever stumbled on their cottage. So, when Thunder
went, he would probably be the last dog Talon would ever see.Unless his father brought a puppy.
Unlikely, seeing as Lukan had never brought him any presents.Mom clattered a pot in the sink.
Talon looked up to see Uncle Tao put his arm—he had collected a couple of angry-looking stings
—around her shoulders. In the private sign language he knew they used to protect themselves
from his hearing, he indicated to her to calm down. She shook her head, then laid the pot aside
and leaned against his shoulder.“Perhaps we should talk to Talon about Axel.” Although Uncle
Tao mouthed into her ear, Talon could hear the words as if his uncle whispered to him.Talon’s
eyes narrowed; who or what was Axel?Mom glanced in Talon’s direction, then whispered back,
“I’ve told him we’ll talk after dinner. I don’t want him worked up about it with Lukan here.” A deep



sigh filled with sorrow and longing. “Axel will be here in a few hours. Our last night with
him.”Before Talon could call them out for whispering about him, or ask about this mysterious
Axel, he caught another, more distant sound.Thunder raised his head, and his ears twitched.
He’d heard it, too—the unmistakable plod of horse’s hooves over leaf litter.A mixture of unease,
defiance, and loathing curdled Talon’s stomach. “Lukan’s here. I can hear him coming over the
rise.”Uncle Tao sucked in a breath. “Okay. Best behavior everyone.”He shot Talon, and then
Mom, warning looks before walking to the door to greet his brother.That Mom had been included
made Talon chuckle.“Stand, Talon,” Mom commanded. “It’s always better to be on the same
level, so you can look him in the eye.” A pause, then a slow grin. “Especially if you have eyes like
ours that tend to make him nervous.”Talon smiled back as he lumbered to his feet. Thunder
stood next him, his frail body quivering.Talon brushed the dog’s back with his hand. “I thought I
was supposed to be nice.”Mom cleared her throat. “Right. Forgot that in my eagerness to see
your father. ‘Nice’ is exactly what we’re both after.” She glanced at the door. “I can hear him,
too.”The horse stopped, and Talon heard someone drop down onto the yard. Thunder burst into
a flurry of barks. He tried to restrain the dog, but Thunder bolted to the open door with surprising
agility.Lukan stood framed in the doorway. His charcoal-black eyes widened at Thunder’s bared
teeth. A scowl scrunched his face, puckering a jagged scar that ran from his left eye to his chin.
The scar was old and had faded to a thin white line. Like Uncle Tao, he also wore a diamond next
to his right eye. Instead of looking familiar and comforting the way Uncle Tao’s did, it glinted
angrily in the candlelight, even with Talon’s poor vision.Talon was struck how different the two
brothers were.Gentle as Uncle Tao’s temperament was, he was tough and muscled from eking
out a living in the forest. Like Talon and Mom, he dressed in rough leather trousers, moccasins,
and a leather tunic made from the deer they hunted for the pot. In winter, he wore an ancient
sable fur coat. As a boy, Talon had loved to wrap himself in it on cold evenings while Uncle Tao
had told him bedtime stories. Every story had always included a young forest boy, a dog, and a
gray-and-black falcon called Bird. Talon had never tired of hearing about them.Lukan, on the
other hand, looked soft, even with his scarred, arrogant face. He was impeccably turned out in a
fancy coat, waistcoat, and trousers. A pair of highly polished black boots completed his outfit.
Mom had once told him Lukan only ever wore black and silver clothing made from velvet and
silk, with solid silver buttons.The tattered curtains hanging on the windows in the cottage were
made from thin silk, so Talon knew what silk felt like. Given his pathetic eyes, touch was a vital
part of how he sensed the world. He had never fingered velvet before, but as he wasn’t about to
touch Lukan’s clothes, that part of his father would continue to be shrouded in mystery.What
wasn’t a surprise, though, was the lack of gifts in Lukan’s hands.His father hadn’t brought a
puppy. Or a fiddle.Talon brushed his unreasonable disappointment away at the same moment
Lukan said, “Hello, Lynx, Tao. Another warm welcome from your dog, I see.”Talon’s stomach
clenched, not at his father’s scathing tone, or that he hadn’t gotten a mention in the greeting, but
at the way Lukan’s eyes undressed his mother. Talon may not have had any exposure to girls his
own age, but he had lived around animals all his life, and Lukan eyed Mom the way a stag did a



doe during the rut.Face like stone, Talon stepped between Lukan and Mom, cutting her off from
his father’s view. “Thunder is my dog.”Cold, dark eyes settled on Talon. “Well, I suppose that
explains everything.”All thoughts of being nice vanished from Talon’s mind. Fists clenched, he
surged forward, aggression in every step.Uncle Tao grabbed his arm. “Talon, how about you take
your father’s coat? Hang it up on the hook in the entrance.” To Lukan, he said, “Come, sit. Dinner
is ready.”“Has been for the last two hours,” Talon muttered loud enough for Lukan to hear. He
caught the coat his father flung at him.Turned out velvet felt as soft as Lukan looked. Talon
crushed the fabric, wishing it was his father’s face caught between his fingers. He’d squeeze until
Lukan’s cheekbones snapped. He swallowed hard, shocked at his violent thoughts. He didn’t
need to see Uncle Tao’s gentle eyes to know his uncle would not approve. Feeling ashamed,
Talon slung the coat on the hook, took a deep breath, and forced a neutral expression.By the
time he reached the table, Lukan and Uncle Tao had sat and Mom had finished dishing out the
soup. She placed the first bowl, brimming with trout and homegrown leeks and carrots, in Talon’s
usual spot. He smiled at her and mouthed a “sorry” for his spurt of temper.She nodded and
indicated he should sit.Once everyone had a bowl of soup, and Mom had taken her place, Uncle
Tao held up a wooden mug of homemade mead. “To Nicholas! All sixteen years of him.”A frown
robbed Talon of his appetite.Nicholas?Since when did Uncle Tao call him that? Only his father
ever called him Nicholas. Lumped with that horrible name at birth, at least Mom and Uncle Tao
were decent enough to call him by his nickname. Last year, when his father had come for the
birthday dinner, he had asked Lukan to call him Talon. The bastard had refused. It had made
Talon despise the man even more. He looked at his uncle questioningly and received a smile in
reply.Mom raised her mug. “To Nicholas.” She turned hard eyes on Lukan. “May the Winds ever
find access to him.”Talon cocked his head as he considered that cryptic comment. He, Mom,
and Uncle Tao worshiped the Winds—or, rather, Mom and Uncle Tao did; Talon wasn’t
convinced the Winds could actually do anything other than whistle through the trees. But Uncle
Tao and Mom where convinced that, no matter where you were, the Winds could answer your
prayers. So why the strange comment?With no answers, Talon’s eyes shot to Lukan.His mug,
held by manicured fingers, hovered in the air, but he didn’t join in the toast. Instead, he said,
“Mead? How Norin of you, Lynx.” He glanced over at Uncle Tao. “Chenna? Surely you still have
some?”Uncle Tao took a sip of his drink and, with deliberate slowness, placed the mug back
onto the table. “We haven’t drunk chenna in this house for over sixteen years, Lukan. You know
that.”Talon wondered what chenna was and why it was such a big deal.He also wished the meal
were over and Lukan long gone. Despite all Mom’s efforts to make him his favorite food, she
could have put rocks in front of him and they wouldn’t have been any more or less unappetizing.
He played with his soup and listened to the others swallow their food. Then, when Mom dished
up the stew, he pushed that around his plate, too.Yet again, he wondered why Lukan bothered to
come when only Uncle Tao made any attempt at conversation. That was quickly exhausted once
he’d discussed their vegetable garden and the upcoming good harvest; his falcon, Bird, still
menacing the smaller birds and rabbits in the forest; and the weather, unseasonably rainy this



summer, which had helped the aforementioned vegetable garden.Talon rolled his eyes with
boredom. It started to rain during dinner, leaving the night cold. The fire was a pleasant addition
to a horrible evening.The person he knew the least about offered no information about his life,
where he lived, or what had kept him busy, supposedly, for a whole year since his last visit.
Hardly surprisingly, Lukan also expressed no interest in what Talon had done during that
time.The entire evening was a complete enigma.It was only once the last licks of goat’s milk
cream, honeycomb, and forest berries had been cleared away, and another log put on the fire
around which they all sat, that Lukan turned to Talon.“So, your mother says you’re a talented at
music and math,” Lukan said with a sneer. “Is that so?”Talon focused on the flames, pretending
not to hear him. In reality, he was thinking hard. His talents hadn’t been mentioned during dinner.
Did that mean Mom discussed him with Lukan when he came for his monthly visits? Betrayal
stabbed him.His father’s voice rose a notch. “Nicholas, it would seem that you are hard of
hearing. I’m speaking to you.”Despite everything, Talon smiled inwardly at Lukan’s stupid
comment. Mom had clearly said nothing about his ears.Mom reached over and touched him on
the knee. “Talon, your father has asked you a question.”Face blank, Talon looked up Lukan. “Oh.
What did you say?”With ill-concealed exasperation, Lukan repeated himself. “I understand you
can do complex math equations in your head and play music very well,” Lukan said. “Is that
true?”“I guess.”Lukan’s eyes narrowed. “I suppose it’s just as well I never allowed books and the
like here. Imagine if you could read and write, too! We might never shut you up.”Talon glared at
him. Uncle Tao and Mom had tried to teach him the alphabet by writing with bits of charcoal on
homemade vellum, but because the symbols had meant nothing to Talon, he’d resisted learning.
Now he wondered if that had been a mistake.Lukan waved a hand at a shelf laden with musical
instruments. Some were Mom’s, others he had constructed from skins, reeds and wood gleaned
from the forest. “And which of the clutter of instruments in this house do you like best?
Xylophone? Fiddle? Flute? Drum?”Talon didn’t want to answer, but all three of them stared at
him. Worse, from the corner of his eye, he saw Mom mouth, “Nice!”He sighed. “Fiddle.”Lukan
turned to Mom. “Your son is not exactly verbose, is he?”“He has had no exposure to strangers.”
Mom’s voice was flat, hard. “And I broke nearly seventeen years of protocol by asking you to
bring us something. A fiddle for Talon. You didn’t.”How come she wasn’t being nice? Another
burst of irritation at his mother sliced him.Lukan’s eyes softened, and his skin darkened almost
to black. Talon recognized that to mean a blush. Was his father embarrassed? His skin tone
reverted to his usual mid-tone gray too quickly for Talon to be sure.Uncle Tao nudged Talon with
his moccasin. “Come, up and play for your father.”Talon glared at his uncle. Then an idea flashed
at him, and his face broke into a wide smile. “Of course, Uncle Tao. For you, it would be a
pleasure.” He sauntered over to the shelf and grabbed the fiddle.Eyes fixed on Lukan, he lined it
up to his chin and shoulder. A rasp of his bow, and the fiddle burst into a staccato frenzy of
sound. With each sweep, his music grew in aggression and boisterousness, but not once did he
take his eyes off his father. Cold and calculating, like Bird’s eyes. That’s what he hoped they
looked like.He suppressed a grin when Lukan shifted in his seat, looking decidedly



uncomfortable. When it looked as if Lukan was about to get up, Talon changed tempo, allowing
the music to fall away. Lukan settled back in his seat.Still watching Lukan the way Bird skewered
her prey, Talon swept his bow into a soaring, triumphant climax.Lukan looked afraid.It filled Talon
with pleasure.Considering his work done, he turned to Uncle Tao and bowed.No one was more
startled than Talon when Lukan cried out, “That’s incredible! If your math is anything like your
fiddle playing, then you must be some kind of genius. Your mother has always claimed you are
bright.” He turned to Mom. “Did you compose that?”Mom smiled at Talon with deep affection—
then betrayed him by saying, “No, Talon did. He hears things in the forest and translates them
into music. That piece is a portrayal of the little birds mobbing Bird when she goes soaring. The
more aggressive and angry they become, the more aloof and disinterested she acts, until she
breaks away and flies above them. Lording over them, we always say.” She smiled at Talon,
brimming with love.Lukan shifted in his seat again. “Interesting piece.” He turned to Talon. “Care
to explain why you chose to play that?”Talon studied his father and saw definite dread in his
eyes. Knowing he would get no answer as to why that was, he put the fiddle down.“I’m tired. I’m
going to bed.” He hugged Mom and Uncle Tao, ignored Lukan, and stalked out, leaving the room
in silence. Even though he closed his bedroom door, he knew he’d hear every word said.If
anyone ever spoke again, of course.Lukan finally recovered. “Well, I guess that’s my cue to
leave. You have an . . . interesting son, Lynx. Perhaps a little too Norin to really be pleasing, but I
suppose it was to be expected. Don’t bother seeing me out. I know the way.”A few strides, and
the door clicked closed.Talon waited at the side of his bed for the summons he knew would
come.Chapter SevenTalon didn’t have to wait long.“Would you like to tell us what that was all
about?” Mom demanded.“You promised me answers,” he called back.He heard a horse snort in
the barn. They didn’t own any horses, so that meant Lukan had not yet left the property. It made
him nervous.“If you were nice,” Mom replied.He walked to his bedroom door. Mom and Uncle
Tao looked as concerned as he felt. “He hates me.” His fingers tapped the door jamb. “And he
sees Mom as an object. I’m sorry if I couldn’t sit there like a chicken, but it’s not within my power.”
He looked out the window toward the barn. “And he’s still here. Hasn’t left yet.”“He’s probably still
recovering from the shock you were to him,” Uncle Tao said. “Especially that stare of yours.”Talon
couldn’t resist snorting with pride that he had scared Lukan. It served him right for arriving empty
handed for a birthday dinner.Mom stood and walked over to him. She draped her arms around
his shoulders and hugged him, hard. “I know I asked you to be nice, but I can’t tell you how proud
I am of you for choosing to stand up for me, however unnecessary.”Talon hugged her back,
stunned by her reaction. Then he pulled away. At sixteen, he really was too old to still be hugging
his mother. “I thought you’d be mad at me.”“How can I be? Not when you are merely doing what
you were born to do.” Mom took his hand and led him back to the fire. She waited for him to sit on
his cushion on the floor. “Tao and I know you have sought answers for a long time, but you have
to understand that there are two very good reasons why we haven’t satisfied your curiosity.”His
eyebrows quirked. This he had to hear.Mom sat next to him and grazed his knuckles with her
lips. “Firstly, we wanted you to have a carefree childhood, because once you hear what we have



to say, you will never be free again.” A chill shot up Talon’s spine. “At least, not unless you fight for
it—and win.”“No doubt about me winning,” he said, not wanting to admit that Mom’s grave face
and tone were unsettling.Now that the moccasin was on the other foot, he decided being
disconcerted wasn’t much fun.“You have no idea of the odds, Talon,” Uncle Tao said, equally
grave. “But you will have help. If you accept it, you stand a chance. Alone, well . . .” His voice
trailed off.Mom cleared her throat. “The second reason is that your father’s eyes and ears are
everywhere,” she waved a hand around the cottage, “and we feared that if we told you anything,
he would try and take you away. Tao and I were not willing to risk that.”His father’s eyes and ears?
That sounded creepy, even if Talon didn’t know what it meant.“Okay, I get that you had reasons,
even if I don’t understand them.” He pulled his hand away from Mom’s and dragged Thunder,
almost comatose in front of the fire, across his lap for comfort. “So how about we start at the very
beginning. Like, why do we live here? Why does Lukan come every month and then you all
pretend he only comes once a year? Why don’t we ever see other people? And, most of all, why
does Lukan hate me so much?”Mom snorted her surprise. “Oh, the beginning starts way before
all that. But, tell me, how do you know Lukan comes every month?”Talon’s eyes narrowed as he
considered her very blatant deflection. “If I answer, do you promise to keep your promise and tell
me what I’ve waited years to know?”“What is the one principle I have always tried to teach you,
Talon?”“Mom, you’re deflecting!”“All for good reason. Answer me.”“Honor,” he said with an
impatient wave of his hand. “Being honorable, so the Winds will find me worthy of help.”“Yes.
Exactly that. Talon, you will need the Winds on your side if you are to win against your father. And
not just the Winds. Every deity on this planet will need to lend a hand.”Talon dug his fingers into
the coarse hair under Thunder’s collar. The dog whimpered, and Talon quickly dropped his
hand.Mom said, more gently, “I make you an oath, I will answer every single one of your
questions, if you just answer this one of mine.”An oath. There was no higher, more binding
promise his mother could make. It bound her soul to the Winds. If she broke it, the Winds would
curse her. He wasn’t sure he believed in mere curses, but she did, and strongly. It was enough
that she had made the promise.Talon relaxed for the first time in months.“Just because Uncle
Tao takes me out before Lukan arrives doesn’t mean I don’t hear him coming. He gallops around
the forest as if he owns it.” He shifted his attention back to the barn. “In fact, I can hear him now.
He’s finally leaving. Hope he never comes back.”“He does own it,” Tao said flatly.Talon looked at
him in surprise. “The forest? Lukan owns it? How is that possible? This is our land.”“Lukan
Avanov owns two-thirds of the land on this very large planet, including our tiny patch of forest,”
Uncle Tao said. “You’ve always wondered if there are other people besides us. Yes, there are.
Millions of them—and many of them are controlled by Lukan. And when I say controlled, I mean
just that. His priestesses have injected them with devices made from a substance called ice
crystal. It allows Lukan and his Lord of the Household, Felix Avanov—our uncle—to monitor and
control where people live, what they do, and how far they can travel. No one embedded with ice
crystal leaves their town or village—or cottage in the forest—without his permission.”Talon’s
eyes bulged. He shook his head, hoping that if he rattled his brains hard enough against his



skull, Uncle Tao would make more sense. Shaking didn’t make what Uncle Tao said any clearer.
“Huh?”Mom chuckled, and then her face fell back into the gravitas that set Talon’s nerves on
edge. “It’s only the people who live in the Chenayan Heartland who have been tagged. Lukan
didn’t have enough ice crystal for everyone in the empire. This forest is in the Heartland.”Talon’s
mouth dried, and he struggled to swallow a lump that had formed in his throat. “So . . . are we
tagged?”“Tao and I are.” Mom pulled her hair away from her neck and pointed to a scar Talon
had never noticed before. He knew Uncle Tao had one, but had never thought to question
whether his mother had anything similar. Why would he have?“Acting on Lukan’s orders,” Mom
said, “Felix did this to us before you were born. The ice crystal allows us to live within a
prescribed area in the forest. If we stray beyond those boundaries, it will fire a shock, killing us
instantly.”Talon stared at Mom, then rubbed his own neck. As far as he knew, there was no scar
there.Uncle Tao touched his shoulder. “You were never tagged. You were Lukan’s terrifying
secret, the one no one was ever supposed to know about. That’s why he sent your mom here
before you were born. He didn’t want anyone to know of your existence. Then, just after your
birth, Lukan came here with Felix to tag you. Your Mom and I fought them off. In the end, Lukan
realized he would have to kill your mother to get to you. As you saw tonight, he’s obsessed with
possessing her, so he wasn’t willing to sacrifice her. He and Felix left with the job unfinished.”
Uncle Tao’s expression hardened. “That’s why I always take you away when Lukan
comes.”Talon’s core warmed at how much his Mom and Uncle Tao loved him. “That kind of
explains why Mom is here. But why you?”“I did not agree with his plan to inject everyone with ice
crystals, so I refused to swear allegiance to him. As punishment, he banished me, too.”“You
fought for me, but you didn’t fight for yourselves to prevent this?”Mom and Uncle Tao looked at
each other and laughed; it sounded bitter.“We fought like wild things,” Mom said. “But Lukan was
too powerful. It was not a fight we could win—and survive to tell the tale.”“He stole your freedom.
Powerful or not, that would not have stopped me fighting!”“I was pregnant with you,” Mom said,
dryly. “Keeping you alive was more important than anything else.”Talon grimaced, ashamed that
he could accuse them when all they had done was protect and love him. He took Mom’s hand.
“Thank you.” Then he scowled, trying to understand the complexities of the situation. “Uncle Tao,
why would you need to swear allegiance? Who is Lukan that he has this much power?”“Your
father is Emperor of All Chenaya and the Conquered Territories. Considered by many to be the
most powerful man in existence. Like I said, he owns two-thirds of the world.”Tao canted his
head. “Then why do you sound doubtful about all his power?”“There are two other people who
wield as much power, if not more, than Lukan.” Mom twirled her feathers and braids.She always
did that when stressed or deep in thought. He wondered now which emotion she rode.“The first
is a man named Axel Avanov. He is Felix’s son”—she gestured at Tao—“and Tao’s cousin. Your
cousin, too. Axel runs a private army of highly trained mercenaries. They have waged war
against Lukan since before you were born.” She pulled out a familiar chunky gold button—she
used to let him play with it when he was little—and held it up for Talon to see.“You think this is
just a button.” She smiled. “A chew toy.” The smile vanished. “It is actually a device called an



informa. It allows us to communicate with Axel. We will be re-introducing you to him tonight. He’s
been waiting since the day you were born to reconnect with you.”Talon kept his face neutral,
trying to pretend he understood all of this crazy stuff. Or that he wasn’t hurt that she’d kept this
information from him. It left him feeling like a fool. “I thought you said no one else knew of my
birth? Now you say this Axel wants to meet me again?”Mom and Uncle Tao grinned
conspiratorially, as if sharing a precious joke.“We didn’t say Lukan was successful, Talon.” Tao’s
grin widened. “We had a full house here on the night of your birth. Axel; his sister, Malika; her
husband, Stefan; and an old friend named Tatiana attended your birth. It was also the night the
Pathfinder comet swept through the sky.”Uncle Tao and Mom never failed to mention that the
rare Pathfinder comet had appeared at his birth. Talon could never understand what all the fuss
was about. Planetary bodies and stars moved all the time, so what was the big deal about the
coincidence of a comet appearing?“An epoch-changing event,” Mom added, voice brimming
with her usual pride when it had anything to do with him. “Anyway, Axel is the reason Lukan has
only managed to tag the people in the Heartland. His army has stopped Lukan getting his hands
on the biggest supplies of ice crystal in the world. They are still fighting for it, but Axel keeps
them at bay.”Her voice softened into something almost tender. “Axel’s other great claim is that he
is the man I would have married, had I been given a choice.” She gave him a speculative look.
“Who knows, maybe one day I might still get the chance. If you manage to win against your
father, of course.” A small smile played on her mouth. “No pressure.”Talon chewed on that
information. What was more astonishing? The story of Lukan and Axel and the ice crystal? Or
the fact that, for his whole life, his mother had secretly loved a man he knew nothing about? He
swallowed and then started to laugh at the absurdity of the situation.“Mom, if Lukan is an
emperor, that makes you an empress!” Hysteria threatened to overwhelm him. “Shouldn’t you be
living in a . . . a bigger house?” He looked around, trying to ground himself in reality and noticed
their ragged curtains. “With . . . with velvet curtains?”Mom’s smile was gentle, indulgent. “Velvet
curtains would be just part of what an empress would have in her palace. And you haven’t
stopped to ask what it makes you.”True. Talon’s nose scrunched in thought. He had no idea what
the son of an emperor was called. It had never come up before. Surprise, surprise.“So what does
it make me? Apart from incredulous. And a little bit ticked off, if I’m honest.”“A crown prince. The
other person who wields as much power as Lukan.” Tao leaned back in his chair. “The fateful
troika: Nicholas, also known as Talon; Lukan; and Axel.” A shadow crossed his face. “I should
mention that Lukan has two other heirs: Grigor and Meka.” His eyes dropped along with his
voice. “I am told that they are actually my sons.”Jealousy stabbed Talon at Uncle Tao’s subdued
tone. He pushed it aside as quickly as it rose. He had no doubt of Uncle Tao’s love for him. Pain
at his uncle’s obvious sorrow drove out all other emotions. “You’ve never seen them?”Uncle Tao
stretched, then stood. He walked to the fireplace and threw another log on the embers. “No.
They live with Lukan and their mother.” A self-deprecating smile. “Your Aunt Kestrel. Your mom’s
sister.”From having only three people in the world, Talon felt overwhelmed with family. He picked
at Thunder’s collar. “There’s rather a lot of us, isn’t there? Does everyone always inter-breed? It



doesn’t work in the animal kingdom, so why do humans do it?”“Not by choice,” Mom said with a
firmness that surprised him. “Norin princesses, that’s my tribe—we are vassals of Lukan’s—have
always been forced to marry Chenayan crown princes. My father is the Norin king, and he has no
more daughters, but my brother Wolf does. Her name is Petal, and I bet she lives in fear of the
summons from Lukan to marry—” She shrugged. “Well, I’m really not sure who she’d marry, now
that you have been born. The imperative for Norin princesses to marry Chenayan crown princes
fell away at your birth.”Talon didn’t want to pursue that line of questioning. Instead he asked,
“And your sister, Kestrel?”“Kestrel’s summons to Chenaya was unusual. Lukan’s father wanted
her to marry Tao. It wasn’t a successful match.”Uncle Tao flinched, then busied himself with
poking the fire.Mom stood and squeezed Uncle Tao’s shoulder before heading to the kitchen. “A
drink, anyone?”Talon’s stomach rumbled. “Any dinner left? I kind of lost my appetite over
supper.”“Soup. I’ll heat some up for you.”Talon scratched Thunder’s neck while Mom clanged
pots around the range. Uncle Tao sat back in his chair, stretching his long legs out before the
fire.Talon wasn’t sorry for the respite. It gave him an opportunity to think. But the more he
thought, the less any of this made sense to him, despite the overwhelming evidence to the
contrary.Mom handed him a warm bowl of soup, which he rested on Thunder’s back. The dog
must have smelled the food, because he awoke, eyeing Talon hopefully.Talon looked around to
make sure no one was watching and then slipped him a piece of fish. It vanished down
Thunder’s gullet before anyone noticed, and he flopped back to sleep on Talon’s lap. Talon ate
the rest. He put the bowl on the floor and sighed. It was time to get more answers.“You still
haven’t explained what I did to make Lukan hate me so much. If I’m the crown prince with all this
power, shouldn’t Lukan be teaching me to—”What did crown princes learn about? Surely not
how to plant and grow chickpeas or make the perfect rabbit snare? He looked down at his
hands, calloused from the dozens of chores he performed daily to help keep his family alive, and
compared them to Lukan’s soft, mushy ones. “To read and write, for a start?”“You heard your
father,” Mom replied. “He has no intention of ever letting you educate yourself. What we’ve
managed to teach you with charcoal and homemade paper is as good as it’s going to get. The
music I made you learn was to give you some culture. We Norin love music and dancing. I
wanted to give you that. The math . . . well, that’s all yours. You figured that out by yourself.”Just
like he would have to figure everything else out if he ever became emperor.He snorted at his
own folly. Thunder would grow wings and fly before he became emperor of anything.“Okay. Back
to the hate.” He sensed that despite the oath, Mom and Uncle Tao were holding back on that all-
important issue.“Talon, you have always loathed your real name, but it is the key to
understanding Lukan’s hate.” Mom pointed out the window at the night sky.Talon glanced out,
guessed from the position of the stars that it was well after midnight, and shrugged. He’d said no
one was sleeping until this was resolved. “I assume you mean the Nicholas part?”“Actually, your
full name is Nicholas the Light-Bearer. I suppose if we were to tack on a surname to that
mouthful it would be Avanov.”Talon rolled his eyes in disbelief. “That’s the name of a
constellation! And who needs a surname? What were you thinking, Mom?”He didn’t add that the



stars that demarcated Nicholas the Light-Bearer, the constellation in the northern point in the
sky, were by far his favorite. Watching the Light-Bearer always gave him a sense of power, a
sense of purpose.Now the coincidence—too creepy to be laughed away—sent a shiver up his
spine.Mom swatted the side of his head. “I most certainly did not choose that name. My choice
was Talon—a good Norin name—and that’s what we have always called you. But I was asked to
name you Nicholas the Light-Bearer by a friend of someone you love very much.”Talon turned
accusing eyes on Uncle Tao.“Whoa!” Uncle Tao held up his hands. “Don’t blame me. Blame
Thunder.”“Thunder? The dog? He told you to call me after a bunch of stars?”Thunder lifted his
head and looked up at Talon. He swore he saw agreement in the dog’s loyal eyes. Talon
grimaced. This was beyond weird and creepy, and he didn’t like anything that made his skin
crawl.“Remember, I said getting answers will be the end of your childhood?” Mom’s face was
sorrowful. When he nodded, she said, “I want an oath from you that you will be adult about this
discussion.”Despite his growing certainty that something wasn’t right here, Talon didn’t even
hesitate to answer. “I can be an adult. I’m not a boy anymore. Tell me everything.”Mom studied
him for what seemed like an eternity. Finally, she said, “I accept your oath and consider it
binding.” She looked down at the dog. “Explain it to him, Thunder.”Chapter EightThunder sighed,
a long mournful sound.Talon reached down to pat him, but the dog’s body arched, then
shuddered. His skin and fur began to bulge.Talon’s eyes widened almost to bursting as a brilliant
light burst out of Thunder’s back.It grew in size, unfurling like a butterfly escaping from a
chrysalis. As it blossomed, it revealed a stocky man with gray hair and a stern face. His skin
glowed with a pearlescent light before settling into the monotone of human skin. His robe was
dark with brighter stars patterned after the Nicholas the Light-Bearer constellation. He hovered
briefly in the air before descending until his booted feet touched the floor planks.Talon fell back
against his cushion and gasped.Before he could challenge the newcomer, he realized Thunder
lay still and unnaturally heavy on his lap. His gasp turned into a cry. His dog’s head lolled to one
side, his eyes glassy and lifeless.Panic tore through Talon.Who to look at first? The strange
man? Or his beloved pet?Tears threatening, he pressed his face into Thunder’s side, both for
comfort and to listen for his heartbeat.There was nothing. Thunder’s heart, which had rumbled
and wheezed like the old steam-driven plow, was silent.It was deafening in its finality.Not caring
about his childish tears, he looked up at Mom. “So this is what you meant by the end of my
childhood? Is everything to be a trade-off now?”Tears glistened in his mother’s eyes, not
something he had ever seen.That distressed him almost as much as the loss of Thunder.She
pointed at the man. “Dmitri can answer that question far better than I.”Hatred bubbled up in Talon
as he turned to the man who had so clearly ended Thunder’s life. “Who are you?” he snarled.
“And what are you doing here?”“Your Highness.” The man—Dmitri—bowed to him.Talon glared
at him. “First you kill my friend, then you mock me!”A smile softened Dmitri’s face. “Nicholas—
Talon—I am your friend. All your life, I have watched over you, guarded you as we played and
hunted together. I’ve heard your dreams, comforted you during your nightmares, protected you in
your sleep. And now”—he pointed at Thunder, spread out on Talon’s lap—“I grieve with you for



the loss of the body my spirit dwelled in for so long.”Talon gripped Thunder in his arms and
stood, rage making his frame shake. “How dare you say that! You are not my dog! You’re . . .
you’re—” His voice faltered.He had no idea who or what Dmitri was. He looked over at Mom and
Uncle Tao for guidance.Something about their knowing looks told him this was not news to
them.“You knew?” he demanded. “That this . . . thing lived inside my dog? And his name is
Thunder, not Dmitri.”Uncle Tao tried to lift Thunder from Talon’s arms.He resisted.Uncle Tao
draped his arm around Talon’s shoulder. “When Thunder first arrived here, your mother and I had
no idea Dmitri was inside the dog. By the time we figured it out, we had called him Thunder
because he barked so much. Just like you are Talon, when your name is really Nicholas the
Light-Bearer. We decided to keep it that way because it meant your father never figured out that
you had a dead person protecting you.”Talon gulped, lost for words in his grief. And
incredulity.Uncle Tao’s voice soothed as he continued. “I know it’s a lot to take in, but the truth is,
Dmitri is the reason Thunder lived so long. Most dogs don’t survive beyond twelve or thirteen.
This was Dmitri’s gift to you because he cares deeply for you.”Talon wasn’t ready to forgive the
stranger for ending Thunder’s life. He glowered at Dmitri.Uncle Tao grabbed his chin. “Wipe off
that fierce expression, cub. Dmitri is here to help you. He’s been dead a very long time. Four
hundred years, in fact. That makes him the best person to tell you why your father hates
you.”Talon wanted to argue that if anyone should tell him, it was his mother, not some stranger.
But he knew that was childish, and he’d promised he was ready to grow up. He hesitated, not
knowing what to do. Finally, he sat, still holding Thunder’s slowly cooling body.“Okay. I—I can
accept that.” He frowned, fighting wave after wave of disbelief and horror that he was speaking to
a dead person. “I suppose.”“Aye. We can work with that.” Dmitri stood in front of Talon. “While a
very old constellation, Nicholas the Light-Bearer is a newcomer to the current cosmic
geography.” The dead man offered Talon his hand.He refused it.Without any sign of offense,
Dmitri walked to the window—and looked at Talon expectantly.Talon blew out a slow breath, put
Thunder down, and stood. After a quick blast of disapproval for Uncle Tao and Mom, he joined
Dmitri.The dead man pointed at the spangle of stars glittering across the night sky. “The Dragon
used to hold the northern point.”Talon folded his arms across his chest. For some inexplicable
reason, the sixteen stars that made up the Dragon constellation always filled him with a sense of
foreboding. He always let his eyes slip away from them to focus on the Light-Bearer instead.
Doing that now brought him no comfort.Dmitri nodded at him. “You always had bad dreams if you
lay in bed watching the Dragon before you slept.”Talon’s eyes flashed. It was bad enough that
Dmitri knew about that; he didn’t need to mention it as well. “Your point?”“Nicholas the Light-
Bearer, who shifted the Dragon, had been lost from view for four hundred years.” He fixed Talon
with a gleaming eye. “He reappeared sixteen years ago. The night you were born.”“That’s almost
as creepy as you are,” Talon replied, wondering where all this was leading.A smile from Dmitri.
“Perhaps.” His voice became matter of fact. “Nicholas, four hundred years ago, my brother, a
man named Thurban Avanov, invaded a sovereign state called Norin—your mother’s homeland.
It was an unprovoked attack, coming after a time of devastation on this planet. The nations that



had survived that Burning, as it was called, were reeling from a war so catastrophic there are still
parts of the planet no one can visit. Those places will be off limits to human habitation for
generations to come.”Talon’s eyebrows hitched, and he leaned in, interested despite his dislike
for Dmitri.“Even though the Norin fought valiantly under the flag that bore the constellation you
were named for, they were unable to defend themselves. They fell victim to Thurban’s armies
and were the first nation to be absorbed into the Chenayan empire.”“And we haven’t stopped
fighting since,” Mom added from her chair.Talon glanced over at her. Her face was fierce, and
bloodlust burned in her eyes. It intrigued him.He turned back to Dmitri. “And then?”Dmitri pursed
his lips and studied Talon. “Bear with me, Nicholas. Knowing you, you might find the next bit hard
to stomach.”Talon wrapped his arms tighter around his chest.“I am what is known as a seer. I
used that power to curse the Avanov line.”Talon snorted before he could stop himself. “Seems
you do know me well.”A patient smile from Dmitri. “I told you, I have been your constant
companion since your birth. I know your views on the Winds, on miracles, on curses, and all
other things you consider ‘creepy’ or ‘weird.’ You operate in a world of fact. Black. White. Gray
only out of necessity when black or white won’t do.” His voice firmed. “But your personal beliefs
do not change reality. My curse said that a Norin princess”—he waved at Mom—“would marry
the Chenayan crown prince. Together, they would create a son who would be called Nicholas the
Light-Bearer. Ordained before his birth, that boy would destroy his father and overthrow the
Avanov empire. You are that son. Lukan knows that, and he hates you for it.”Talon staggered
back, bumping into the dinner table. A chair clattered to the floor. He barely noticed it. “That’s
insane. Who says it’s me? In four hundred years, there could have been dozens of boys called
Nicholas. It could have been any one of them.”“Clearly, you weren’t listening.” Dmitri’s voice
sounded almost as sharp as one of Thunder’s fox-chasing yips. “Nicholas disappeared from the
heavens after the Norin invasion. The Dragon held that spot until you were born. Why would an
Avanov emperor call a son after the emblem of a vassal state?”“Good question,” Talon shot
back. “Why would Lukan do that? And my name is Talon.”Dmitri’s voice—and face—softened.
“Because I commanded it. And your name wasn’t his choice. After he banished your mother, it
was left to her to name you. She grudgingly agreed to Nicholas the Light-Bearer, although she
has always called you Talon. Your father calls you Nicholas because he fears and hates
you.”“Commanded?” Burning with outrage, Talon took a step closer to Dmitri. “So we have no
choice? What’s the difference between what you want and what Lukan gets with his ice
crystals?”Dmitri placed a hand on Talon’s shoulder.Talon shrugged it off.“The freedom to choose
is everything. It is every person’s birthright. That is why I have never objected to your mother and
uncle calling you Talon. I hope when you learn the true significance of your name, you will make
the choice to call yourself Nicholas, but I will never force you. Lukan’s ice crystals, on the other
hand, deny millions of people the right to choose. He has programmed them to worship him
blindly, to follow his every decree without thought or reason. That is the true evil. That is where
you come in. Your job is to prepare a place for human choice.”“That’s ridiculous! You expect
me”—Talon slapped his chest—“a boy who knows virtually nothing about anything that matters



to destroy Lukan and his evil empire?” He looked at Mom and Uncle Tao, hoping they would
back him up.They both smiled reassuringly at him.It didn’t slow the frantic pounding of his heart
one jot.Dmitri sat on the window seat and patted the space next to him.When Talon stood his
ground and didn’t join him, Dmitri didn’t appear the least surprised at his stubbornness.“The last
thing I want is for you to destroy evil, Nicholas.”Talon shook his head, knowing his confusion
blazed on his face.“How can you choose between evil and good if one does not exist? That
would be compulsion, not choice. Your job is to make room in the empire for good and evil to
flourish side by side. Only then will people be free to choose whom they will serve.”Dragon’s
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Sneak Preview of Traitors & TyrantsAlso by Gwynn WhiteOneTalon aka Nicholas the Light-
BearerKnife in hand, sixteen-year-old Talon looked up from the trout he gutted, first at his mom
and then at Uncle Tao. “Why does my father always come on my birthday?” He wiped his bloody
hands on his worn leather trousers. “Do you think he does it on purpose to ruin the day?
Because if he does, it’s working.”Mom ruffled Talon’s shoulder-length hair. “Finish with that fish
so we can get home before he gets to the cottage.”A gray-and-black falcon feather braided into
Talon’s dark hair brushed his face. He blew it away and glared at her.That won him a smile. But
too quickly, she turned away and started packing up her fishing gear.Most times, Mom’s smile
was enough to make him back down when he was being antsy. She was beautiful. Or at least he
thought so. He wished he looked like her, but he didn’t. Apart from his blue eyes—definitely hers
—he was the spitting image of his father, Lukan. Same dark hair, same angular face, same blunt
jaw.Talon hated his looks.He pushed the thought aside, preferring to think about all the
questions Mom wasn’t answering—and hadn’t answered since he’d been old enough to ask
them.Like why Lukan only ever came to see him on his birthday. Or why the three of them lived
alone in the forest and never saw other people.It wasn’t possible that the three of them and his
father were the only people in the world. Talon spoke two languages, for crying out loud, one
called Chenayan and the other Norin. That must surely mean there were other people out
there.Wherever there was. He knew nothing of the world beyond the forest.But every time he
asked the question, Mom or Uncle Tao brushed it aside as if it weren’t important.He shook his
head in anger.It was important. In fact, it was the most important thing in his world right now. He
stared out at the surrounding trees. The forest was huge, stretching as far as the eye could see
in every direction on this mountain range. There was space enough for thousands of people. So
why did they keep him so tightly controlled in such a small part of it?He was tired of secrets.
Today was his sixteenth birthday, and it was time Mom and Uncle Tao stopped treating him like a
child.He spoke to her back. “Mom, that’s not the answer I’m looking for, and you know it.”Uncle
Tao quit reeling in his fishing line. He glanced up at the rays filtering through the canopy of trees
above the stream. The sunlight made the pea-sized diamond embedded next to his right eye
sparkle. “Talon, it’s getting late. If you want soup tonight, finish gutting that fish so we can
go.”Talon’s stomach rumbled at the prospect of Mom’s fish soup. “One fish isn’t going to feed
three of us.” He frowned in defiance at the thought of his father sharing his birthday treat with



them. “Four of us.”He tossed a handful of entrails into the river with more force than necessary.
Dark water splashed up, wetting his already grimy trousers. He didn’t care.Apart from the annual
visit, his father also visited their cottage once a month. At those times, Uncle Tao always took
him out fishing or hunting, leaving before Lukan arrived and only returning home when he had
gone. Never once had Mom or Uncle Tao spoken about these visits, but Talon knew his father
came. He had just never bothered enlightening them.Uncle Tao turned away, also busying
himself with their fishing rods.Talon refused to be ignored. “My sixteenth birthday is supposed to
be special, but it’s shaping up to be as horrible as last year. And it’s all his fault.”Mom picked up
Talon’s knapsack. She tossed it over to him. It landed on the mossy ground at Talon’s feet.The
silence was beginning to irritate him.As much as he loved Uncle Tao, he figured his uncle to be
the easier target today. He speared Uncle Tao with an icy glare, something he knew from a
lifetime of experience always intimidated his uncle a little. “You also never answer my
questions.”But for the first time ever, Uncle Tao seemed impervious to his subtle
intimidation.“You know as well as I do that isn’t true. Most times, you roll your eyes and speedily
find something to do on the other side of the forest when I start answering your questions.”Talon
resisted the urge to smile. In truth, Uncle Tao never lost an opportunity to teach him things, even
when he wasn’t in the mood for learning.And that made his uncle’s refusal to speak about Lukan
even more jarring.Talon decided to get to the point of this discussion. “Why does my father hate
me so much?”Mom froze.Uncle Tao sucked in a deep breath.Keeping his face clear of
expression, Talon waited.Mom turned warily to face him. “You tell me, Talon. Why do you think
your father hates you? I mean, he has never harmed you or been rude to you.”She had the
audacity to hedge!Talon clenched his jaw. “I just know.”“Not good enough, kiddo,” Uncle Tao
added. “You know better than to make bold statements without backing them up with facts.”The
trouble was, thanks to his family’s reticence to speak, he didn’t have the facts. He stooped to
pick up his knife.“Maybe it’s just a feeling I get.” He made a show of cutting a reed from the bank.
He shoved the reed through the fish’s gills to create a handle to carry it with.“What do you know
about hate anyway, Talon?” Uncle Tao asked, surprising him. “You live here with your mom, who
adores you. There are no other children or people around to be mean to you, and I guess you
know I’m pretty fond of you.”Still working with contrived effort at his handle, Talon half-turned and
grinned at Uncle Tao. “You adore me most of all.”“In your dreams. Now answer my
question.”Talon whirled to face Uncle Tao. “I feel it when he looks at me. Even if he’s smiling. It’s
a . . . a terrible feeling. It makes my insides crawl, like—” He paused, hating to remind Uncle Tao
of the only time he’d ever smacked Talon as a punishment, but he had to get his point across.
“Like that slug I put salt on when I was a boy. He makes me cringe when he watches me. I hate it
when he comes.”Uncle Tao’s eyes fluttered closed, and his mouth dropped. “Well, he doesn’t
come very often.”Mom walked over and gave Talon a one-armed hug. “Uncle Tao and I asked
him to bring you your own fiddle. A fitting gift for a talented young man. It will be something you
can take into life with you.”His own fiddle! He had never dared dream of that possibility. He
played Mom’s fiddle, but it wasn’t the same as owning his own instrument. But his father had



never brought him a gift before, so it wasn’t wise to get his hopes up; his smile died on his
lips.Still, he couldn’t resist asking, “If he’s in such a giving mood, do you think he’ll bring
medicine for Thunder?”Thunder was getting old, and he dreaded the day he’d wake up to find
his pet dead.“There’s no medicine for old age, Talon,” Mom replied.Deep down, he knew that,
but Thunder didn’t venture out of the cottage much these days, and Talon couldn’t be with him all
the time. If he couldn’t find a way to make Thunder live forever, he wished there were something
he could do to keep Thunder happy all the rest of his days. “Maybe another dog to keep Thunder
company when I’m not around?”Mom’s eyes drilled into him, and then her shoulders sagged.
“Don’t count on it.”“I’m not. But—”“Talon, whatever happens tonight, rise above the situation.
Don’t let him rile you. Be bigger than him.”Defiance rose like a waking giant in Talon’s chest. He
narrowed his eyes and jutted out his chin. “I shouldn’t have to.”He expected a sharp retort from
Mom—they were very similar, and often knocked heads.She gently ran her fingers down his
cheek instead. “I promise you, tonight, after he goes, I will answer every question you’ve ever
had. Until then, please, just be . . . nice.”Nice.Did his mother have any idea how huge that
request was?But she looked at him with such pleading that he shrugged.“Okay. I guess I can
manage ‘nice’ if it gets me some answers.”“Deal.”OneTalon aka Nicholas the Light-
BearerOneTalon aka Nicholas the Light-BearerOneOneTalon aka Nicholas the Light-
BearerTalon aka Nicholas the Light-BearerTalon aka Nicholas the Light-BearerKnife in hand,
sixteen-year-old Talon looked up from the trout he gutted, first at his mom and then at Uncle Tao.
“Why does my father always come on my birthday?” He wiped his bloody hands on his worn
leather trousers. “Do you think he does it on purpose to ruin the day? Because if he does, it’s
working.”Mom ruffled Talon’s shoulder-length hair. “Finish with that fish so we can get home
before he gets to the cottage.”A gray-and-black falcon feather braided into Talon’s dark hair
brushed his face. He blew it away and glared at her.That won him a smile. But too quickly, she
turned away and started packing up her fishing gear.Most times, Mom’s smile was enough to
make him back down when he was being antsy. She was beautiful. Or at least he thought so. He
wished he looked like her, but he didn’t. Apart from his blue eyes—definitely hers—he was the
spitting image of his father, Lukan. Same dark hair, same angular face, same blunt jaw.Talon
hated his looks.He pushed the thought aside, preferring to think about all the questions Mom
wasn’t answering—and hadn’t answered since he’d been old enough to ask them.Like why
Lukan only ever came to see him on his birthday. Or why the three of them lived alone in the
forest and never saw other people.It wasn’t possible that the three of them and his father were
the only people in the world. Talon spoke two languages, for crying out loud, one called
Chenayan and the other Norin. That must surely mean there were other people out
there.Wherever there was. He knew nothing of the world beyond the forest.But every time he
asked the question, Mom or Uncle Tao brushed it aside as if it weren’t important.He shook his
head in anger.It was important. In fact, it was the most important thing in his world right now. He
stared out at the surrounding trees. The forest was huge, stretching as far as the eye could see
in every direction on this mountain range. There was space enough for thousands of people. So



why did they keep him so tightly controlled in such a small part of it?He was tired of secrets.
Today was his sixteenth birthday, and it was time Mom and Uncle Tao stopped treating him like a
child.He spoke to her back. “Mom, that’s not the answer I’m looking for, and you know it.”Uncle
Tao quit reeling in his fishing line. He glanced up at the rays filtering through the canopy of trees
above the stream. The sunlight made the pea-sized diamond embedded next to his right eye
sparkle. “Talon, it’s getting late. If you want soup tonight, finish gutting that fish so we can
go.”Talon’s stomach rumbled at the prospect of Mom’s fish soup. “One fish isn’t going to feed
three of us.” He frowned in defiance at the thought of his father sharing his birthday treat with
them. “Four of us.”He tossed a handful of entrails into the river with more force than necessary.
Dark water splashed up, wetting his already grimy trousers. He didn’t care.Apart from the annual
visit, his father also visited their cottage once a month. At those times, Uncle Tao always took
him out fishing or hunting, leaving before Lukan arrived and only returning home when he had
gone. Never once had Mom or Uncle Tao spoken about these visits, but Talon knew his father
came. He had just never bothered enlightening them.Uncle Tao turned away, also busying
himself with their fishing rods.Talon refused to be ignored. “My sixteenth birthday is supposed to
be special, but it’s shaping up to be as horrible as last year. And it’s all his fault.”Mom picked up
Talon’s knapsack. She tossed it over to him. It landed on the mossy ground at Talon’s feet.The
silence was beginning to irritate him.As much as he loved Uncle Tao, he figured his uncle to be
the easier target today. He speared Uncle Tao with an icy glare, something he knew from a
lifetime of experience always intimidated his uncle a little. “You also never answer my
questions.”But for the first time ever, Uncle Tao seemed impervious to his subtle
intimidation.“You know as well as I do that isn’t true. Most times, you roll your eyes and speedily
find something to do on the other side of the forest when I start answering your questions.”Talon
resisted the urge to smile. In truth, Uncle Tao never lost an opportunity to teach him things, even
when he wasn’t in the mood for learning.And that made his uncle’s refusal to speak about Lukan
even more jarring.Talon decided to get to the point of this discussion. “Why does my father hate
me so much?”Mom froze.Uncle Tao sucked in a deep breath.Keeping his face clear of
expression, Talon waited.Mom turned warily to face him. “You tell me, Talon. Why do you think
your father hates you? I mean, he has never harmed you or been rude to you.”She had the
audacity to hedge!Talon clenched his jaw. “I just know.”“Not good enough, kiddo,” Uncle Tao
added. “You know better than to make bold statements without backing them up with facts.”The
trouble was, thanks to his family’s reticence to speak, he didn’t have the facts. He stooped to
pick up his knife.“Maybe it’s just a feeling I get.” He made a show of cutting a reed from the bank.
He shoved the reed through the fish’s gills to create a handle to carry it with.“What do you know
about hate anyway, Talon?” Uncle Tao asked, surprising him. “You live here with your mom, who
adores you. There are no other children or people around to be mean to you, and I guess you
know I’m pretty fond of you.”Still working with contrived effort at his handle, Talon half-turned and
grinned at Uncle Tao. “You adore me most of all.”“In your dreams. Now answer my
question.”Talon whirled to face Uncle Tao. “I feel it when he looks at me. Even if he’s smiling. It’s



a . . . a terrible feeling. It makes my insides crawl, like—” He paused, hating to remind Uncle Tao
of the only time he’d ever smacked Talon as a punishment, but he had to get his point across.
“Like that slug I put salt on when I was a boy. He makes me cringe when he watches me. I hate it
when he comes.”Uncle Tao’s eyes fluttered closed, and his mouth dropped. “Well, he doesn’t
come very often.”Mom walked over and gave Talon a one-armed hug. “Uncle Tao and I asked
him to bring you your own fiddle. A fitting gift for a talented young man. It will be something you
can take into life with you.”His own fiddle! He had never dared dream of that possibility. He
played Mom’s fiddle, but it wasn’t the same as owning his own instrument. But his father had
never brought him a gift before, so it wasn’t wise to get his hopes up; his smile died on his
lips.Still, he couldn’t resist asking, “If he’s in such a giving mood, do you think he’ll bring
medicine for Thunder?”Thunder was getting old, and he dreaded the day he’d wake up to find
his pet dead.“There’s no medicine for old age, Talon,” Mom replied.Deep down, he knew that,
but Thunder didn’t venture out of the cottage much these days, and Talon couldn’t be with him all
the time. If he couldn’t find a way to make Thunder live forever, he wished there were something
he could do to keep Thunder happy all the rest of his days. “Maybe another dog to keep Thunder
company when I’m not around?”Mom’s eyes drilled into him, and then her shoulders sagged.
“Don’t count on it.”“I’m not. But—”“Talon, whatever happens tonight, rise above the situation.
Don’t let him rile you. Be bigger than him.”Defiance rose like a waking giant in Talon’s chest. He
narrowed his eyes and jutted out his chin. “I shouldn’t have to.”He expected a sharp retort from
Mom—they were very similar, and often knocked heads.She gently ran her fingers down his
cheek instead. “I promise you, tonight, after he goes, I will answer every question you’ve ever
had. Until then, please, just be . . . nice.”Nice.Did his mother have any idea how huge that
request was?But she looked at him with such pleading that he shrugged.“Okay. I guess I can
manage ‘nice’ if it gets me some answers.”“Deal.”TwoPrying EyesLukan rocked back on his
heels. Like Lynx and Tao, he should have been on his way to the cottage for dinner. Instead he
was hiding out, watching his two favorite people in the world on an elaborate array of informas in
a replica of Felix’s lair, built in a new secret bunker under the palace.He was going to be late.
SAs usual.“So they’re telling Nicholas”—whom Lynx and Tao insisted on calling Talon, that vile
Norin name—“about the curse tonight. How to make the anticipation of a much-dreaded meal
worse? And if they think I’m going to gift a traitor who hates me with anything but a speedy death
for his birthday, then they’re all painfully deluded.”There was no one in the vast bunker to hear
him murmur. A series of cogs clacked, turning a generator that opened and closed carefully
concealed air vents. The vents kept the bunker pleasantly cool. Even more importantly, each
vent was fitted with a scrubber to clean the air—a vital design feature if the bunker was to serve
as the life raft Lukan intended it to be.Lynx’s infernal son was a figurehead who would inspire
Axel’s army to destroy Lukan. Only a fool would allow a threat like Nicholas to fester
unchallenged.Lukan had never considered himself a fool.Today would be the last birthday
dinner he would ever have to attend. But even with an elaborate plan in place to rid himself of the
cursed boy, something troubled him. He had tried once before to solve the Nicholas problem but



had failed.His fingers kneaded a scar on his cheek.Days after Nicholas had been born, Lukan
had gone to the cottage with Felix to embed a lesser version of the guardsmen’s mind-
controlling ice crystal, without the combat enhancements, into the traitor. Completion of that
simple act would have prevented the need for Lukan’s elaborate bunker.It wasn’t to be.Tao and
Lynx had fought like demons to prevent them embedding the baby.Felix had finally used the ice-
crystal shocker in Tao’s neck to incapacitate him.Lynx had fought on, slashing open Lukan’s face
and side with a hunting knife. The only way to stop her would have been to kill her.Lukan had not
been willing to lose her, any more than he could risk her realizing Felix’s receiver, which so
effectively controlled Tao, had no effect on the impotent ice crystal in her neck. He needed her to
believe it worked if he was ever to control her.Lukan and Felix had backed down.Nicholas
remained untagged.Worse, the window of opportunity to embed that kind of mind-controlling ice
crystal had closed when the bastard had learned to walk. Any attempt to embed it after that
milestone would have killed him.Even though years had passed since that terrible day, thinking
about it infuriated Lukan. He kicked the desk housing the console with his boot. The image of
Lynx, Tao, and Nicholas in the forest jumped. He waited for it to settle.“Given the wording of
Dmitri’s foul prophecy,” he said to the image of Nicholas, “I can do nothing about you while Axel
lives.”Lukan scowled up at a flag of the Chenayan Dragon mounted on a wall in the lair.“For over
sixteen years, Axel has defied us both.”Axel’s army of mercenaries had effectively kept Lukan
out of the best Trevenese ice crystal chambers.“Scraps! That’s what Axel lets me have,” he
shouted at the Dragon, as if the icon were at fault. “Diggings he doesn’t want to defend.”As
expected from mute gods, the flag made no reply. He turned away.Those scraps produced an
inferior quality of devices in quantities unsuitable for injecting the entire empire. Lukan had had
to curtail his dreams, ending up merely embedding the Chenayans who lived in the Heartland.
He still burned with humiliation every time he recalled telling the High Council of this failing.Rage
—and fear—bubbled under his skin.Thanks to Axel, the bulk of Lukan’s subjects remained
untagged and therefore potentially disloyal.He glared at Nicholas. The traitor had gathered up
his belongings. Nicholas glanced at the oak tree hiding the camera on the banks of the river in its
bark.Lukan cringed at the intensity of his son’s blue eyes. Just like Lynx’s.“My subjects could
easily rally to his side.” He slumped against the wall. “I don’t want to harm anyone. But if Axel
won’t let me tag every subject in the empire to enforce loyalty, then what choice do I have but to
eradicate the potential traitors?” His voice dropped to a whisper. “Dmitri, when the history books
are written, I hope for . . . understanding.”He didn’t expect an answer. In fact, he didn’t want
one.And anyway, why was he whining? The only person who would write the unfolding history of
the world would be he, Lukan Avanov, the man his father claimed was too weak to rule.Lukan
pulled himself up tall. He was no one’s weakling.After the failure to tag Nicholas, he had ordered
Felix and his scientists to refine the crude poison King Chad had used with such efficacy in
Treven into a more selective substance that would only affect humans. Why should the animal
kingdom suffer for Axel’s treachery?Felix had not failed him. He had presented Lukan with a gas
he could blanket the planet with, all triggered from an ice crystal embedded in Lukan’s own



flesh.They called it Dragon’s Fire.Felix had supervised the building of a fleet of unmanned
airships filled with the noxious vapor. Secreted in locations around the world, the craft lurked,
waiting for Lukan’s signal to fly. Within a month, the airships will have drifted across the world,
unleashing their blistering death to the four winds. A new Burning.A sly grin claimed Lukan’s
face.There would be no army left for Nicholas to inspire.No one at all, for that matter, save for a
select group of survivors, programmed with ice crystal to be loyal. Thanks to Lukan’s
magnanimity, after the Burning, his chosen few would have the entire planet to call their own. He
supposed others with access to bolt holes would also survive—if they reached sanctuary in
time.“But Axel and the Pathfinder Alliance will be finished.” A hand wave at Nicholas. “And then I
can kill you.”To clean up any surviving Pathfinder Alliance soldiers, Lukan had built a series of
similar bunkers outside Cian, where ten thousand jasper-wearing guardsmen would hide. In a
month, when the all clear sounded, Lukan would unleash them on those unwanted survivors.A
similar bunker existed in Zakar Province, where Count Vasily, the only person other than Felix
and Lukan privy to the plan, would escort a thousand scientists and engineers, along with their
families, to safety. The grossly obese Vasily and his equally grotesque wife would also find
sanctuary until the Burning was done.A final bunker had been constructed in the Heartland,
where two thousand low-born farmers and craftspeople, tagged with ice-crystal shockers, would
be spared.And to maintain order, control, and secrecy, not even the lucky few he had chosen to
save were to learn about the Burning until the command to gather in the appointed places of
safety.“Then the world can start again, with me as its leader.”But even as pride resonated in his
voice, the carnage grieved Lukan. He gnawed the inside of his mouth as he always did when he
considered the many people who had died during his reign as emperor. Dmitri had been right
when he had claimed Lukan would go on to perform atrocities beyond imagining.But now wasn’t
the time to shirk his duty, his responsibility to his country and his loyal people. Not when the end
was in sight.Intelligence revealed that, after the birthday dinner, Axel would re-enter the
Heartland again for the first time since Nicholas’s birth in order to rescue him.“But I know his
plan.” Lukan sneered. He would thwart the rescue.Lukan, Felix, and Morass would go to the
cottage to kidnap Nicholas. The traitor would be imprisoned in a stone-cold room in a disused
slaughterhouse in Cian. Tao and Lynx would be brought back here to his bunker. As Axel neared
Cian, he would encounter a squadron of airships.Even if Axel survived the battle, he would arrive
at the cottage to find the farmstead burning and the occupants gone. Lukan’s traitorous cousin
would be forced to leave Cian empty-handed.Tomorrow afternoon, when the palace clocks
chimed four, Lynx and Tao, and five hundred handpicked high-born, would survive the next
Burning as Lukan’s guests.Both Axel and Nicholas would die.And Lukan would sleep soundly for
the first time since Nicholas’s conception. Grim satisfaction filled him. “Let Axel finally experience
the despair of failure before he dies.”But even as he reveled in the thought, his stomach knotted.
Given their history, how easily would Lynx and Tao relinquish Nicholas? The plan hinged on Lynx
and Tao giving up on sight of Morass. But if they didn’t?This one key risk to his plan remained.
And no answer came to solve it.Lukan angled a knob on a control panel. A camera shifted to



keep Lynx and Tao in focus.They set off at a brisk pace along the gravelly bank and then cut into
the forest. Their tall, leather-clad forms vanished between the trees. Lukan’s hands flew across a
series of buttons, flicking cameras on and off to find the ones along the trail Tao and Lynx had
taken. He sighed with pleasure when he caught sight of them weaving through the trees.Despite
Lynx and Tao’s insistence that Nicholas hurry, the traitor lagged behind them.His son’s insolence
infuriated Lukan. The scar Lynx had slashed across his cheek after Nicholas’s birth pulsed. He
tilted his head to catch a gleam of himself in the steel control panel. Although Kestrel claimed the
scar had faded to a thin silver line, to him, it stood stark and vivid.The scar burned red as he
watched his son.TwoPrying EyesTwoPrying EyesTwoTwoPrying EyesPrying EyesPrying
EyesLukan rocked back on his heels. Like Lynx and Tao, he should have been on his way to the
cottage for dinner. Instead he was hiding out, watching his two favorite people in the world on an
elaborate array of informas in a replica of Felix’s lair, built in a new secret bunker under the
palace.He was going to be late. SAs usual.“So they’re telling Nicholas”—whom Lynx and Tao
insisted on calling Talon, that vile Norin name—“about the curse tonight. How to make the
anticipation of a much-dreaded meal worse? And if they think I’m going to gift a traitor who hates
me with anything but a speedy death for his birthday, then they’re all painfully deluded.”There
was no one in the vast bunker to hear him murmur. A series of cogs clacked, turning a generator
that opened and closed carefully concealed air vents. The vents kept the bunker pleasantly cool.
Even more importantly, each vent was fitted with a scrubber to clean the air—a vital design
feature if the bunker was to serve as the life raft Lukan intended it to be.Lynx’s infernal son was a
figurehead who would inspire Axel’s army to destroy Lukan. Only a fool would allow a threat like
Nicholas to fester unchallenged.Lukan had never considered himself a fool.Today would be the
last birthday dinner he would ever have to attend. But even with an elaborate plan in place to rid
himself of the cursed boy, something troubled him. He had tried once before to solve the
Nicholas problem but had failed.His fingers kneaded a scar on his cheek.Days after Nicholas
had been born, Lukan had gone to the cottage with Felix to embed a lesser version of the
guardsmen’s mind-controlling ice crystal, without the combat enhancements, into the traitor.
Completion of that simple act would have prevented the need for Lukan’s elaborate bunker.It
wasn’t to be.Tao and Lynx had fought like demons to prevent them embedding the baby.Felix
had finally used the ice-crystal shocker in Tao’s neck to incapacitate him.Lynx had fought on,
slashing open Lukan’s face and side with a hunting knife. The only way to stop her would have
been to kill her.Lukan had not been willing to lose her, any more than he could risk her realizing
Felix’s receiver, which so effectively controlled Tao, had no effect on the impotent ice crystal in
her neck. He needed her to believe it worked if he was ever to control her.Lukan and Felix had
backed down.Nicholas remained untagged.Worse, the window of opportunity to embed that
kind of mind-controlling ice crystal had closed when the bastard had learned to walk. Any
attempt to embed it after that milestone would have killed him.Even though years had passed
since that terrible day, thinking about it infuriated Lukan. He kicked the desk housing the console
with his boot. The image of Lynx, Tao, and Nicholas in the forest jumped. He waited for it to



settle.“Given the wording of Dmitri’s foul prophecy,” he said to the image of Nicholas, “I can do
nothing about you while Axel lives.”Lukan scowled up at a flag of the Chenayan Dragon mounted
on a wall in the lair.“For over sixteen years, Axel has defied us both.”Axel’s army of mercenaries
had effectively kept Lukan out of the best Trevenese ice crystal chambers.“Scraps! That’s what
Axel lets me have,” he shouted at the Dragon, as if the icon were at fault. “Diggings he doesn’t
want to defend.”As expected from mute gods, the flag made no reply. He turned away.Those
scraps produced an inferior quality of devices in quantities unsuitable for injecting the entire
empire. Lukan had had to curtail his dreams, ending up merely embedding the Chenayans who
lived in the Heartland. He still burned with humiliation every time he recalled telling the High
Council of this failing.Rage—and fear—bubbled under his skin.Thanks to Axel, the bulk of
Lukan’s subjects remained untagged and therefore potentially disloyal.He glared at Nicholas.
The traitor had gathered up his belongings. Nicholas glanced at the oak tree hiding the camera
on the banks of the river in its bark.Lukan cringed at the intensity of his son’s blue eyes. Just like
Lynx’s.“My subjects could easily rally to his side.” He slumped against the wall. “I don’t want to
harm anyone. But if Axel won’t let me tag every subject in the empire to enforce loyalty, then what
choice do I have but to eradicate the potential traitors?” His voice dropped to a whisper. “Dmitri,
when the history books are written, I hope for . . . understanding.”He didn’t expect an answer. In
fact, he didn’t want one.And anyway, why was he whining? The only person who would write the
unfolding history of the world would be he, Lukan Avanov, the man his father claimed was too
weak to rule.Lukan pulled himself up tall. He was no one’s weakling.After the failure to tag
Nicholas, he had ordered Felix and his scientists to refine the crude poison King Chad had used
with such efficacy in Treven into a more selective substance that would only affect humans. Why
should the animal kingdom suffer for Axel’s treachery?Felix had not failed him. He had
presented Lukan with a gas he could blanket the planet with, all triggered from an ice crystal
embedded in Lukan’s own flesh.They called it Dragon’s Fire.Felix had supervised the building of
a fleet of unmanned airships filled with the noxious vapor. Secreted in locations around the
world, the craft lurked, waiting for Lukan’s signal to fly. Within a month, the airships will have
drifted across the world, unleashing their blistering death to the four winds. A new Burning.A sly
grin claimed Lukan’s face.There would be no army left for Nicholas to inspire.No one at all, for
that matter, save for a select group of survivors, programmed with ice crystal to be loyal. Thanks
to Lukan’s magnanimity, after the Burning, his chosen few would have the entire planet to call
their own. He supposed others with access to bolt holes would also survive—if they reached
sanctuary in time.“But Axel and the Pathfinder Alliance will be finished.” A hand wave at
Nicholas. “And then I can kill you.”To clean up any surviving Pathfinder Alliance soldiers, Lukan
had built a series of similar bunkers outside Cian, where ten thousand jasper-wearing
guardsmen would hide. In a month, when the all clear sounded, Lukan would unleash them on
those unwanted survivors.A similar bunker existed in Zakar Province, where Count Vasily, the
only person other than Felix and Lukan privy to the plan, would escort a thousand scientists and
engineers, along with their families, to safety. The grossly obese Vasily and his equally



grotesque wife would also find sanctuary until the Burning was done.A final bunker had been
constructed in the Heartland, where two thousand low-born farmers and craftspeople, tagged
with ice-crystal shockers, would be spared.And to maintain order, control, and secrecy, not even
the lucky few he had chosen to save were to learn about the Burning until the command to
gather in the appointed places of safety.“Then the world can start again, with me as its
leader.”But even as pride resonated in his voice, the carnage grieved Lukan. He gnawed the
inside of his mouth as he always did when he considered the many people who had died during
his reign as emperor. Dmitri had been right when he had claimed Lukan would go on to perform
atrocities beyond imagining.But now wasn’t the time to shirk his duty, his responsibility to his
country and his loyal people. Not when the end was in sight.Intelligence revealed that, after the
birthday dinner, Axel would re-enter the Heartland again for the first time since Nicholas’s birth in
order to rescue him.“But I know his plan.” Lukan sneered. He would thwart the rescue.Lukan,
Felix, and Morass would go to the cottage to kidnap Nicholas. The traitor would be imprisoned in
a stone-cold room in a disused slaughterhouse in Cian. Tao and Lynx would be brought back
here to his bunker. As Axel neared Cian, he would encounter a squadron of airships.Even if Axel
survived the battle, he would arrive at the cottage to find the farmstead burning and the
occupants gone. Lukan’s traitorous cousin would be forced to leave Cian empty-
handed.Tomorrow afternoon, when the palace clocks chimed four, Lynx and Tao, and five
hundred handpicked high-born, would survive the next Burning as Lukan’s guests.Both Axel and
Nicholas would die.And Lukan would sleep soundly for the first time since Nicholas’s
conception. Grim satisfaction filled him. “Let Axel finally experience the despair of failure before
he dies.”But even as he reveled in the thought, his stomach knotted. Given their history, how
easily would Lynx and Tao relinquish Nicholas? The plan hinged on Lynx and Tao giving up on
sight of Morass. But if they didn’t?This one key risk to his plan remained. And no answer came to
solve it.Lukan angled a knob on a control panel. A camera shifted to keep Lynx and Tao in
focus.They set off at a brisk pace along the gravelly bank and then cut into the forest. Their tall,
leather-clad forms vanished between the trees. Lukan’s hands flew across a series of buttons,
flicking cameras on and off to find the ones along the trail Tao and Lynx had taken. He sighed
with pleasure when he caught sight of them weaving through the trees.Despite Lynx and Tao’s
insistence that Nicholas hurry, the traitor lagged behind them.His son’s insolence infuriated
Lukan. The scar Lynx had slashed across his cheek after Nicholas’s birth pulsed. He tilted his
head to catch a gleam of himself in the steel control panel. Although Kestrel claimed the scar
had faded to a thin silver line, to him, it stood stark and vivid.The scar burned red as he watched
his son.Chapter Three“Mom! Uncle Tao, wait! I can hear bees.” Talon’s mouth watered at the
prospect of honey.“No, you can’t,” came Mom’s muffled reply through the dense forest wood.
“Now move, or we’ll end up keeping Lukan waiting.”Talon rolled his eyes. As if he cared about
keeping Lukan waiting. The man could wait all year and it wouldn’t be long enough. Still, Lukan’s
imminent arrival and all Talon’s questions had clearly rattled his mom.“I don’t know, Lynx. When
Talon says he hears bees, he’s never wrong,” Uncle Tao replied.Uncle Tao always said Talon’s



ears made up for his terrible eyesight. Truth was, Talon saw life in black, white, and gray; no color
clouded his vision. But he had exceptional hearing. Uncle Tao often joked it was the Winds’ way
of reminding him that compromise was good. Talon wasn’t sure he agreed.“You know I can hear
them,” Talon shouted back.A few moments later, Mom and Uncle Tao reappeared.Mom sighed.
“Okay, Talon. You win. Go and get some honey. But be careful, bees sting.”Talon yelped in
delight. “Not me, they don’t!”He burst into a run, scrambling over tree roots and snaking creepers
in the opposite direction.Mom and Uncle Tao chased after him.Uncle Tao laughed. “So when am
I going to hear these bees?”Talon shot him an impish grin. “Trade my ears for your eyes?”“No
thanks.”They had gone some distance when Talon sprinted to a gnarled beech. He wriggled out
of his knapsack and pulled out a scratched glass jar. It had been a present from Mom on his
fifteenth birthday, and he cherished it. Especially at times like this.“Ah!” Mom grinned as she ran
up to join him. “Even I can hear them now.”The jar clasped in one hand, Talon shinnied up the
tree. A dozen or so bees met him as he neared the hive. He started to hum, holding himself
steady against the gentle flutter of wings against his cheeks, arms, and hands.One by one, the
bees settled on him. Still humming, he climbed to the hive. Careful to cause as little damage as
possible, he extracted a small piece of honeycomb. He changed the pitch of his humming—a
thanks to the bees. Grinning against the tickle of wings and feelers on his nose, he jammed the
sticky treasure into his jar.Lid secured, he jumped, branch to branch, back down, landing with a
triumphant thud. The moment his feet hit the ground, the bees clinging to him took flight. Not one
had stung him.Talon held up the jar. “Now there’s a birthday present!”Mom shook away her
bemused expression. “I would give anything to know how you did that.”“I keep telling you—”“Yes,
I know. You keep telling me you and the bees talk to each other. Talon, I live in the real world,
where bees and humans only communicate with stings and smoke bombs.”“Maybe one day if
you stop being an adult and start being a teenager, you’ll know.”“I believe him, Lynx. I can’t
explain what I’ve seen any other way.” Uncle Tao took the honey from him and moved a few feet
away to a patch of sunlight. He held up the jar. A slim beam of light caught the side of it, making
the honey shine like molten gold. “Delicious.”Furious buzzing rent the air. Talon spun toward the
hive—and blanched. A black cloud raced toward Uncle Tao. Talon yelled a warning.“Tao!” Mom
threw herself right into the bees’ path.Uncle Tao tried to dodge her, but she anticipated his
moves, shielding him with her willowy frame.Stings from that many bees would undoubtedly kill
her. And the ones that didn’t get her would target Uncle Tao. Today, Talon might see the death of
everyone he loved.He froze, his mind racing to solve the problem. The bees had clearly taken
exception to Uncle Tao having the honey, so this was one time when humming probably wouldn’t
work to calm them. He yelled, “Throw me the jar!”Thankfully, Uncle Tao kept his wits. The jar
sailed through the air right into Talon’s hands. Humming softly despite his fear, Talon glided into
the swarm. He held out the jar like a peace offering.The direction of the cloud changed.“Talon,
no!” his mom’s panicked voice screamed through the buzzing as she scrambled to her
feet.Uncle Tao grabbed her. “Trust him.”The feathers around Talon’s face fluttered from a
thousand beating wings. Not a single bee stung him.Never before had he charmed that many



bees. The power he had over them was both exhilarating and terrifying. But if it kept his family
safe, he’d stand here humming all day.Both Mom and Uncle Tao stood paralyzed, looking on in
shock. Slowly, they came to their senses and backed away.It was only once they had gone some
distance into the trees that Talon quit his humming. Released from thrall, the bees returned to
their hive.Talon scampered off to find his family. As long as no one had been stung, it had all
been worth it. He had a delicious jar of honey to enjoy for his birthday dinner.He grimaced. And
the annual visit from his father to dread.Chapter ThreeChapter ThreeChapter ThreeChapter
ThreeChapter Three“Mom! Uncle Tao, wait! I can hear bees.” Talon’s mouth watered at the
prospect of honey.“No, you can’t,” came Mom’s muffled reply through the dense forest wood.
“Now move, or we’ll end up keeping Lukan waiting.”Talon rolled his eyes. As if he cared about
keeping Lukan waiting. The man could wait all year and it wouldn’t be long enough. Still, Lukan’s
imminent arrival and all Talon’s questions had clearly rattled his mom.“I don’t know, Lynx. When
Talon says he hears bees, he’s never wrong,” Uncle Tao replied.Uncle Tao always said Talon’s
ears made up for his terrible eyesight. Truth was, Talon saw life in black, white, and gray; no color
clouded his vision. But he had exceptional hearing. Uncle Tao often joked it was the Winds’ way
of reminding him that compromise was good. Talon wasn’t sure he agreed.“You know I can hear
them,” Talon shouted back.A few moments later, Mom and Uncle Tao reappeared.Mom sighed.
“Okay, Talon. You win. Go and get some honey. But be careful, bees sting.”Talon yelped in
delight. “Not me, they don’t!”He burst into a run, scrambling over tree roots and snaking creepers
in the opposite direction.Mom and Uncle Tao chased after him.Uncle Tao laughed. “So when am
I going to hear these bees?”Talon shot him an impish grin. “Trade my ears for your eyes?”“No
thanks.”They had gone some distance when Talon sprinted to a gnarled beech. He wriggled out
of his knapsack and pulled out a scratched glass jar. It had been a present from Mom on his
fifteenth birthday, and he cherished it. Especially at times like this.“Ah!” Mom grinned as she ran
up to join him. “Even I can hear them now.”The jar clasped in one hand, Talon shinnied up the
tree. A dozen or so bees met him as he neared the hive. He started to hum, holding himself
steady against the gentle flutter of wings against his cheeks, arms, and hands.One by one, the
bees settled on him. Still humming, he climbed to the hive. Careful to cause as little damage as
possible, he extracted a small piece of honeycomb. He changed the pitch of his humming—a
thanks to the bees. Grinning against the tickle of wings and feelers on his nose, he jammed the
sticky treasure into his jar.Lid secured, he jumped, branch to branch, back down, landing with a
triumphant thud. The moment his feet hit the ground, the bees clinging to him took flight. Not one
had stung him.Talon held up the jar. “Now there’s a birthday present!”Mom shook away her
bemused expression. “I would give anything to know how you did that.”“I keep telling you—”“Yes,
I know. You keep telling me you and the bees talk to each other. Talon, I live in the real world,
where bees and humans only communicate with stings and smoke bombs.”“Maybe one day if
you stop being an adult and start being a teenager, you’ll know.”“I believe him, Lynx. I can’t
explain what I’ve seen any other way.” Uncle Tao took the honey from him and moved a few feet
away to a patch of sunlight. He held up the jar. A slim beam of light caught the side of it, making



the honey shine like molten gold. “Delicious.”Furious buzzing rent the air. Talon spun toward the
hive—and blanched. A black cloud raced toward Uncle Tao. Talon yelled a warning.“Tao!” Mom
threw herself right into the bees’ path.Uncle Tao tried to dodge her, but she anticipated his
moves, shielding him with her willowy frame.Stings from that many bees would undoubtedly kill
her. And the ones that didn’t get her would target Uncle Tao. Today, Talon might see the death of
everyone he loved.He froze, his mind racing to solve the problem. The bees had clearly taken
exception to Uncle Tao having the honey, so this was one time when humming probably wouldn’t
work to calm them. He yelled, “Throw me the jar!”Thankfully, Uncle Tao kept his wits. The jar
sailed through the air right into Talon’s hands. Humming softly despite his fear, Talon glided into
the swarm. He held out the jar like a peace offering.The direction of the cloud changed.“Talon,
no!” his mom’s panicked voice screamed through the buzzing as she scrambled to her
feet.Uncle Tao grabbed her. “Trust him.”The feathers around Talon’s face fluttered from a
thousand beating wings. Not a single bee stung him.Never before had he charmed that many
bees. The power he had over them was both exhilarating and terrifying. But if it kept his family
safe, he’d stand here humming all day.Both Mom and Uncle Tao stood paralyzed, looking on in
shock. Slowly, they came to their senses and backed away.It was only once they had gone some
distance into the trees that Talon quit his humming. Released from thrall, the bees returned to
their hive.Talon scampered off to find his family. As long as no one had been stung, it had all
been worth it. He had a delicious jar of honey to enjoy for his birthday dinner.He grimaced. And
the annual visit from his father to dread.Chapter FourLukan sagged against the console. He
didn’t need to see his scar to know it burned crimson. This time with jealousy.Lynx had risked
her life for Tao.Lukan clenched his teeth. She would never have leaped in front of an angry
swarm of bees for him, any more than she would have anticipated his actions the way she had
Tao’s.And Nicholas? Stopping a hive in full flight? If he had that much control over wild bees,
how much more power would he have over the people of Chenaya? The world?Whatever
happened, Nicholas had to be incarcerated and burned.But would a woman who risked her life
for a friend easily give up her son?Lukan’s logic gave him the answer: Not even Morass had
enough strength to stop Lynx protecting Nicholas. In a fight, Lynx could be killed.Lukan could not
risk that.Deep in thought, he drifted away from the console.The click of his boots on the stone
floor echoed around the silent bunker as he left the lair. He brushed his thumb across a reader,
and an air-locked door wheezed open. Incandescent bulbs mounted in the concrete ceiling
blasted a stark-white passageway with light. Out of habit—soon crucial for survival—he closed
the door behind him.Slowly, he walked down the passageway, stopping to stare blindly through
open doorways. It didn’t matter; he didn’t need to see the rooms to know what they
contained.Each room was tailored to offer refuge to ten people. Utilitarian metal beds covered
with practical woolen blankets—nothing like what the high-born now enjoyed—stood in crisp
rows in each room. It was the first of many shocks his high-born would endure as he catapulted
them from the steam age into a life powered by ice crystal and electricity.A water faucet
protruded from one wall in each room, and a set of glasses waited on a metal table for the



occupants. Communal showers, toilets, and laundry facilities adjoined each room. For the next
month, privacy would be a luxury his chosen few would merely dream of. Just one more sacrifice
for his high-born to endure.Lukan ambled to the dining hall. Nothing like the magnificent great
hall upstairs, this room was equally as austere as the sleeping cubicles. A month’s worth of
meals would be served to his guests at metal trestle tables. The kitchen would be staffed with
low-born handpicked by Lukan for their excellent service to him as emperor.Opposite the
kitchens he had built an infirmary, stocked with the best equipment and medicines the world had
to offer. Priestesses would embed ice crystals into all newborns to guarantee loyalty to Lukan,
their leader and benefactor.He had chosen only the best physicians to work here, to ensure his
fledgling Chenayan nation had the best care possible as they moved into a new world. But what
did that matter if he failed to come up with a plan to extract Nicholas without harming Lynx? He
snorted. Without that elusive solution, there would be no Burning, no need for this bunker, or the
staff he had selected to manage it.He opened the air-locked door to his private chamber. In the
center of his book-lined room stood his elegant sleigh bed, the black silk sheets ready for him
and Lynx. None of his guests would have access to his quarters, partly because Lynx would
share them with him, and everyone believed she and Tao had vanished to Kartania.After the
Burning, Lukan would rectify that so he could live openly with her as his wife and with Tao as his
brother.The huge mirror on the only wall not devoted to books and musical instruments caught
his reflection.He grimaced. Lynx would have never risked her life to save him. But when Tao was
in danger, she’d neglected all else to save him. Lukan wanted to punch the mirror, to crush it to
pieces, but resisted the urge. No sense in hurting himself. It didn’t change the ugly truth.If Tao
had died, Lynx would have fallen to pieces. But if I were to die, she’d dance on my grave.“Fallen
to pieces.” He mused on the thought. Could Lynx suffer a shock so great it would render her
incapable of fighting?There was only one thing, other than killing Nicholas, that he could think of
that would create that much trauma.“If Tao had died.” He fiddled with the silver buttons on his
waistcoat.The answer was obvious: Tao had to die.The very idea repelled him just like . . . the
salt on the slug had repelled Nicholas. It was an idea so reprehensible that Lukan didn’t think he
would ever live with himself if he commanded Morass to kill his brother. Yet, without a second
Burning to rid the world of Nicholas, Lukan would never die an old man in his bed.He picked a
fiddle up off the shelf and plucked at the strings. The only way Lynx would ever play this beautiful
instrument for him was if she were here. While Nicholas lived—He dropped the fiddle back onto
the shelf.No. While Tao lives, I will never have Lynx. He owns her in exactly the same way that
Axel owns my ice crystal mines.And Tao had never been faithful. Not the way Lukan had been.
So as much as he loved Tao, he loved Lynx more. There was only one thing to do.Moaning softly,
he forced his body to move, his hands to pull his informa from his pocket, to pull up the screen,
and then he whispered, “Morass, I give you a new order. Before removing Nicholas, axe my
brother.”The informa blinked back at him. Morass acknowledging the message.Lukan flopped
down onto his bed and sobbed. It had come to this: He had to sacrifice one of the two people he
loved to save the other. But no matter how much pain racked him, no tears wet his



cheeks.Finally, his trembling muscles stilled.He stood and faced his mirror. Almost serene, his
dark eyes stared back at him. Automatically, he adjusted his coat, perfectly lining up the silver
buttons and trim. No one seeing him would ever know he had broken down.“Thank the
Dragon.”Quick hand swipes smoothed his crumpled sheets, wiping out that evidence, too.He
straightened his back and glanced at his watch. Even if he rode hard, he would never reach the
cottage at Lynx’s appointed time. She’d be annoyed.It didn’t matter.After tonight, his tardiness
would be the last thing on Lynx’s mind.Chapter FourChapter FourChapter FourChapter
FourChapter FourLukan sagged against the console. He didn’t need to see his scar to know it
burned crimson. This time with jealousy.Lynx had risked her life for Tao.Lukan clenched his
teeth. She would never have leaped in front of an angry swarm of bees for him, any more than
she would have anticipated his actions the way she had Tao’s.And Nicholas? Stopping a hive in
full flight? If he had that much control over wild bees, how much more power would he have over
the people of Chenaya? The world?Whatever happened, Nicholas had to be incarcerated and
burned.But would a woman who risked her life for a friend easily give up her son?Lukan’s logic
gave him the answer: Not even Morass had enough strength to stop Lynx protecting Nicholas. In
a fight, Lynx could be killed.Lukan could not risk that.Deep in thought, he drifted away from the
console.The click of his boots on the stone floor echoed around the silent bunker as he left the
lair. He brushed his thumb across a reader, and an air-locked door wheezed open. Incandescent
bulbs mounted in the concrete ceiling blasted a stark-white passageway with light. Out of habit—
soon crucial for survival—he closed the door behind him.Slowly, he walked down the
passageway, stopping to stare blindly through open doorways. It didn’t matter; he didn’t need to
see the rooms to know what they contained.Each room was tailored to offer refuge to ten people.
Utilitarian metal beds covered with practical woolen blankets—nothing like what the high-born
now enjoyed—stood in crisp rows in each room. It was the first of many shocks his high-born
would endure as he catapulted them from the steam age into a life powered by ice crystal and
electricity.A water faucet protruded from one wall in each room, and a set of glasses waited on a
metal table for the occupants. Communal showers, toilets, and laundry facilities adjoined each
room. For the next month, privacy would be a luxury his chosen few would merely dream of. Just
one more sacrifice for his high-born to endure.Lukan ambled to the dining hall. Nothing like the
magnificent great hall upstairs, this room was equally as austere as the sleeping cubicles. A
month’s worth of meals would be served to his guests at metal trestle tables. The kitchen would
be staffed with low-born handpicked by Lukan for their excellent service to him as
emperor.Opposite the kitchens he had built an infirmary, stocked with the best equipment and
medicines the world had to offer. Priestesses would embed ice crystals into all newborns to
guarantee loyalty to Lukan, their leader and benefactor.He had chosen only the best physicians
to work here, to ensure his fledgling Chenayan nation had the best care possible as they moved
into a new world. But what did that matter if he failed to come up with a plan to extract Nicholas
without harming Lynx? He snorted. Without that elusive solution, there would be no Burning, no
need for this bunker, or the staff he had selected to manage it.He opened the air-locked door to



his private chamber. In the center of his book-lined room stood his elegant sleigh bed, the black
silk sheets ready for him and Lynx. None of his guests would have access to his quarters, partly
because Lynx would share them with him, and everyone believed she and Tao had vanished to
Kartania.After the Burning, Lukan would rectify that so he could live openly with her as his wife
and with Tao as his brother.The huge mirror on the only wall not devoted to books and musical
instruments caught his reflection.He grimaced. Lynx would have never risked her life to save him.
But when Tao was in danger, she’d neglected all else to save him. Lukan wanted to punch the
mirror, to crush it to pieces, but resisted the urge. No sense in hurting himself. It didn’t change
the ugly truth.If Tao had died, Lynx would have fallen to pieces. But if I were to die, she’d dance
on my grave.“Fallen to pieces.” He mused on the thought. Could Lynx suffer a shock so great it
would render her incapable of fighting?There was only one thing, other than killing Nicholas, that
he could think of that would create that much trauma.“If Tao had died.” He fiddled with the silver
buttons on his waistcoat.The answer was obvious: Tao had to die.The very idea repelled him just
like . . . the salt on the slug had repelled Nicholas. It was an idea so reprehensible that Lukan
didn’t think he would ever live with himself if he commanded Morass to kill his brother. Yet,
without a second Burning to rid the world of Nicholas, Lukan would never die an old man in his
bed.He picked a fiddle up off the shelf and plucked at the strings. The only way Lynx would ever
play this beautiful instrument for him was if she were here. While Nicholas lived—He dropped
the fiddle back onto the shelf.No. While Tao lives, I will never have Lynx. He owns her in exactly
the same way that Axel owns my ice crystal mines.And Tao had never been faithful. Not the way
Lukan had been. So as much as he loved Tao, he loved Lynx more. There was only one thing to
do.Moaning softly, he forced his body to move, his hands to pull his informa from his pocket, to
pull up the screen, and then he whispered, “Morass, I give you a new order. Before removing
Nicholas, axe my brother.”The informa blinked back at him. Morass acknowledging the
message.Lukan flopped down onto his bed and sobbed. It had come to this: He had to sacrifice
one of the two people he loved to save the other. But no matter how much pain racked him, no
tears wet his cheeks.Finally, his trembling muscles stilled.He stood and faced his mirror. Almost
serene, his dark eyes stared back at him. Automatically, he adjusted his coat, perfectly lining up
the silver buttons and trim. No one seeing him would ever know he had broken down.“Thank the
Dragon.”Quick hand swipes smoothed his crumpled sheets, wiping out that evidence, too.He
straightened his back and glanced at his watch. Even if he rode hard, he would never reach the
cottage at Lynx’s appointed time. She’d be annoyed.It didn’t matter.After tonight, his tardiness
would be the last thing on Lynx’s mind.Chapter FiveFelix scowled down at the spread of tiles on
the map between him and Raklus. For the first time in over sixty years of playing the strategy
game with his old friend in Felix’s apartment, in this very study, Raklus grabbed the emperor’s
block, represented on the map by an exquisite rendition of the Avanov crown—a winged dragon
with glittering eyes. As much as it irked Felix to lose, it was testament to Raklus’s friendship that
the man still played tiles with him when Felix always won. But today, defeat stared Felix in the
face.Raklus laughed. “Come now, old friend, do not be such a poor loser. It is not every day I



beat you. More like once in a lifetime. You must have had something grave on your mind
today.”Felix most certainly did have something grave on his mind. Two somethings, in fact.Any
moment now, he would have to ask Raklus to leave their cozy nest of chairs so he and Morass
could drive in a steam carriage to the forest to meet Lukan and the Light-Bearer. The vehicular
route had been used so infrequently that it would take much of the afternoon and all of the
evening to get there. Not that he would ever tell Raklus that.With a dry cough, Raklus doubled
over. He sounded older and sicker than Felix did these days. Raklus wasn’t long for this world.
Instead of eliciting sorrow, anger spurted through Felix.Few of us are, if that dolt Lukan has his
way and destroys everything tomorrow.Felix believed in winning, and he believed in power.
Accepting his role as ultimate controller and protector of the throne, he had grasped as much
power as he could in the most powerful empire the world had ever known. As part of that drive,
he had never had a problem with tactical killings, even on a grand scale, but to wipe out almost
all of humanity? It was insanity on a level Felix could barely comprehend. With just a few
thousand people left—most of them sycophantic high-born, a handful of tagged low-born, and a
regiment of brain-dead guardsmen—the entire human species was threatened. All it would take
was one bad flu epidemic, and mankind could be eradicated. No ancient curse, no matter how
vexing, was worth risking that calamity.Felix’s anger turned to despair.If that wasn’t reason
enough for some introspection, today was the last he would share with Raklus and his loved
ones—even Axel, the estranged one.Other than Katrina, none of the people Felix cared about
would be saved. Almost Felix’s entire family would perish in the Burning.And what can I do about
it?With all the power he had? Absolutely nothing. There was no way to stop it. Killing Lukan
would not solve the problem. He controlled the only means of triggering that catastrophe. The
power-hungry megalomaniac had inserted the ice crystal that triggered the Burning in his own
side. In doing so, the moron had programmed the trigger to his own life force. If Lukan died, the
whole world died with him.Lukan had offered beds in his bunker to him, Katrina, Malika, and
Felix’s grandchildren, but not to Stefan, even though Stefan had served for sixteen years as
Lukan’s Lord of the Conquest in Treven.It wasn’t that Felix hadn’t fought Lukan for Stefan. He
had, but Lukan had been adamant. For being Axel’s friend, Stefan would pay with his life. Lukan
could never forgive Stefan for allying himself with Axel in his youth.Just as well he doesn’t know
that Stefan remains Axel’s closest ally.For months now, Felix had hinted to Stefan and Malika
that something big was coming. He had begged Stefan to send Malika and the children to the
palace for a visit. But without the liberty to tell them the full extent of the threat, Malika had
refused to even consider a holiday without her husband.Felix had contemplated telling her and
Stefan everything, but Katrina would have lost her place in the bunker if Lukan learned of that
betrayal. Weighing up the value of his wife against his children and grandchildren had been the
hardest thing he’d ever done. In the end, a happy marriage to a woman who had loved and
honored him all the days of his life had won out. He had chosen to spare Katrina.Felix
suppressed a shudder at the cost of that terrible decision. While Katrina had a bed in the bunker,
Felix could not even risk warning Stefan of the coming nightmare. He had hoped up until the last



minute that Malika would relent and come to Cian. But up to a week ago, the time needed for her
to travel from Maegkin to Cian, she had remained stubbornly resolute.He had balked when
Lukan had first suggested Dragon’s Fire, but wisdom made him mask his objections—like
almost everything else in his dealings with Lukan. If Felix had refused to help, Lukan would have
found someone else less squeamish. How would Felix have managed to control the outcome
from the grave? Not even he was that powerful.Raklus stood, still spewing sputum from his
racking cough.Felix’s grimace deepened into a glower. Even with his worst sinus attacks, he had
kept his germs to himself. He pulled out his handkerchief and offered it to Raklus. His old friend’s
rheumy eyes widened, and he brushed the offering away.Felix noticed with some chagrin that
the cloth was unusually soiled with bloody, green muck. His sinus flare was thanks to Lukan’s
lunacy. He grunted and shoved it into his pocket. “Sorry to chase you, but I need to meet with the
emperor.”Raklus patted his back and gestured to the tiles, each engraved with a different face,
representing positions of power in Chenaya, and thus in the game. “I will cherish the memory of
this day.” He picked up his walking stick and shuffled out.Felix waited until the door closed
behind Raklus, then he swept the tiles off the table. Childish, he admitted, but it still gave him
sour pleasure to see them scattered on the carpet.Heartburn quickly replaced his
satisfaction.Felix walked into his bedchamber to Katrina’s side of the bed. On her bedside table
lay many things: her rolled-up knitting, balls of wool she like fingering before going to sleep, and
piles of patterns she had never gotten around to—and now probably never would. But pride of
place belonged to a painting of Axel. Like a religious icon, she kissed it both morning and
night.Not once in the last sixteen years had Felix shown any outward feeling to his lost son—to
do so would have courted death. Not even Katrina knew how much he longed for Axel. Now the
opportunity to reconcile with his son would be lost forever. Axel’s lungs would blister, and he
would die in the skies above the Heartland.The whole situation was almost enough to make
Felix support the Light-Bearer.Almost, but not quite.He sighed and shambled slowly to his
dressing room to get his olive-green cloak. With a heavy heart, he flicked it around his shoulders,
shoulders others in the palace called frail, but they bore burdens that would crush a lesser man.
He picked up his cane and tossed it from hand to hand. He didn’t need the support of the stick
but had taken to using it as a prop. Young people expected a man of seventy-one to be nearing
his dotage. Dolts like that believed old men to be deaf and frail. They gossiped more freely
around him—and paid for that insolence with their lives.He was about to head for the door when
he spotted four brightly colored tiles, so different from the usual ivory, glinting on the map in the
study, where, moments before, there had been none.Where had they come from? Was someone
in his apartment?Eyes darting around the room—he could see no one—he pulled a sword out of
his cane. Blade at the ready, he walked across to the table. The tiles—one blue, one red, one
green, and one that sparkled with crusty diamonds—lay face down, as they would if the player
were yet to reveal them. Somehow, Felix doubted they were made from ice crystal.He reached
out to flip them over when a shimmering hand grabbed his arm.“Not yet, you old devil.”One look
at that gleaming arm, and Felix knew his sword would be worthless. He let it fall and sat down



heavily in his chair. “Dmitri.”“You recognize me just from my glowing hand?”“You are a force one
never forgets.” Felix didn’t bother to hide his dislike. “What do you want with me? I have
somewhere to be.”The confounded seer, whose hated curse Felix had spent his whole life
fighting, materialized.As usual, the stocky, salt-and-pepper-haired Dmitri wore a robe made from
the provocative old Norin flag—midnight blue with a spangle of stars representing Nicholas the
Light-Bearer.Dmitri sat in the chair Raklus had recently vacated. “I know exactly where you are
headed. But I found I had some time on my hands. Not much, because my current charge will
soon be requiring me.”“And you chose to torment me with that time? Is it not enough that your
curse has blighted my life?”“That was your choice. When you were Mott’s crown prince, I offered
you a different path—to be the man who changed the world. You rejected it in favor of the
Dragon.”Felix bristled. “I have changed the world. My inventions, my ice crystals—”“Are an
abomination. But perhaps, if you choose wisely today, they can still be turned to some
good.”Felix resisted the urge to pull out his handkerchief.Dmitri scoffed a laugh. “As much as I
would enjoy testing how long you can survive without your filthy rag, I do not have the luxury of
time today. As I say, my boy will soon be returning from his fishing trip, and I must be there to
meet him when he does.”Felix had no idea who Dmitri was talking about, other than it was clear
the seer had read his thoughts. He pursed his lips in disapproval and then snapped, “I assume
you still honor the agency of men. Say your piece or leave.”“I do honor the agency of men. A
principle you would have done well to have practiced in your long, heinous life.”Felix started to
stand. “I have no wish to listen to you insult my choices. Good day, Dmitri.” He picked up his
sword and slotted it back into his cane, fully expecting Dmitri to have gone by the time he had
finished.The confounded seer remained in his chair.Felix’s hands shook with rage. “I said leave.
The rules of engagement between the living and dead say that you must obey.”“Do your
Dreaded leave when your subjects ask them to?”An unexpected flush of red burned Felix’s face.
As much as it grated, he realized Dmitri would not leave until he done what he had come to
do.The seer played with the four tiles on the table. Despite himself, Felix peered down, trying to
make out which tiles they were. Dmitri kept them hidden.Felix’s curiosity got the better of him. He
harrumphed as he sat.“Lukan has not prepared a place for your son-in-law. That means you
stand on the brink of losing almost all you care for in this world.”More blood scorched Felix’s
cheeks. As much as he longed to deny it—he cursed that dolt Lukan for placing him in this
humiliating position—he couldn’t.“While I feel no pity for you, dying so cruelly is not the reward I
envisaged for Stefan and Malika, or their children. I also find myself uncommonly fond of Axel,
rogue that he is. Not to mention the millions of other people who inhabit this tortured
planet.”“Well, what do you propose? You, the almighty Dmitri, should be able to wave a hand and
save them all.”Dmitri snorted. “I leave the hand waving to the living.” He fixed Felix with sharp,
dark eyes. “This is a problem of your making. You must solve it.”“My making! I am not the
paranoid emperor cursed by some rotten seer who thought it expedient to set my son up as my
executioner!”“When you put it like that . . .” Dmitri smiled a thin smile that faded. “However, as
someone with so much to lose, you have the most to gain by stopping this lunacy.”Felix’s sinuses



clogged. He grabbed for his handkerchief and blew hard. “How? My hands are tied. You, who
seem to know everything, should know that.”“Oh, on the face of it, they seem tied. But you have
always proved resourceful when it served you.” Dmitri picked up the four tiles and tossed them in
the air. “That is why I am offering you the four key pieces on the board.”Felix’s eyebrows twitched.
Dmitri was offering to aid him? That sounded as doubtful as Felix offering to help Dmitri. “I am
not sure I understand.”“Come now, Felix. You were never a stupid man. Conniving and single-
minded, certainly. Vicious, definitely. But never stupid.”So Dmitri was offering to help.“Your
price?”Another disparaging snort from the seer. “We are not all as self-serving as you.”As much
as Felix wanted to believe Dmitri could help save his family, a lifetime of fighting for advantage
precluded any belief that a human being—dead or alive—could be selfless. If Dmitri refused to
declare his hand, how could Felix even begin to trust him?“Now you begin to understand the
challenge you will face when you try to convince your opponents—my allies—that you are
working on my side.”Felix bolted in his chair. “You malign me! I never said anything about working
on your side.”The whole notion was preposterous; Felix had spent his entire life fighting against
Dmitri. Everyone who had any inkling of the curse—few in number, at least in Chenaya—knew
Felix was rabidly anti-Dmitri. The rest of the world feared him as the greatest champion of the
Avanov Dragon to ever live. To turn against a lifetime of belief was impossible. And in any event,
no one with a functioning brain cell would believe it.Face contemptuous, Dmitri’s eyes narrowed.
“Tough times call for strange bedfellows, Felix. But if you wish to save your family, not to mention
the power you worship, then, as mind-boggling as it may seem, you and I are to ally on the same
side of this great conflict.”Felix slumped in his chair. What to do? So many options, so many
choices. His head throbbed as if someone hammered at him with a battering ram.The
grandfather clock in the corner of the room chimed, and he shifted in his seat. He needed to get
going if he and Morass were to meet Lukan in time to arrest Nicholas before Axel arrived at the
cottage.But how could he leave if Dmitri offered even a glimmer of hope to save his family?Felix
sighed. “You have my attention.”“I have even more than that. I have these.” Dmitri placed the four
tiles face down on the board. “Use them wisely, and you will avert the calamity Lukan wishes to
rain down on us. For now, at least. Fail—and the world dies a second time.”Sweat beaded on
Felix’s face.Dmitri reached over and placed a shining hand on Felix’s shoulder. “As you debate
your options, consider—I am offering you a chance to redeem yourself.”Felix’s heart hammered
in his chest. “If I ally myself with you, will you tell my son . . . and your other associates that I am
on their side?”“You would have me do your job? Only you can save your soul, Felix. Part of that
lies in convincing them that you have changed.” Dmitri gave him a withering look. “I hardly expect
you to find it easy.”Without waiting for a reply, the seer vaporized before Felix.The four colored
tiles were the only evidence the conversation had ever happened.Felix’s hand hovered over
them. Which should he turn over first?Red.The color of his ruby. The stone that signified that he
—and Axel—were lower than the emperor and his sons, but higher than the high-born with their
emeralds and sapphires.He tossed over the red tile—and started at the engraved face staring
back at him: Crown Prince Grigor, Lukan’s so-called son.He pondered a moment, saw no logic



in it, and, not knowing what to expect, turned over the green tile.Grigor’s brother, Meka, looked
back at him.In a normal game, such tiles would represent the Lord of the Conquest and the Lord
of the Household, important pieces, certainly, but never of the same value as the emperor.The
message was clear. Lukan may have embedded diamonds into the twins’ faces and told the
world they were his sons, but it would never change their status. Grigor and Meka would never
rule Chenaya. The best they could hope for was influence.So why present Felix with the twins at
all?He stood and walked to the window. Far below, at the ornamental lake on the palace
grounds, his two great-nephews fished, as they had every day for the last ten years. Hair long,
clothes unkempt, despite Felix’s protests to the contrary, they had been sorely neglected by both
Lukan and Kestrel.Dmitri suggested those two wretches as a solution to Lukan’s planned
insanity? Felix shook his head in disbelief. His nephews had grown up shunned by the palace—
and for good reason. In Lukan’s attempts to stop them learning of the Dmitri Curse, Morass and
his team of guardsmen had been programmed to kill anyone who spoke to them.Lukan hadn’t
even spared Grigor and Meka a bed in the bunker.Ignorant, little better than wild animals, what
use could such expendable fodder be in saving Felix’s family?Dmitri’s voice chimed in his head.
“They are Lukan’s acknowledged heirs.”That Felix could not deny.He turned back to the last two
tiles, wondering what mystery Dmitri had presented there.Again he hesitated.Sapphire or
diamond?He had little doubt whose face he would see under the diamond. The Light-Bearer’s,
whose else?As fascinating as it was that Dmitri offered him Nicholas—the intended emperor,
Felix supposed—as a solution to this particular problem, the blue tile intrigued him most. He
flicked it over and grimaced.Lynx.He couldn’t even begin to imagine where a Norin rebel would
fit in a Chenayan game of strategy, other than as the enemy to be conquered. Mind churning on
how he could use Lynx to save them all, almost absentmindedly, he lifted the diamond tile. As he
expected, the great constellation, Nicholas the Light-Bearer, beamed back at him.Felix rubbed
his face.That bastard Dmitri has certainly presented me with a puzzle.“Tut, tut, Felix. If we are to
be allies, I take exception to being called a bastard.”Felix looked around the room, but couldn’t
find the seer. “Tut, tut, Dmitri. If we are to be allies, I take exception to disembodied voices talking
to me in person or in my head.”Felix blinked. Dmitri sat opposite him as if he had never left.“Ask
your questions. Then I must be gone. It is my boy’s birthday, and I do not wish to miss his
party.”Felix’s eyes widened. “So you spend your time with Nicholas?”Dmitri’s face settled into a
serious mien.It had probably been a frivolous question, under the circumstances. Felix waved at
the tiles. “What am I supposed to do with these?”No answer from Dmitri.Felix oozed another
tired sigh and then spoke his mind. “I plan to inject Nicholas with the Final Word tonight.”He
waited for some reaction from the seer. But not in his wildest dreams could he have imagined the
quiet but firm “aye” that fell from Dmitri’s lips.“Aye? You approve? I would have thought you would
be berating me for my cruelty.”Dmitri’s stern face gave nothing away.“You are aware, I assume,
that we intend to imprison Nicholas in a dark hole? That’s if Axel fails to rescue him.”“Aye. Do
your worst.”Felix shook his head. Needing clarification, he said, “Nicholas will die along with the
rest of the planet when Lukan releases the Dragon’s Fire.”“That is what you are charged with



preventing.” A tiny smile from Dmitri. “You asked what my price was. Now you know.”Felix was no
closer to clarity. Even if he stopped the Burning, Nicholas would still be in a foul prison with no
hope of escape. How did that serve Dmitri? And what did the seer gain if Nicholas was
embedded with the most sophisticated tracking device the world had ever seen?His mouth
dropped.If Felix and Dmitri were on the same side—the one opposite to Lukan—how could he
use the information soon to be streamed from Nicholas’s neck? A thousand questions and ideas
tumbled through Felix’s mind.He cut them dead. There would be time enough in the steam
carriage with that low-born Morass to ponder on this puzzle.Now he had to tackle the seer.“The
twins,” he said to Dmitri. “The so-called princes. You know they are wild. It makes it hard to devise
a clear strategy for them.”“I have a plan to tame them. But whatever happens, do not allow your
prejudice to lead you to squander those boys. They are winning tiles on this board. In time, if you
stop the Burning, Lukan will realize that, too. Make sure you own them first.”Felix would have
loved to ask what Dmitri intended to do to tame the twins, but he sensed that no answer would
be forthcoming. He licked his lips. “Perhaps the most challenging of all . . . Lynx.”“Aye.”Felix
wanted to writhe under Dmitri’s relentless scrutiny. Seventy-one years of training kept him steady
in his seat. “I have never fathomed that woman. Rebellious, breasts the size of peanuts, no social
graces, yet the three most powerful men of her age bent at the knee for her. Axel, Tao, and
Lukan. Remarkable power.”“Use it.” Dmitri stood. “My boy will be looking for me. Good day.”Felix
guessed the seer would not return. He closed his eyes to think.The logical place to start was
Lynx. If he could thwart Lukan’s plan to relocate her to the secret bunker, he might throw a
wrench into all of Lukan’s other lunacy. While Lynx roamed free, Lukan would never trigger the
gas.Planning anything around volatile Lynx was risky in the extreme, but there was one variable
he could control.Morass.Just this morning, on Lukan’s instruction, Felix had programmed the
low-born to guard and defend Nicholas the way Morass did the emperor. Tonight, with the care
of a loving parent, Morass would lift Nicholas from the cottage and see him safely to his prison
cell. Until death took the Light-Bearer in the Burning.But what if the ice crystal in Morass’s head
malfunctioned and the moron harmed the Light-Bearer before Lukan had confirmation of Axel’s
death?Lukan would go crazy with worry.But would that be enough to disrupt Lukan’s well-laid
operation?And would Felix be able to get his hands on Lynx?He didn’t know. But it was a gamble
he would have to take.Pity I have already lost at a game of tiles today. I hope it is not a portent of
things to come.Grim-faced, Felix took out his informa and pulled up the screen to tweak the
command to Morass’s ice crystal.He gasped, and his hand clutched at his chest.Tao!
Impossible.But there it was. Lukan’s command to Morass to kill his brother.Sorrow for Tao—a
truly great man—had Felix bowing his head.Then a thought struck. Using Lukan’s voice, Felix
encrypted a new command to Morass’s programming: the low-born was to harm Nicholas right
after killing Tao.If Lukan ever questioned why Morass had damaged the Light-Bearer, Felix could
point out that Lukan would only have himself to blame.Felix slipped his informa back into his
pocket.Perhaps the day would work out after all.Chapter FiveChapter FiveChapter FiveChapter
FiveChapter FiveFelix scowled down at the spread of tiles on the map between him and Raklus.



For the first time in over sixty years of playing the strategy game with his old friend in Felix’s
apartment, in this very study, Raklus grabbed the emperor’s block, represented on the map by
an exquisite rendition of the Avanov crown—a winged dragon with glittering eyes. As much as it
irked Felix to lose, it was testament to Raklus’s friendship that the man still played tiles with him
when Felix always won. But today, defeat stared Felix in the face.Raklus laughed. “Come now,
old friend, do not be such a poor loser. It is not every day I beat you. More like once in a lifetime.
You must have had something grave on your mind today.”Felix most certainly did have
something grave on his mind. Two somethings, in fact.Any moment now, he would have to ask
Raklus to leave their cozy nest of chairs so he and Morass could drive in a steam carriage to the
forest to meet Lukan and the Light-Bearer. The vehicular route had been used so infrequently
that it would take much of the afternoon and all of the evening to get there. Not that he would
ever tell Raklus that.With a dry cough, Raklus doubled over. He sounded older and sicker than
Felix did these days. Raklus wasn’t long for this world. Instead of eliciting sorrow, anger spurted
through Felix.Few of us are, if that dolt Lukan has his way and destroys everything
tomorrow.Felix believed in winning, and he believed in power. Accepting his role as ultimate
controller and protector of the throne, he had grasped as much power as he could in the most
powerful empire the world had ever known. As part of that drive, he had never had a problem
with tactical killings, even on a grand scale, but to wipe out almost all of humanity? It was
insanity on a level Felix could barely comprehend. With just a few thousand people left—most of
them sycophantic high-born, a handful of tagged low-born, and a regiment of brain-dead
guardsmen—the entire human species was threatened. All it would take was one bad flu
epidemic, and mankind could be eradicated. No ancient curse, no matter how vexing, was worth
risking that calamity.Felix’s anger turned to despair.If that wasn’t reason enough for some
introspection, today was the last he would share with Raklus and his loved ones—even Axel, the
estranged one.Other than Katrina, none of the people Felix cared about would be saved. Almost
Felix’s entire family would perish in the Burning.And what can I do about it?With all the power he
had? Absolutely nothing. There was no way to stop it. Killing Lukan would not solve the problem.
He controlled the only means of triggering that catastrophe. The power-hungry megalomaniac
had inserted the ice crystal that triggered the Burning in his own side. In doing so, the moron had
programmed the trigger to his own life force. If Lukan died, the whole world died with him.Lukan
had offered beds in his bunker to him, Katrina, Malika, and Felix’s grandchildren, but not to
Stefan, even though Stefan had served for sixteen years as Lukan’s Lord of the Conquest in
Treven.It wasn’t that Felix hadn’t fought Lukan for Stefan. He had, but Lukan had been adamant.
For being Axel’s friend, Stefan would pay with his life. Lukan could never forgive Stefan for allying
himself with Axel in his youth.Just as well he doesn’t know that Stefan remains Axel’s closest
ally.For months now, Felix had hinted to Stefan and Malika that something big was coming. He
had begged Stefan to send Malika and the children to the palace for a visit. But without the
liberty to tell them the full extent of the threat, Malika had refused to even consider a holiday
without her husband.Felix had contemplated telling her and Stefan everything, but Katrina would



have lost her place in the bunker if Lukan learned of that betrayal. Weighing up the value of his
wife against his children and grandchildren had been the hardest thing he’d ever done. In the
end, a happy marriage to a woman who had loved and honored him all the days of his life had
won out. He had chosen to spare Katrina.Felix suppressed a shudder at the cost of that terrible
decision. While Katrina had a bed in the bunker, Felix could not even risk warning Stefan of the
coming nightmare. He had hoped up until the last minute that Malika would relent and come to
Cian. But up to a week ago, the time needed for her to travel from Maegkin to Cian, she had
remained stubbornly resolute.He had balked when Lukan had first suggested Dragon’s Fire, but
wisdom made him mask his objections—like almost everything else in his dealings with Lukan. If
Felix had refused to help, Lukan would have found someone else less squeamish. How would
Felix have managed to control the outcome from the grave? Not even he was that
powerful.Raklus stood, still spewing sputum from his racking cough.Felix’s grimace deepened
into a glower. Even with his worst sinus attacks, he had kept his germs to himself. He pulled out
his handkerchief and offered it to Raklus. His old friend’s rheumy eyes widened, and he brushed
the offering away.Felix noticed with some chagrin that the cloth was unusually soiled with bloody,
green muck. His sinus flare was thanks to Lukan’s lunacy. He grunted and shoved it into his
pocket. “Sorry to chase you, but I need to meet with the emperor.”Raklus patted his back and
gestured to the tiles, each engraved with a different face, representing positions of power in
Chenaya, and thus in the game. “I will cherish the memory of this day.” He picked up his walking
stick and shuffled out.Felix waited until the door closed behind Raklus, then he swept the tiles off
the table. Childish, he admitted, but it still gave him sour pleasure to see them scattered on the
carpet.Heartburn quickly replaced his satisfaction.Felix walked into his bedchamber to Katrina’s
side of the bed. On her bedside table lay many things: her rolled-up knitting, balls of wool she
like fingering before going to sleep, and piles of patterns she had never gotten around to—and
now probably never would. But pride of place belonged to a painting of Axel. Like a religious
icon, she kissed it both morning and night.Not once in the last sixteen years had Felix shown
any outward feeling to his lost son—to do so would have courted death. Not even Katrina knew
how much he longed for Axel. Now the opportunity to reconcile with his son would be lost
forever. Axel’s lungs would blister, and he would die in the skies above the Heartland.The whole
situation was almost enough to make Felix support the Light-Bearer.Almost, but not quite.He
sighed and shambled slowly to his dressing room to get his olive-green cloak. With a heavy
heart, he flicked it around his shoulders, shoulders others in the palace called frail, but they bore
burdens that would crush a lesser man. He picked up his cane and tossed it from hand to hand.
He didn’t need the support of the stick but had taken to using it as a prop. Young people
expected a man of seventy-one to be nearing his dotage. Dolts like that believed old men to be
deaf and frail. They gossiped more freely around him—and paid for that insolence with their
lives.He was about to head for the door when he spotted four brightly colored tiles, so different
from the usual ivory, glinting on the map in the study, where, moments before, there had been
none.Where had they come from? Was someone in his apartment?Eyes darting around the room



—he could see no one—he pulled a sword out of his cane. Blade at the ready, he walked across
to the table. The tiles—one blue, one red, one green, and one that sparkled with crusty diamonds
—lay face down, as they would if the player were yet to reveal them. Somehow, Felix doubted
they were made from ice crystal.He reached out to flip them over when a shimmering hand
grabbed his arm.“Not yet, you old devil.”One look at that gleaming arm, and Felix knew his sword
would be worthless. He let it fall and sat down heavily in his chair. “Dmitri.”“You recognize me just
from my glowing hand?”“You are a force one never forgets.” Felix didn’t bother to hide his dislike.
“What do you want with me? I have somewhere to be.”The confounded seer, whose hated curse
Felix had spent his whole life fighting, materialized.As usual, the stocky, salt-and-pepper-haired
Dmitri wore a robe made from the provocative old Norin flag—midnight blue with a spangle of
stars representing Nicholas the Light-Bearer.Dmitri sat in the chair Raklus had recently vacated.
“I know exactly where you are headed. But I found I had some time on my hands. Not much,
because my current charge will soon be requiring me.”“And you chose to torment me with that
time? Is it not enough that your curse has blighted my life?”“That was your choice. When you
were Mott’s crown prince, I offered you a different path—to be the man who changed the world.
You rejected it in favor of the Dragon.”Felix bristled. “I have changed the world. My inventions, my
ice crystals—”“Are an abomination. But perhaps, if you choose wisely today, they can still be
turned to some good.”Felix resisted the urge to pull out his handkerchief.Dmitri scoffed a laugh.
“As much as I would enjoy testing how long you can survive without your filthy rag, I do not have
the luxury of time today. As I say, my boy will soon be returning from his fishing trip, and I must be
there to meet him when he does.”Felix had no idea who Dmitri was talking about, other than it
was clear the seer had read his thoughts. He pursed his lips in disapproval and then snapped, “I
assume you still honor the agency of men. Say your piece or leave.”“I do honor the agency of
men. A principle you would have done well to have practiced in your long, heinous life.”Felix
started to stand. “I have no wish to listen to you insult my choices. Good day, Dmitri.” He picked
up his sword and slotted it back into his cane, fully expecting Dmitri to have gone by the time he
had finished.The confounded seer remained in his chair.Felix’s hands shook with rage. “I said
leave. The rules of engagement between the living and dead say that you must obey.”“Do your
Dreaded leave when your subjects ask them to?”An unexpected flush of red burned Felix’s face.
As much as it grated, he realized Dmitri would not leave until he done what he had come to
do.The seer played with the four tiles on the table. Despite himself, Felix peered down, trying to
make out which tiles they were. Dmitri kept them hidden.Felix’s curiosity got the better of him. He
harrumphed as he sat.“Lukan has not prepared a place for your son-in-law. That means you
stand on the brink of losing almost all you care for in this world.”More blood scorched Felix’s
cheeks. As much as he longed to deny it—he cursed that dolt Lukan for placing him in this
humiliating position—he couldn’t.“While I feel no pity for you, dying so cruelly is not the reward I
envisaged for Stefan and Malika, or their children. I also find myself uncommonly fond of Axel,
rogue that he is. Not to mention the millions of other people who inhabit this tortured
planet.”“Well, what do you propose? You, the almighty Dmitri, should be able to wave a hand and



save them all.”Dmitri snorted. “I leave the hand waving to the living.” He fixed Felix with sharp,
dark eyes. “This is a problem of your making. You must solve it.”“My making! I am not the
paranoid emperor cursed by some rotten seer who thought it expedient to set my son up as my
executioner!”“When you put it like that . . .” Dmitri smiled a thin smile that faded. “However, as
someone with so much to lose, you have the most to gain by stopping this lunacy.”Felix’s sinuses
clogged. He grabbed for his handkerchief and blew hard. “How? My hands are tied. You, who
seem to know everything, should know that.”“Oh, on the face of it, they seem tied. But you have
always proved resourceful when it served you.” Dmitri picked up the four tiles and tossed them in
the air. “That is why I am offering you the four key pieces on the board.”Felix’s eyebrows twitched.
Dmitri was offering to aid him? That sounded as doubtful as Felix offering to help Dmitri. “I am
not sure I understand.”“Come now, Felix. You were never a stupid man. Conniving and single-
minded, certainly. Vicious, definitely. But never stupid.”So Dmitri was offering to help.“Your
price?”Another disparaging snort from the seer. “We are not all as self-serving as you.”As much
as Felix wanted to believe Dmitri could help save his family, a lifetime of fighting for advantage
precluded any belief that a human being—dead or alive—could be selfless. If Dmitri refused to
declare his hand, how could Felix even begin to trust him?“Now you begin to understand the
challenge you will face when you try to convince your opponents—my allies—that you are
working on my side.”Felix bolted in his chair. “You malign me! I never said anything about working
on your side.”The whole notion was preposterous; Felix had spent his entire life fighting against
Dmitri. Everyone who had any inkling of the curse—few in number, at least in Chenaya—knew
Felix was rabidly anti-Dmitri. The rest of the world feared him as the greatest champion of the
Avanov Dragon to ever live. To turn against a lifetime of belief was impossible. And in any event,
no one with a functioning brain cell would believe it.Face contemptuous, Dmitri’s eyes narrowed.
“Tough times call for strange bedfellows, Felix. But if you wish to save your family, not to mention
the power you worship, then, as mind-boggling as it may seem, you and I are to ally on the same
side of this great conflict.”Felix slumped in his chair. What to do? So many options, so many
choices. His head throbbed as if someone hammered at him with a battering ram.The
grandfather clock in the corner of the room chimed, and he shifted in his seat. He needed to get
going if he and Morass were to meet Lukan in time to arrest Nicholas before Axel arrived at the
cottage.But how could he leave if Dmitri offered even a glimmer of hope to save his family?Felix
sighed. “You have my attention.”“I have even more than that. I have these.” Dmitri placed the four
tiles face down on the board. “Use them wisely, and you will avert the calamity Lukan wishes to
rain down on us. For now, at least. Fail—and the world dies a second time.”Sweat beaded on
Felix’s face.Dmitri reached over and placed a shining hand on Felix’s shoulder. “As you debate
your options, consider—I am offering you a chance to redeem yourself.”Felix’s heart hammered
in his chest. “If I ally myself with you, will you tell my son . . . and your other associates that I am
on their side?”“You would have me do your job? Only you can save your soul, Felix. Part of that
lies in convincing them that you have changed.” Dmitri gave him a withering look. “I hardly expect
you to find it easy.”Without waiting for a reply, the seer vaporized before Felix.The four colored



tiles were the only evidence the conversation had ever happened.Felix’s hand hovered over
them. Which should he turn over first?Red.The color of his ruby. The stone that signified that he
—and Axel—were lower than the emperor and his sons, but higher than the high-born with their
emeralds and sapphires.He tossed over the red tile—and started at the engraved face staring
back at him: Crown Prince Grigor, Lukan’s so-called son.He pondered a moment, saw no logic
in it, and, not knowing what to expect, turned over the green tile.Grigor’s brother, Meka, looked
back at him.In a normal game, such tiles would represent the Lord of the Conquest and the Lord
of the Household, important pieces, certainly, but never of the same value as the emperor.The
message was clear. Lukan may have embedded diamonds into the twins’ faces and told the
world they were his sons, but it would never change their status. Grigor and Meka would never
rule Chenaya. The best they could hope for was influence.So why present Felix with the twins at
all?He stood and walked to the window. Far below, at the ornamental lake on the palace
grounds, his two great-nephews fished, as they had every day for the last ten years. Hair long,
clothes unkempt, despite Felix’s protests to the contrary, they had been sorely neglected by both
Lukan and Kestrel.Dmitri suggested those two wretches as a solution to Lukan’s planned
insanity? Felix shook his head in disbelief. His nephews had grown up shunned by the palace—
and for good reason. In Lukan’s attempts to stop them learning of the Dmitri Curse, Morass and
his team of guardsmen had been programmed to kill anyone who spoke to them.Lukan hadn’t
even spared Grigor and Meka a bed in the bunker.Ignorant, little better than wild animals, what
use could such expendable fodder be in saving Felix’s family?Dmitri’s voice chimed in his head.
“They are Lukan’s acknowledged heirs.”That Felix could not deny.He turned back to the last two
tiles, wondering what mystery Dmitri had presented there.Again he hesitated.Sapphire or
diamond?He had little doubt whose face he would see under the diamond. The Light-Bearer’s,
whose else?As fascinating as it was that Dmitri offered him Nicholas—the intended emperor,
Felix supposed—as a solution to this particular problem, the blue tile intrigued him most. He
flicked it over and grimaced.Lynx.He couldn’t even begin to imagine where a Norin rebel would
fit in a Chenayan game of strategy, other than as the enemy to be conquered. Mind churning on
how he could use Lynx to save them all, almost absentmindedly, he lifted the diamond tile. As he
expected, the great constellation, Nicholas the Light-Bearer, beamed back at him.Felix rubbed
his face.That bastard Dmitri has certainly presented me with a puzzle.“Tut, tut, Felix. If we are to
be allies, I take exception to being called a bastard.”Felix looked around the room, but couldn’t
find the seer. “Tut, tut, Dmitri. If we are to be allies, I take exception to disembodied voices talking
to me in person or in my head.”Felix blinked. Dmitri sat opposite him as if he had never left.“Ask
your questions. Then I must be gone. It is my boy’s birthday, and I do not wish to miss his
party.”Felix’s eyes widened. “So you spend your time with Nicholas?”Dmitri’s face settled into a
serious mien.It had probably been a frivolous question, under the circumstances. Felix waved at
the tiles. “What am I supposed to do with these?”No answer from Dmitri.Felix oozed another
tired sigh and then spoke his mind. “I plan to inject Nicholas with the Final Word tonight.”He
waited for some reaction from the seer. But not in his wildest dreams could he have imagined the



quiet but firm “aye” that fell from Dmitri’s lips.“Aye? You approve? I would have thought you would
be berating me for my cruelty.”Dmitri’s stern face gave nothing away.“You are aware, I assume,
that we intend to imprison Nicholas in a dark hole? That’s if Axel fails to rescue him.”“Aye. Do
your worst.”Felix shook his head. Needing clarification, he said, “Nicholas will die along with the
rest of the planet when Lukan releases the Dragon’s Fire.”“That is what you are charged with
preventing.” A tiny smile from Dmitri. “You asked what my price was. Now you know.”Felix was no
closer to clarity. Even if he stopped the Burning, Nicholas would still be in a foul prison with no
hope of escape. How did that serve Dmitri? And what did the seer gain if Nicholas was
embedded with the most sophisticated tracking device the world had ever seen?His mouth
dropped.If Felix and Dmitri were on the same side—the one opposite to Lukan—how could he
use the information soon to be streamed from Nicholas’s neck? A thousand questions and ideas
tumbled through Felix’s mind.He cut them dead. There would be time enough in the steam
carriage with that low-born Morass to ponder on this puzzle.Now he had to tackle the seer.“The
twins,” he said to Dmitri. “The so-called princes. You know they are wild. It makes it hard to devise
a clear strategy for them.”“I have a plan to tame them. But whatever happens, do not allow your
prejudice to lead you to squander those boys. They are winning tiles on this board. In time, if you
stop the Burning, Lukan will realize that, too. Make sure you own them first.”Felix would have
loved to ask what Dmitri intended to do to tame the twins, but he sensed that no answer would
be forthcoming. He licked his lips. “Perhaps the most challenging of all . . . Lynx.”“Aye.”Felix
wanted to writhe under Dmitri’s relentless scrutiny. Seventy-one years of training kept him steady
in his seat. “I have never fathomed that woman. Rebellious, breasts the size of peanuts, no social
graces, yet the three most powerful men of her age bent at the knee for her. Axel, Tao, and
Lukan. Remarkable power.”“Use it.” Dmitri stood. “My boy will be looking for me. Good day.”Felix
guessed the seer would not return. He closed his eyes to think.The logical place to start was
Lynx. If he could thwart Lukan’s plan to relocate her to the secret bunker, he might throw a
wrench into all of Lukan’s other lunacy. While Lynx roamed free, Lukan would never trigger the
gas.Planning anything around volatile Lynx was risky in the extreme, but there was one variable
he could control.Morass.Just this morning, on Lukan’s instruction, Felix had programmed the
low-born to guard and defend Nicholas the way Morass did the emperor. Tonight, with the care
of a loving parent, Morass would lift Nicholas from the cottage and see him safely to his prison
cell. Until death took the Light-Bearer in the Burning.But what if the ice crystal in Morass’s head
malfunctioned and the moron harmed the Light-Bearer before Lukan had confirmation of Axel’s
death?Lukan would go crazy with worry.But would that be enough to disrupt Lukan’s well-laid
operation?And would Felix be able to get his hands on Lynx?He didn’t know. But it was a gamble
he would have to take.Pity I have already lost at a game of tiles today. I hope it is not a portent of
things to come.Grim-faced, Felix took out his informa and pulled up the screen to tweak the
command to Morass’s ice crystal.He gasped, and his hand clutched at his chest.Tao!
Impossible.But there it was. Lukan’s command to Morass to kill his brother.Sorrow for Tao—a
truly great man—had Felix bowing his head.Then a thought struck. Using Lukan’s voice, Felix



encrypted a new command to Morass’s programming: the low-born was to harm Nicholas right
after killing Tao.If Lukan ever questioned why Morass had damaged the Light-Bearer, Felix could
point out that Lukan would only have himself to blame.Felix slipped his informa back into his
pocket.Perhaps the day would work out after all.Chapter SixBathed and dressed in a new set of
leather clothes, Talon slouched on a cushion on the floor. The scarred wooden table was set for
four. The stew and the soup simmered on the stove. Extra candles, set out on the mantelpiece
over the fire, waited to be lit. All that was missing was Lukan.He was late.Very late.Once this
dinner ended, Talon could finally get the answers he wanted from Mom and Uncle Tao. But it
couldn’t end unless it began.Talon stroked Thunder’s head, resting on his knee. Too old and
rickety to go into the forest anymore, the dog hadn’t left Talon’s side since he’d returned from the
fishing trip. Talon whispered to him. “You going to stay with me when he comes? Maybe growl,
like you do at the foxes?”Foxes raiding the chicken coop were an endless problem. In his heyday,
Thunder had sent many an intruder packing, but it had been some time since he’d had the
strength to go after foxes.Thunder licked his face with a sandy tongue.Talon hugged him even
tighter. His heart clenched at the thought of waking up one morning and finding Thunder had
died. He was irreplaceable. Mom told him that Thunder had wandered up to the cottage just
before he had been born. Yet another thing he couldn’t fathom. Why would Mom want to live in a
forest with a small baby? And why with Uncle Tao? Where had his father been?Another sloppy
lick from Thunder. Talon scratched Thunder’s neck as a reward. Mom said it was a miracle
Thunder had lived as long as he had. A blessing from the Winds.Talon didn’t know about that.
What he did know was that no other dog had ever stumbled on their cottage. So, when Thunder
went, he would probably be the last dog Talon would ever see.Unless his father brought a puppy.
Unlikely, seeing as Lukan had never brought him any presents.Mom clattered a pot in the sink.
Talon looked up to see Uncle Tao put his arm—he had collected a couple of angry-looking stings
—around her shoulders. In the private sign language he knew they used to protect themselves
from his hearing, he indicated to her to calm down. She shook her head, then laid the pot aside
and leaned against his shoulder.“Perhaps we should talk to Talon about Axel.” Although Uncle
Tao mouthed into her ear, Talon could hear the words as if his uncle whispered to him.Talon’s
eyes narrowed; who or what was Axel?Mom glanced in Talon’s direction, then whispered back,
“I’ve told him we’ll talk after dinner. I don’t want him worked up about it with Lukan here.” A deep
sigh filled with sorrow and longing. “Axel will be here in a few hours. Our last night with
him.”Before Talon could call them out for whispering about him, or ask about this mysterious
Axel, he caught another, more distant sound.Thunder raised his head, and his ears twitched.
He’d heard it, too—the unmistakable plod of horse’s hooves over leaf litter.A mixture of unease,
defiance, and loathing curdled Talon’s stomach. “Lukan’s here. I can hear him coming over the
rise.”Uncle Tao sucked in a breath. “Okay. Best behavior everyone.”He shot Talon, and then
Mom, warning looks before walking to the door to greet his brother.That Mom had been included
made Talon chuckle.“Stand, Talon,” Mom commanded. “It’s always better to be on the same
level, so you can look him in the eye.” A pause, then a slow grin. “Especially if you have eyes like



ours that tend to make him nervous.”Talon smiled back as he lumbered to his feet. Thunder
stood next him, his frail body quivering.Talon brushed the dog’s back with his hand. “I thought I
was supposed to be nice.”Mom cleared her throat. “Right. Forgot that in my eagerness to see
your father. ‘Nice’ is exactly what we’re both after.” She glanced at the door. “I can hear him,
too.”The horse stopped, and Talon heard someone drop down onto the yard. Thunder burst into
a flurry of barks. He tried to restrain the dog, but Thunder bolted to the open door with surprising
agility.Lukan stood framed in the doorway. His charcoal-black eyes widened at Thunder’s bared
teeth. A scowl scrunched his face, puckering a jagged scar that ran from his left eye to his chin.
The scar was old and had faded to a thin white line. Like Uncle Tao, he also wore a diamond next
to his right eye. Instead of looking familiar and comforting the way Uncle Tao’s did, it glinted
angrily in the candlelight, even with Talon’s poor vision.Talon was struck how different the two
brothers were.Gentle as Uncle Tao’s temperament was, he was tough and muscled from eking
out a living in the forest. Like Talon and Mom, he dressed in rough leather trousers, moccasins,
and a leather tunic made from the deer they hunted for the pot. In winter, he wore an ancient
sable fur coat. As a boy, Talon had loved to wrap himself in it on cold evenings while Uncle Tao
had told him bedtime stories. Every story had always included a young forest boy, a dog, and a
gray-and-black falcon called Bird. Talon had never tired of hearing about them.Lukan, on the
other hand, looked soft, even with his scarred, arrogant face. He was impeccably turned out in a
fancy coat, waistcoat, and trousers. A pair of highly polished black boots completed his outfit.
Mom had once told him Lukan only ever wore black and silver clothing made from velvet and
silk, with solid silver buttons.The tattered curtains hanging on the windows in the cottage were
made from thin silk, so Talon knew what silk felt like. Given his pathetic eyes, touch was a vital
part of how he sensed the world. He had never fingered velvet before, but as he wasn’t about to
touch Lukan’s clothes, that part of his father would continue to be shrouded in mystery.What
wasn’t a surprise, though, was the lack of gifts in Lukan’s hands.His father hadn’t brought a
puppy. Or a fiddle.Talon brushed his unreasonable disappointment away at the same moment
Lukan said, “Hello, Lynx, Tao. Another warm welcome from your dog, I see.”Talon’s stomach
clenched, not at his father’s scathing tone, or that he hadn’t gotten a mention in the greeting, but
at the way Lukan’s eyes undressed his mother. Talon may not have had any exposure to girls his
own age, but he had lived around animals all his life, and Lukan eyed Mom the way a stag did a
doe during the rut.Face like stone, Talon stepped between Lukan and Mom, cutting her off from
his father’s view. “Thunder is my dog.”Cold, dark eyes settled on Talon. “Well, I suppose that
explains everything.”All thoughts of being nice vanished from Talon’s mind. Fists clenched, he
surged forward, aggression in every step.Uncle Tao grabbed his arm. “Talon, how about you take
your father’s coat? Hang it up on the hook in the entrance.” To Lukan, he said, “Come, sit. Dinner
is ready.”“Has been for the last two hours,” Talon muttered loud enough for Lukan to hear. He
caught the coat his father flung at him.Turned out velvet felt as soft as Lukan looked. Talon
crushed the fabric, wishing it was his father’s face caught between his fingers. He’d squeeze until
Lukan’s cheekbones snapped. He swallowed hard, shocked at his violent thoughts. He didn’t



need to see Uncle Tao’s gentle eyes to know his uncle would not approve. Feeling ashamed,
Talon slung the coat on the hook, took a deep breath, and forced a neutral expression.By the
time he reached the table, Lukan and Uncle Tao had sat and Mom had finished dishing out the
soup. She placed the first bowl, brimming with trout and homegrown leeks and carrots, in Talon’s
usual spot. He smiled at her and mouthed a “sorry” for his spurt of temper.She nodded and
indicated he should sit.Once everyone had a bowl of soup, and Mom had taken her place, Uncle
Tao held up a wooden mug of homemade mead. “To Nicholas! All sixteen years of him.”A frown
robbed Talon of his appetite.Nicholas?Since when did Uncle Tao call him that? Only his father
ever called him Nicholas. Lumped with that horrible name at birth, at least Mom and Uncle Tao
were decent enough to call him by his nickname. Last year, when his father had come for the
birthday dinner, he had asked Lukan to call him Talon. The bastard had refused. It had made
Talon despise the man even more. He looked at his uncle questioningly and received a smile in
reply.Mom raised her mug. “To Nicholas.” She turned hard eyes on Lukan. “May the Winds ever
find access to him.”Talon cocked his head as he considered that cryptic comment. He, Mom,
and Uncle Tao worshiped the Winds—or, rather, Mom and Uncle Tao did; Talon wasn’t
convinced the Winds could actually do anything other than whistle through the trees. But Uncle
Tao and Mom where convinced that, no matter where you were, the Winds could answer your
prayers. So why the strange comment?With no answers, Talon’s eyes shot to Lukan.His mug,
held by manicured fingers, hovered in the air, but he didn’t join in the toast. Instead, he said,
“Mead? How Norin of you, Lynx.” He glanced over at Uncle Tao. “Chenna? Surely you still have
some?”Uncle Tao took a sip of his drink and, with deliberate slowness, placed the mug back
onto the table. “We haven’t drunk chenna in this house for over sixteen years, Lukan. You know
that.”Talon wondered what chenna was and why it was such a big deal.He also wished the meal
were over and Lukan long gone. Despite all Mom’s efforts to make him his favorite food, she
could have put rocks in front of him and they wouldn’t have been any more or less unappetizing.
He played with his soup and listened to the others swallow their food. Then, when Mom dished
up the stew, he pushed that around his plate, too.Yet again, he wondered why Lukan bothered to
come when only Uncle Tao made any attempt at conversation. That was quickly exhausted once
he’d discussed their vegetable garden and the upcoming good harvest; his falcon, Bird, still
menacing the smaller birds and rabbits in the forest; and the weather, unseasonably rainy this
summer, which had helped the aforementioned vegetable garden.Talon rolled his eyes with
boredom. It started to rain during dinner, leaving the night cold. The fire was a pleasant addition
to a horrible evening.The person he knew the least about offered no information about his life,
where he lived, or what had kept him busy, supposedly, for a whole year since his last visit.
Hardly surprisingly, Lukan also expressed no interest in what Talon had done during that
time.The entire evening was a complete enigma.It was only once the last licks of goat’s milk
cream, honeycomb, and forest berries had been cleared away, and another log put on the fire
around which they all sat, that Lukan turned to Talon.“So, your mother says you’re a talented at
music and math,” Lukan said with a sneer. “Is that so?”Talon focused on the flames, pretending



not to hear him. In reality, he was thinking hard. His talents hadn’t been mentioned during dinner.
Did that mean Mom discussed him with Lukan when he came for his monthly visits? Betrayal
stabbed him.His father’s voice rose a notch. “Nicholas, it would seem that you are hard of
hearing. I’m speaking to you.”Despite everything, Talon smiled inwardly at Lukan’s stupid
comment. Mom had clearly said nothing about his ears.Mom reached over and touched him on
the knee. “Talon, your father has asked you a question.”Face blank, Talon looked up Lukan. “Oh.
What did you say?”With ill-concealed exasperation, Lukan repeated himself. “I understand you
can do complex math equations in your head and play music very well,” Lukan said. “Is that
true?”“I guess.”Lukan’s eyes narrowed. “I suppose it’s just as well I never allowed books and the
like here. Imagine if you could read and write, too! We might never shut you up.”Talon glared at
him. Uncle Tao and Mom had tried to teach him the alphabet by writing with bits of charcoal on
homemade vellum, but because the symbols had meant nothing to Talon, he’d resisted learning.
Now he wondered if that had been a mistake.Lukan waved a hand at a shelf laden with musical
instruments. Some were Mom’s, others he had constructed from skins, reeds and wood gleaned
from the forest. “And which of the clutter of instruments in this house do you like best?
Xylophone? Fiddle? Flute? Drum?”Talon didn’t want to answer, but all three of them stared at
him. Worse, from the corner of his eye, he saw Mom mouth, “Nice!”He sighed. “Fiddle.”Lukan
turned to Mom. “Your son is not exactly verbose, is he?”“He has had no exposure to strangers.”
Mom’s voice was flat, hard. “And I broke nearly seventeen years of protocol by asking you to
bring us something. A fiddle for Talon. You didn’t.”How come she wasn’t being nice? Another
burst of irritation at his mother sliced him.Lukan’s eyes softened, and his skin darkened almost
to black. Talon recognized that to mean a blush. Was his father embarrassed? His skin tone
reverted to his usual mid-tone gray too quickly for Talon to be sure.Uncle Tao nudged Talon with
his moccasin. “Come, up and play for your father.”Talon glared at his uncle. Then an idea flashed
at him, and his face broke into a wide smile. “Of course, Uncle Tao. For you, it would be a
pleasure.” He sauntered over to the shelf and grabbed the fiddle.Eyes fixed on Lukan, he lined it
up to his chin and shoulder. A rasp of his bow, and the fiddle burst into a staccato frenzy of
sound. With each sweep, his music grew in aggression and boisterousness, but not once did he
take his eyes off his father. Cold and calculating, like Bird’s eyes. That’s what he hoped they
looked like.He suppressed a grin when Lukan shifted in his seat, looking decidedly
uncomfortable. When it looked as if Lukan was about to get up, Talon changed tempo, allowing
the music to fall away. Lukan settled back in his seat.Still watching Lukan the way Bird skewered
her prey, Talon swept his bow into a soaring, triumphant climax.Lukan looked afraid.It filled Talon
with pleasure.Considering his work done, he turned to Uncle Tao and bowed.No one was more
startled than Talon when Lukan cried out, “That’s incredible! If your math is anything like your
fiddle playing, then you must be some kind of genius. Your mother has always claimed you are
bright.” He turned to Mom. “Did you compose that?”Mom smiled at Talon with deep affection—
then betrayed him by saying, “No, Talon did. He hears things in the forest and translates them
into music. That piece is a portrayal of the little birds mobbing Bird when she goes soaring. The



more aggressive and angry they become, the more aloof and disinterested she acts, until she
breaks away and flies above them. Lording over them, we always say.” She smiled at Talon,
brimming with love.Lukan shifted in his seat again. “Interesting piece.” He turned to Talon. “Care
to explain why you chose to play that?”Talon studied his father and saw definite dread in his
eyes. Knowing he would get no answer as to why that was, he put the fiddle down.“I’m tired. I’m
going to bed.” He hugged Mom and Uncle Tao, ignored Lukan, and stalked out, leaving the room
in silence. Even though he closed his bedroom door, he knew he’d hear every word said.If
anyone ever spoke again, of course.Lukan finally recovered. “Well, I guess that’s my cue to
leave. You have an . . . interesting son, Lynx. Perhaps a little too Norin to really be pleasing, but I
suppose it was to be expected. Don’t bother seeing me out. I know the way.”A few strides, and
the door clicked closed.Talon waited at the side of his bed for the summons he knew would
come.Chapter SixChapter SixChapter SixChapter SixChapter SixBathed and dressed in a new
set of leather clothes, Talon slouched on a cushion on the floor. The scarred wooden table was
set for four. The stew and the soup simmered on the stove. Extra candles, set out on the
mantelpiece over the fire, waited to be lit. All that was missing was Lukan.He was late.Very
late.Once this dinner ended, Talon could finally get the answers he wanted from Mom and Uncle
Tao. But it couldn’t end unless it began.Talon stroked Thunder’s head, resting on his knee. Too
old and rickety to go into the forest anymore, the dog hadn’t left Talon’s side since he’d returned
from the fishing trip. Talon whispered to him. “You going to stay with me when he comes? Maybe
growl, like you do at the foxes?”Foxes raiding the chicken coop were an endless problem. In his
heyday, Thunder had sent many an intruder packing, but it had been some time since he’d had
the strength to go after foxes.Thunder licked his face with a sandy tongue.Talon hugged him
even tighter. His heart clenched at the thought of waking up one morning and finding Thunder
had died. He was irreplaceable. Mom told him that Thunder had wandered up to the cottage just
before he had been born. Yet another thing he couldn’t fathom. Why would Mom want to live in a
forest with a small baby? And why with Uncle Tao? Where had his father been?Another sloppy
lick from Thunder. Talon scratched Thunder’s neck as a reward. Mom said it was a miracle
Thunder had lived as long as he had. A blessing from the Winds.Talon didn’t know about that.
What he did know was that no other dog had ever stumbled on their cottage. So, when Thunder
went, he would probably be the last dog Talon would ever see.Unless his father brought a puppy.
Unlikely, seeing as Lukan had never brought him any presents.Mom clattered a pot in the sink.
Talon looked up to see Uncle Tao put his arm—he had collected a couple of angry-looking stings
—around her shoulders. In the private sign language he knew they used to protect themselves
from his hearing, he indicated to her to calm down. She shook her head, then laid the pot aside
and leaned against his shoulder.“Perhaps we should talk to Talon about Axel.” Although Uncle
Tao mouthed into her ear, Talon could hear the words as if his uncle whispered to him.Talon’s
eyes narrowed; who or what was Axel?Mom glanced in Talon’s direction, then whispered back,
“I’ve told him we’ll talk after dinner. I don’t want him worked up about it with Lukan here.” A deep
sigh filled with sorrow and longing. “Axel will be here in a few hours. Our last night with



him.”Before Talon could call them out for whispering about him, or ask about this mysterious
Axel, he caught another, more distant sound.Thunder raised his head, and his ears twitched.
He’d heard it, too—the unmistakable plod of horse’s hooves over leaf litter.A mixture of unease,
defiance, and loathing curdled Talon’s stomach. “Lukan’s here. I can hear him coming over the
rise.”Uncle Tao sucked in a breath. “Okay. Best behavior everyone.”He shot Talon, and then
Mom, warning looks before walking to the door to greet his brother.That Mom had been included
made Talon chuckle.“Stand, Talon,” Mom commanded. “It’s always better to be on the same
level, so you can look him in the eye.” A pause, then a slow grin. “Especially if you have eyes like
ours that tend to make him nervous.”Talon smiled back as he lumbered to his feet. Thunder
stood next him, his frail body quivering.Talon brushed the dog’s back with his hand. “I thought I
was supposed to be nice.”Mom cleared her throat. “Right. Forgot that in my eagerness to see
your father. ‘Nice’ is exactly what we’re both after.” She glanced at the door. “I can hear him,
too.”The horse stopped, and Talon heard someone drop down onto the yard. Thunder burst into
a flurry of barks. He tried to restrain the dog, but Thunder bolted to the open door with surprising
agility.Lukan stood framed in the doorway. His charcoal-black eyes widened at Thunder’s bared
teeth. A scowl scrunched his face, puckering a jagged scar that ran from his left eye to his chin.
The scar was old and had faded to a thin white line. Like Uncle Tao, he also wore a diamond next
to his right eye. Instead of looking familiar and comforting the way Uncle Tao’s did, it glinted
angrily in the candlelight, even with Talon’s poor vision.Talon was struck how different the two
brothers were.Gentle as Uncle Tao’s temperament was, he was tough and muscled from eking
out a living in the forest. Like Talon and Mom, he dressed in rough leather trousers, moccasins,
and a leather tunic made from the deer they hunted for the pot. In winter, he wore an ancient
sable fur coat. As a boy, Talon had loved to wrap himself in it on cold evenings while Uncle Tao
had told him bedtime stories. Every story had always included a young forest boy, a dog, and a
gray-and-black falcon called Bird. Talon had never tired of hearing about them.Lukan, on the
other hand, looked soft, even with his scarred, arrogant face. He was impeccably turned out in a
fancy coat, waistcoat, and trousers. A pair of highly polished black boots completed his outfit.
Mom had once told him Lukan only ever wore black and silver clothing made from velvet and
silk, with solid silver buttons.The tattered curtains hanging on the windows in the cottage were
made from thin silk, so Talon knew what silk felt like. Given his pathetic eyes, touch was a vital
part of how he sensed the world. He had never fingered velvet before, but as he wasn’t about to
touch Lukan’s clothes, that part of his father would continue to be shrouded in mystery.What
wasn’t a surprise, though, was the lack of gifts in Lukan’s hands.His father hadn’t brought a
puppy. Or a fiddle.Talon brushed his unreasonable disappointment away at the same moment
Lukan said, “Hello, Lynx, Tao. Another warm welcome from your dog, I see.”Talon’s stomach
clenched, not at his father’s scathing tone, or that he hadn’t gotten a mention in the greeting, but
at the way Lukan’s eyes undressed his mother. Talon may not have had any exposure to girls his
own age, but he had lived around animals all his life, and Lukan eyed Mom the way a stag did a
doe during the rut.Face like stone, Talon stepped between Lukan and Mom, cutting her off from



his father’s view. “Thunder is my dog.”Cold, dark eyes settled on Talon. “Well, I suppose that
explains everything.”All thoughts of being nice vanished from Talon’s mind. Fists clenched, he
surged forward, aggression in every step.Uncle Tao grabbed his arm. “Talon, how about you take
your father’s coat? Hang it up on the hook in the entrance.” To Lukan, he said, “Come, sit. Dinner
is ready.”“Has been for the last two hours,” Talon muttered loud enough for Lukan to hear. He
caught the coat his father flung at him.Turned out velvet felt as soft as Lukan looked. Talon
crushed the fabric, wishing it was his father’s face caught between his fingers. He’d squeeze until
Lukan’s cheekbones snapped. He swallowed hard, shocked at his violent thoughts. He didn’t
need to see Uncle Tao’s gentle eyes to know his uncle would not approve. Feeling ashamed,
Talon slung the coat on the hook, took a deep breath, and forced a neutral expression.By the
time he reached the table, Lukan and Uncle Tao had sat and Mom had finished dishing out the
soup. She placed the first bowl, brimming with trout and homegrown leeks and carrots, in Talon’s
usual spot. He smiled at her and mouthed a “sorry” for his spurt of temper.She nodded and
indicated he should sit.Once everyone had a bowl of soup, and Mom had taken her place, Uncle
Tao held up a wooden mug of homemade mead. “To Nicholas! All sixteen years of him.”A frown
robbed Talon of his appetite.Nicholas?Since when did Uncle Tao call him that? Only his father
ever called him Nicholas. Lumped with that horrible name at birth, at least Mom and Uncle Tao
were decent enough to call him by his nickname. Last year, when his father had come for the
birthday dinner, he had asked Lukan to call him Talon. The bastard had refused. It had made
Talon despise the man even more. He looked at his uncle questioningly and received a smile in
reply.Mom raised her mug. “To Nicholas.” She turned hard eyes on Lukan. “May the Winds ever
find access to him.”Talon cocked his head as he considered that cryptic comment. He, Mom,
and Uncle Tao worshiped the Winds—or, rather, Mom and Uncle Tao did; Talon wasn’t
convinced the Winds could actually do anything other than whistle through the trees. But Uncle
Tao and Mom where convinced that, no matter where you were, the Winds could answer your
prayers. So why the strange comment?With no answers, Talon’s eyes shot to Lukan.His mug,
held by manicured fingers, hovered in the air, but he didn’t join in the toast. Instead, he said,
“Mead? How Norin of you, Lynx.” He glanced over at Uncle Tao. “Chenna? Surely you still have
some?”Uncle Tao took a sip of his drink and, with deliberate slowness, placed the mug back
onto the table. “We haven’t drunk chenna in this house for over sixteen years, Lukan. You know
that.”Talon wondered what chenna was and why it was such a big deal.He also wished the meal
were over and Lukan long gone. Despite all Mom’s efforts to make him his favorite food, she
could have put rocks in front of him and they wouldn’t have been any more or less unappetizing.
He played with his soup and listened to the others swallow their food. Then, when Mom dished
up the stew, he pushed that around his plate, too.Yet again, he wondered why Lukan bothered to
come when only Uncle Tao made any attempt at conversation. That was quickly exhausted once
he’d discussed their vegetable garden and the upcoming good harvest; his falcon, Bird, still
menacing the smaller birds and rabbits in the forest; and the weather, unseasonably rainy this
summer, which had helped the aforementioned vegetable garden.Talon rolled his eyes with



boredom. It started to rain during dinner, leaving the night cold. The fire was a pleasant addition
to a horrible evening.The person he knew the least about offered no information about his life,
where he lived, or what had kept him busy, supposedly, for a whole year since his last visit.
Hardly surprisingly, Lukan also expressed no interest in what Talon had done during that
time.The entire evening was a complete enigma.It was only once the last licks of goat’s milk
cream, honeycomb, and forest berries had been cleared away, and another log put on the fire
around which they all sat, that Lukan turned to Talon.“So, your mother says you’re a talented at
music and math,” Lukan said with a sneer. “Is that so?”Talon focused on the flames, pretending
not to hear him. In reality, he was thinking hard. His talents hadn’t been mentioned during dinner.
Did that mean Mom discussed him with Lukan when he came for his monthly visits? Betrayal
stabbed him.His father’s voice rose a notch. “Nicholas, it would seem that you are hard of
hearing. I’m speaking to you.”Despite everything, Talon smiled inwardly at Lukan’s stupid
comment. Mom had clearly said nothing about his ears.Mom reached over and touched him on
the knee. “Talon, your father has asked you a question.”Face blank, Talon looked up Lukan. “Oh.
What did you say?”With ill-concealed exasperation, Lukan repeated himself. “I understand you
can do complex math equations in your head and play music very well,” Lukan said. “Is that
true?”“I guess.”Lukan’s eyes narrowed. “I suppose it’s just as well I never allowed books and the
like here. Imagine if you could read and write, too! We might never shut you up.”Talon glared at
him. Uncle Tao and Mom had tried to teach him the alphabet by writing with bits of charcoal on
homemade vellum, but because the symbols had meant nothing to Talon, he’d resisted learning.
Now he wondered if that had been a mistake.Lukan waved a hand at a shelf laden with musical
instruments. Some were Mom’s, others he had constructed from skins, reeds and wood gleaned
from the forest. “And which of the clutter of instruments in this house do you like best?
Xylophone? Fiddle? Flute? Drum?”Talon didn’t want to answer, but all three of them stared at
him. Worse, from the corner of his eye, he saw Mom mouth, “Nice!”He sighed. “Fiddle.”Lukan
turned to Mom. “Your son is not exactly verbose, is he?”“He has had no exposure to strangers.”
Mom’s voice was flat, hard. “And I broke nearly seventeen years of protocol by asking you to
bring us something. A fiddle for Talon. You didn’t.”How come she wasn’t being nice? Another
burst of irritation at his mother sliced him.Lukan’s eyes softened, and his skin darkened almost
to black. Talon recognized that to mean a blush. Was his father embarrassed? His skin tone
reverted to his usual mid-tone gray too quickly for Talon to be sure.Uncle Tao nudged Talon with
his moccasin. “Come, up and play for your father.”Talon glared at his uncle. Then an idea flashed
at him, and his face broke into a wide smile. “Of course, Uncle Tao. For you, it would be a
pleasure.” He sauntered over to the shelf and grabbed the fiddle.Eyes fixed on Lukan, he lined it
up to his chin and shoulder. A rasp of his bow, and the fiddle burst into a staccato frenzy of
sound. With each sweep, his music grew in aggression and boisterousness, but not once did he
take his eyes off his father. Cold and calculating, like Bird’s eyes. That’s what he hoped they
looked like.He suppressed a grin when Lukan shifted in his seat, looking decidedly
uncomfortable. When it looked as if Lukan was about to get up, Talon changed tempo, allowing



the music to fall away. Lukan settled back in his seat.Still watching Lukan the way Bird skewered
her prey, Talon swept his bow into a soaring, triumphant climax.Lukan looked afraid.It filled Talon
with pleasure.Considering his work done, he turned to Uncle Tao and bowed.No one was more
startled than Talon when Lukan cried out, “That’s incredible! If your math is anything like your
fiddle playing, then you must be some kind of genius. Your mother has always claimed you are
bright.” He turned to Mom. “Did you compose that?”Mom smiled at Talon with deep affection—
then betrayed him by saying, “No, Talon did. He hears things in the forest and translates them
into music. That piece is a portrayal of the little birds mobbing Bird when she goes soaring. The
more aggressive and angry they become, the more aloof and disinterested she acts, until she
breaks away and flies above them. Lording over them, we always say.” She smiled at Talon,
brimming with love.Lukan shifted in his seat again. “Interesting piece.” He turned to Talon. “Care
to explain why you chose to play that?”Talon studied his father and saw definite dread in his
eyes. Knowing he would get no answer as to why that was, he put the fiddle down.“I’m tired. I’m
going to bed.” He hugged Mom and Uncle Tao, ignored Lukan, and stalked out, leaving the room
in silence. Even though he closed his bedroom door, he knew he’d hear every word said.If
anyone ever spoke again, of course.Lukan finally recovered. “Well, I guess that’s my cue to
leave. You have an . . . interesting son, Lynx. Perhaps a little too Norin to really be pleasing, but I
suppose it was to be expected. Don’t bother seeing me out. I know the way.”A few strides, and
the door clicked closed.Talon waited at the side of his bed for the summons he knew would
come.Chapter SevenTalon didn’t have to wait long.“Would you like to tell us what that was all
about?” Mom demanded.“You promised me answers,” he called back.He heard a horse snort in
the barn. They didn’t own any horses, so that meant Lukan had not yet left the property. It made
him nervous.“If you were nice,” Mom replied.He walked to his bedroom door. Mom and Uncle
Tao looked as concerned as he felt. “He hates me.” His fingers tapped the door jamb. “And he
sees Mom as an object. I’m sorry if I couldn’t sit there like a chicken, but it’s not within my power.”
He looked out the window toward the barn. “And he’s still here. Hasn’t left yet.”“He’s probably still
recovering from the shock you were to him,” Uncle Tao said. “Especially that stare of yours.”Talon
couldn’t resist snorting with pride that he had scared Lukan. It served him right for arriving empty
handed for a birthday dinner.Mom stood and walked over to him. She draped her arms around
his shoulders and hugged him, hard. “I know I asked you to be nice, but I can’t tell you how proud
I am of you for choosing to stand up for me, however unnecessary.”Talon hugged her back,
stunned by her reaction. Then he pulled away. At sixteen, he really was too old to still be hugging
his mother. “I thought you’d be mad at me.”“How can I be? Not when you are merely doing what
you were born to do.” Mom took his hand and led him back to the fire. She waited for him to sit on
his cushion on the floor. “Tao and I know you have sought answers for a long time, but you have
to understand that there are two very good reasons why we haven’t satisfied your curiosity.”His
eyebrows quirked. This he had to hear.Mom sat next to him and grazed his knuckles with her
lips. “Firstly, we wanted you to have a carefree childhood, because once you hear what we have
to say, you will never be free again.” A chill shot up Talon’s spine. “At least, not unless you fight for



it—and win.”“No doubt about me winning,” he said, not wanting to admit that Mom’s grave face
and tone were unsettling.Now that the moccasin was on the other foot, he decided being
disconcerted wasn’t much fun.“You have no idea of the odds, Talon,” Uncle Tao said, equally
grave. “But you will have help. If you accept it, you stand a chance. Alone, well . . .” His voice
trailed off.Mom cleared her throat. “The second reason is that your father’s eyes and ears are
everywhere,” she waved a hand around the cottage, “and we feared that if we told you anything,
he would try and take you away. Tao and I were not willing to risk that.”His father’s eyes and ears?
That sounded creepy, even if Talon didn’t know what it meant.“Okay, I get that you had reasons,
even if I don’t understand them.” He pulled his hand away from Mom’s and dragged Thunder,
almost comatose in front of the fire, across his lap for comfort. “So how about we start at the very
beginning. Like, why do we live here? Why does Lukan come every month and then you all
pretend he only comes once a year? Why don’t we ever see other people? And, most of all, why
does Lukan hate me so much?”Mom snorted her surprise. “Oh, the beginning starts way before
all that. But, tell me, how do you know Lukan comes every month?”Talon’s eyes narrowed as he
considered her very blatant deflection. “If I answer, do you promise to keep your promise and tell
me what I’ve waited years to know?”“What is the one principle I have always tried to teach you,
Talon?”“Mom, you’re deflecting!”“All for good reason. Answer me.”“Honor,” he said with an
impatient wave of his hand. “Being honorable, so the Winds will find me worthy of help.”“Yes.
Exactly that. Talon, you will need the Winds on your side if you are to win against your father. And
not just the Winds. Every deity on this planet will need to lend a hand.”Talon dug his fingers into
the coarse hair under Thunder’s collar. The dog whimpered, and Talon quickly dropped his
hand.Mom said, more gently, “I make you an oath, I will answer every single one of your
questions, if you just answer this one of mine.”An oath. There was no higher, more binding
promise his mother could make. It bound her soul to the Winds. If she broke it, the Winds would
curse her. He wasn’t sure he believed in mere curses, but she did, and strongly. It was enough
that she had made the promise.Talon relaxed for the first time in months.“Just because Uncle
Tao takes me out before Lukan arrives doesn’t mean I don’t hear him coming. He gallops around
the forest as if he owns it.” He shifted his attention back to the barn. “In fact, I can hear him now.
He’s finally leaving. Hope he never comes back.”“He does own it,” Tao said flatly.Talon looked at
him in surprise. “The forest? Lukan owns it? How is that possible? This is our land.”“Lukan
Avanov owns two-thirds of the land on this very large planet, including our tiny patch of forest,”
Uncle Tao said. “You’ve always wondered if there are other people besides us. Yes, there are.
Millions of them—and many of them are controlled by Lukan. And when I say controlled, I mean
just that. His priestesses have injected them with devices made from a substance called ice
crystal. It allows Lukan and his Lord of the Household, Felix Avanov—our uncle—to monitor and
control where people live, what they do, and how far they can travel. No one embedded with ice
crystal leaves their town or village—or cottage in the forest—without his permission.”Talon’s
eyes bulged. He shook his head, hoping that if he rattled his brains hard enough against his
skull, Uncle Tao would make more sense. Shaking didn’t make what Uncle Tao said any clearer.



“Huh?”Mom chuckled, and then her face fell back into the gravitas that set Talon’s nerves on
edge. “It’s only the people who live in the Chenayan Heartland who have been tagged. Lukan
didn’t have enough ice crystal for everyone in the empire. This forest is in the Heartland.”Talon’s
mouth dried, and he struggled to swallow a lump that had formed in his throat. “So . . . are we
tagged?”“Tao and I are.” Mom pulled her hair away from her neck and pointed to a scar Talon
had never noticed before. He knew Uncle Tao had one, but had never thought to question
whether his mother had anything similar. Why would he have?“Acting on Lukan’s orders,” Mom
said, “Felix did this to us before you were born. The ice crystal allows us to live within a
prescribed area in the forest. If we stray beyond those boundaries, it will fire a shock, killing us
instantly.”Talon stared at Mom, then rubbed his own neck. As far as he knew, there was no scar
there.Uncle Tao touched his shoulder. “You were never tagged. You were Lukan’s terrifying
secret, the one no one was ever supposed to know about. That’s why he sent your mom here
before you were born. He didn’t want anyone to know of your existence. Then, just after your
birth, Lukan came here with Felix to tag you. Your Mom and I fought them off. In the end, Lukan
realized he would have to kill your mother to get to you. As you saw tonight, he’s obsessed with
possessing her, so he wasn’t willing to sacrifice her. He and Felix left with the job unfinished.”
Uncle Tao’s expression hardened. “That’s why I always take you away when Lukan
comes.”Talon’s core warmed at how much his Mom and Uncle Tao loved him. “That kind of
explains why Mom is here. But why you?”“I did not agree with his plan to inject everyone with ice
crystals, so I refused to swear allegiance to him. As punishment, he banished me, too.”“You
fought for me, but you didn’t fight for yourselves to prevent this?”Mom and Uncle Tao looked at
each other and laughed; it sounded bitter.“We fought like wild things,” Mom said. “But Lukan was
too powerful. It was not a fight we could win—and survive to tell the tale.”“He stole your freedom.
Powerful or not, that would not have stopped me fighting!”“I was pregnant with you,” Mom said,
dryly. “Keeping you alive was more important than anything else.”Talon grimaced, ashamed that
he could accuse them when all they had done was protect and love him. He took Mom’s hand.
“Thank you.” Then he scowled, trying to understand the complexities of the situation. “Uncle Tao,
why would you need to swear allegiance? Who is Lukan that he has this much power?”“Your
father is Emperor of All Chenaya and the Conquered Territories. Considered by many to be the
most powerful man in existence. Like I said, he owns two-thirds of the world.”Tao canted his
head. “Then why do you sound doubtful about all his power?”“There are two other people who
wield as much power, if not more, than Lukan.” Mom twirled her feathers and braids.She always
did that when stressed or deep in thought. He wondered now which emotion she rode.“The first
is a man named Axel Avanov. He is Felix’s son”—she gestured at Tao—“and Tao’s cousin. Your
cousin, too. Axel runs a private army of highly trained mercenaries. They have waged war
against Lukan since before you were born.” She pulled out a familiar chunky gold button—she
used to let him play with it when he was little—and held it up for Talon to see.“You think this is
just a button.” She smiled. “A chew toy.” The smile vanished. “It is actually a device called an
informa. It allows us to communicate with Axel. We will be re-introducing you to him tonight. He’s



been waiting since the day you were born to reconnect with you.”Talon kept his face neutral,
trying to pretend he understood all of this crazy stuff. Or that he wasn’t hurt that she’d kept this
information from him. It left him feeling like a fool. “I thought you said no one else knew of my
birth? Now you say this Axel wants to meet me again?”Mom and Uncle Tao grinned
conspiratorially, as if sharing a precious joke.“We didn’t say Lukan was successful, Talon.” Tao’s
grin widened. “We had a full house here on the night of your birth. Axel; his sister, Malika; her
husband, Stefan; and an old friend named Tatiana attended your birth. It was also the night the
Pathfinder comet swept through the sky.”Uncle Tao and Mom never failed to mention that the
rare Pathfinder comet had appeared at his birth. Talon could never understand what all the fuss
was about. Planetary bodies and stars moved all the time, so what was the big deal about the
coincidence of a comet appearing?“An epoch-changing event,” Mom added, voice brimming
with her usual pride when it had anything to do with him. “Anyway, Axel is the reason Lukan has
only managed to tag the people in the Heartland. His army has stopped Lukan getting his hands
on the biggest supplies of ice crystal in the world. They are still fighting for it, but Axel keeps
them at bay.”Her voice softened into something almost tender. “Axel’s other great claim is that he
is the man I would have married, had I been given a choice.” She gave him a speculative look.
“Who knows, maybe one day I might still get the chance. If you manage to win against your
father, of course.” A small smile played on her mouth. “No pressure.”Talon chewed on that
information. What was more astonishing? The story of Lukan and Axel and the ice crystal? Or
the fact that, for his whole life, his mother had secretly loved a man he knew nothing about? He
swallowed and then started to laugh at the absurdity of the situation.“Mom, if Lukan is an
emperor, that makes you an empress!” Hysteria threatened to overwhelm him. “Shouldn’t you be
living in a . . . a bigger house?” He looked around, trying to ground himself in reality and noticed
their ragged curtains. “With . . . with velvet curtains?”Mom’s smile was gentle, indulgent. “Velvet
curtains would be just part of what an empress would have in her palace. And you haven’t
stopped to ask what it makes you.”True. Talon’s nose scrunched in thought. He had no idea what
the son of an emperor was called. It had never come up before. Surprise, surprise.“So what does
it make me? Apart from incredulous. And a little bit ticked off, if I’m honest.”“A crown prince. The
other person who wields as much power as Lukan.” Tao leaned back in his chair. “The fateful
troika: Nicholas, also known as Talon; Lukan; and Axel.” A shadow crossed his face. “I should
mention that Lukan has two other heirs: Grigor and Meka.” His eyes dropped along with his
voice. “I am told that they are actually my sons.”Jealousy stabbed Talon at Uncle Tao’s subdued
tone. He pushed it aside as quickly as it rose. He had no doubt of Uncle Tao’s love for him. Pain
at his uncle’s obvious sorrow drove out all other emotions. “You’ve never seen them?”Uncle Tao
stretched, then stood. He walked to the fireplace and threw another log on the embers. “No.
They live with Lukan and their mother.” A self-deprecating smile. “Your Aunt Kestrel. Your mom’s
sister.”From having only three people in the world, Talon felt overwhelmed with family. He picked
at Thunder’s collar. “There’s rather a lot of us, isn’t there? Does everyone always inter-breed? It
doesn’t work in the animal kingdom, so why do humans do it?”“Not by choice,” Mom said with a



firmness that surprised him. “Norin princesses, that’s my tribe—we are vassals of Lukan’s—have
always been forced to marry Chenayan crown princes. My father is the Norin king, and he has no
more daughters, but my brother Wolf does. Her name is Petal, and I bet she lives in fear of the
summons from Lukan to marry—” She shrugged. “Well, I’m really not sure who she’d marry, now
that you have been born. The imperative for Norin princesses to marry Chenayan crown princes
fell away at your birth.”Talon didn’t want to pursue that line of questioning. Instead he asked,
“And your sister, Kestrel?”“Kestrel’s summons to Chenaya was unusual. Lukan’s father wanted
her to marry Tao. It wasn’t a successful match.”Uncle Tao flinched, then busied himself with
poking the fire.Mom stood and squeezed Uncle Tao’s shoulder before heading to the kitchen. “A
drink, anyone?”Talon’s stomach rumbled. “Any dinner left? I kind of lost my appetite over
supper.”“Soup. I’ll heat some up for you.”Talon scratched Thunder’s neck while Mom clanged
pots around the range. Uncle Tao sat back in his chair, stretching his long legs out before the
fire.Talon wasn’t sorry for the respite. It gave him an opportunity to think. But the more he
thought, the less any of this made sense to him, despite the overwhelming evidence to the
contrary.Mom handed him a warm bowl of soup, which he rested on Thunder’s back. The dog
must have smelled the food, because he awoke, eyeing Talon hopefully.Talon looked around to
make sure no one was watching and then slipped him a piece of fish. It vanished down
Thunder’s gullet before anyone noticed, and he flopped back to sleep on Talon’s lap. Talon ate
the rest. He put the bowl on the floor and sighed. It was time to get more answers.“You still
haven’t explained what I did to make Lukan hate me so much. If I’m the crown prince with all this
power, shouldn’t Lukan be teaching me to—”What did crown princes learn about? Surely not
how to plant and grow chickpeas or make the perfect rabbit snare? He looked down at his
hands, calloused from the dozens of chores he performed daily to help keep his family alive, and
compared them to Lukan’s soft, mushy ones. “To read and write, for a start?”“You heard your
father,” Mom replied. “He has no intention of ever letting you educate yourself. What we’ve
managed to teach you with charcoal and homemade paper is as good as it’s going to get. The
music I made you learn was to give you some culture. We Norin love music and dancing. I
wanted to give you that. The math . . . well, that’s all yours. You figured that out by yourself.”Just
like he would have to figure everything else out if he ever became emperor.He snorted at his
own folly. Thunder would grow wings and fly before he became emperor of anything.“Okay. Back
to the hate.” He sensed that despite the oath, Mom and Uncle Tao were holding back on that all-
important issue.“Talon, you have always loathed your real name, but it is the key to
understanding Lukan’s hate.” Mom pointed out the window at the night sky.Talon glanced out,
guessed from the position of the stars that it was well after midnight, and shrugged. He’d said no
one was sleeping until this was resolved. “I assume you mean the Nicholas part?”“Actually, your
full name is Nicholas the Light-Bearer. I suppose if we were to tack on a surname to that
mouthful it would be Avanov.”Talon rolled his eyes in disbelief. “That’s the name of a
constellation! And who needs a surname? What were you thinking, Mom?”He didn’t add that the
stars that demarcated Nicholas the Light-Bearer, the constellation in the northern point in the



sky, were by far his favorite. Watching the Light-Bearer always gave him a sense of power, a
sense of purpose.Now the coincidence—too creepy to be laughed away—sent a shiver up his
spine.Mom swatted the side of his head. “I most certainly did not choose that name. My choice
was Talon—a good Norin name—and that’s what we have always called you. But I was asked to
name you Nicholas the Light-Bearer by a friend of someone you love very much.”Talon turned
accusing eyes on Uncle Tao.“Whoa!” Uncle Tao held up his hands. “Don’t blame me. Blame
Thunder.”“Thunder? The dog? He told you to call me after a bunch of stars?”Thunder lifted his
head and looked up at Talon. He swore he saw agreement in the dog’s loyal eyes. Talon
grimaced. This was beyond weird and creepy, and he didn’t like anything that made his skin
crawl.“Remember, I said getting answers will be the end of your childhood?” Mom’s face was
sorrowful. When he nodded, she said, “I want an oath from you that you will be adult about this
discussion.”Despite his growing certainty that something wasn’t right here, Talon didn’t even
hesitate to answer. “I can be an adult. I’m not a boy anymore. Tell me everything.”Mom studied
him for what seemed like an eternity. Finally, she said, “I accept your oath and consider it
binding.” She looked down at the dog. “Explain it to him, Thunder.”Chapter SevenChapter
SevenChapter SevenChapter SevenChapter SevenTalon didn’t have to wait long.“Would you like
to tell us what that was all about?” Mom demanded.“You promised me answers,” he called
back.He heard a horse snort in the barn. They didn’t own any horses, so that meant Lukan had
not yet left the property. It made him nervous.“If you were nice,” Mom replied.He walked to his
bedroom door. Mom and Uncle Tao looked as concerned as he felt. “He hates me.” His fingers
tapped the door jamb. “And he sees Mom as an object. I’m sorry if I couldn’t sit there like a
chicken, but it’s not within my power.” He looked out the window toward the barn. “And he’s still
here. Hasn’t left yet.”“He’s probably still recovering from the shock you were to him,” Uncle Tao
said. “Especially that stare of yours.”Talon couldn’t resist snorting with pride that he had scared
Lukan. It served him right for arriving empty handed for a birthday dinner.Mom stood and walked
over to him. She draped her arms around his shoulders and hugged him, hard. “I know I asked
you to be nice, but I can’t tell you how proud I am of you for choosing to stand up for me,
however unnecessary.”Talon hugged her back, stunned by her reaction. Then he pulled away. At
sixteen, he really was too old to still be hugging his mother. “I thought you’d be mad at me.”“How
can I be? Not when you are merely doing what you were born to do.” Mom took his hand and led
him back to the fire. She waited for him to sit on his cushion on the floor. “Tao and I know you
have sought answers for a long time, but you have to understand that there are two very good
reasons why we haven’t satisfied your curiosity.”His eyebrows quirked. This he had to hear.Mom
sat next to him and grazed his knuckles with her lips. “Firstly, we wanted you to have a carefree
childhood, because once you hear what we have to say, you will never be free again.” A chill shot
up Talon’s spine. “At least, not unless you fight for it—and win.”“No doubt about me winning,” he
said, not wanting to admit that Mom’s grave face and tone were unsettling.Now that the
moccasin was on the other foot, he decided being disconcerted wasn’t much fun.“You have no
idea of the odds, Talon,” Uncle Tao said, equally grave. “But you will have help. If you accept it,



you stand a chance. Alone, well . . .” His voice trailed off.Mom cleared her throat. “The second
reason is that your father’s eyes and ears are everywhere,” she waved a hand around the
cottage, “and we feared that if we told you anything, he would try and take you away. Tao and I
were not willing to risk that.”His father’s eyes and ears?That sounded creepy, even if Talon didn’t
know what it meant.“Okay, I get that you had reasons, even if I don’t understand them.” He pulled
his hand away from Mom’s and dragged Thunder, almost comatose in front of the fire, across his
lap for comfort. “So how about we start at the very beginning. Like, why do we live here? Why
does Lukan come every month and then you all pretend he only comes once a year? Why don’t
we ever see other people? And, most of all, why does Lukan hate me so much?”Mom snorted
her surprise. “Oh, the beginning starts way before all that. But, tell me, how do you know Lukan
comes every month?”Talon’s eyes narrowed as he considered her very blatant deflection. “If I
answer, do you promise to keep your promise and tell me what I’ve waited years to know?”“What
is the one principle I have always tried to teach you, Talon?”“Mom, you’re deflecting!”“All for good
reason. Answer me.”“Honor,” he said with an impatient wave of his hand. “Being honorable, so
the Winds will find me worthy of help.”“Yes. Exactly that. Talon, you will need the Winds on your
side if you are to win against your father. And not just the Winds. Every deity on this planet will
need to lend a hand.”Talon dug his fingers into the coarse hair under Thunder’s collar. The dog
whimpered, and Talon quickly dropped his hand.Mom said, more gently, “I make you an oath, I
will answer every single one of your questions, if you just answer this one of mine.”An oath.
There was no higher, more binding promise his mother could make. It bound her soul to the
Winds. If she broke it, the Winds would curse her. He wasn’t sure he believed in mere curses, but
she did, and strongly. It was enough that she had made the promise.Talon relaxed for the first
time in months.“Just because Uncle Tao takes me out before Lukan arrives doesn’t mean I don’t
hear him coming. He gallops around the forest as if he owns it.” He shifted his attention back to
the barn. “In fact, I can hear him now. He’s finally leaving. Hope he never comes back.”“He does
own it,” Tao said flatly.Talon looked at him in surprise. “The forest? Lukan owns it? How is that
possible? This is our land.”“Lukan Avanov owns two-thirds of the land on this very large planet,
including our tiny patch of forest,” Uncle Tao said. “You’ve always wondered if there are other
people besides us. Yes, there are. Millions of them—and many of them are controlled by Lukan.
And when I say controlled, I mean just that. His priestesses have injected them with devices
made from a substance called ice crystal. It allows Lukan and his Lord of the Household, Felix
Avanov—our uncle—to monitor and control where people live, what they do, and how far they
can travel. No one embedded with ice crystal leaves their town or village—or cottage in the forest
—without his permission.”Talon’s eyes bulged. He shook his head, hoping that if he rattled his
brains hard enough against his skull, Uncle Tao would make more sense. Shaking didn’t make
what Uncle Tao said any clearer. “Huh?”Mom chuckled, and then her face fell back into the
gravitas that set Talon’s nerves on edge. “It’s only the people who live in the Chenayan Heartland
who have been tagged. Lukan didn’t have enough ice crystal for everyone in the empire. This
forest is in the Heartland.”Talon’s mouth dried, and he struggled to swallow a lump that had



formed in his throat. “So . . . are we tagged?”“Tao and I are.” Mom pulled her hair away from her
neck and pointed to a scar Talon had never noticed before. He knew Uncle Tao had one, but had
never thought to question whether his mother had anything similar. Why would he have?“Acting
on Lukan’s orders,” Mom said, “Felix did this to us before you were born. The ice crystal allows
us to live within a prescribed area in the forest. If we stray beyond those boundaries, it will fire a
shock, killing us instantly.”Talon stared at Mom, then rubbed his own neck. As far as he knew,
there was no scar there.Uncle Tao touched his shoulder. “You were never tagged. You were
Lukan’s terrifying secret, the one no one was ever supposed to know about. That’s why he sent
your mom here before you were born. He didn’t want anyone to know of your existence. Then,
just after your birth, Lukan came here with Felix to tag you. Your Mom and I fought them off. In
the end, Lukan realized he would have to kill your mother to get to you. As you saw tonight, he’s
obsessed with possessing her, so he wasn’t willing to sacrifice her. He and Felix left with the job
unfinished.” Uncle Tao’s expression hardened. “That’s why I always take you away when Lukan
comes.”Talon’s core warmed at how much his Mom and Uncle Tao loved him. “That kind of
explains why Mom is here. But why you?”“I did not agree with his plan to inject everyone with ice
crystals, so I refused to swear allegiance to him. As punishment, he banished me, too.”“You
fought for me, but you didn’t fight for yourselves to prevent this?”Mom and Uncle Tao looked at
each other and laughed; it sounded bitter.“We fought like wild things,” Mom said. “But Lukan was
too powerful. It was not a fight we could win—and survive to tell the tale.”“He stole your freedom.
Powerful or not, that would not have stopped me fighting!”“I was pregnant with you,” Mom said,
dryly. “Keeping you alive was more important than anything else.”Talon grimaced, ashamed that
he could accuse them when all they had done was protect and love him. He took Mom’s hand.
“Thank you.” Then he scowled, trying to understand the complexities of the situation. “Uncle Tao,
why would you need to swear allegiance? Who is Lukan that he has this much power?”“Your
father is Emperor of All Chenaya and the Conquered Territories. Considered by many to be the
most powerful man in existence. Like I said, he owns two-thirds of the world.”Tao canted his
head. “Then why do you sound doubtful about all his power?”“There are two other people who
wield as much power, if not more, than Lukan.” Mom twirled her feathers and braids.She always
did that when stressed or deep in thought. He wondered now which emotion she rode.“The first
is a man named Axel Avanov. He is Felix’s son”—she gestured at Tao—“and Tao’s cousin. Your
cousin, too. Axel runs a private army of highly trained mercenaries. They have waged war
against Lukan since before you were born.” She pulled out a familiar chunky gold button—she
used to let him play with it when he was little—and held it up for Talon to see.“You think this is
just a button.” She smiled. “A chew toy.” The smile vanished. “It is actually a device called an
informa. It allows us to communicate with Axel. We will be re-introducing you to him tonight. He’s
been waiting since the day you were born to reconnect with you.”Talon kept his face neutral,
trying to pretend he understood all of this crazy stuff. Or that he wasn’t hurt that she’d kept this
information from him. It left him feeling like a fool. “I thought you said no one else knew of my
birth? Now you say this Axel wants to meet me again?”Mom and Uncle Tao grinned



conspiratorially, as if sharing a precious joke.“We didn’t say Lukan was successful, Talon.” Tao’s
grin widened. “We had a full house here on the night of your birth. Axel; his sister, Malika; her
husband, Stefan; and an old friend named Tatiana attended your birth. It was also the night the
Pathfinder comet swept through the sky.”Uncle Tao and Mom never failed to mention that the
rare Pathfinder comet had appeared at his birth. Talon could never understand what all the fuss
was about. Planetary bodies and stars moved all the time, so what was the big deal about the
coincidence of a comet appearing?“An epoch-changing event,” Mom added, voice brimming
with her usual pride when it had anything to do with him. “Anyway, Axel is the reason Lukan has
only managed to tag the people in the Heartland. His army has stopped Lukan getting his hands
on the biggest supplies of ice crystal in the world. They are still fighting for it, but Axel keeps
them at bay.”Her voice softened into something almost tender. “Axel’s other great claim is that he
is the man I would have married, had I been given a choice.” She gave him a speculative look.
“Who knows, maybe one day I might still get the chance. If you manage to win against your
father, of course.” A small smile played on her mouth. “No pressure.”Talon chewed on that
information. What was more astonishing? The story of Lukan and Axel and the ice crystal? Or
the fact that, for his whole life, his mother had secretly loved a man he knew nothing about? He
swallowed and then started to laugh at the absurdity of the situation.“Mom, if Lukan is an
emperor, that makes you an empress!” Hysteria threatened to overwhelm him. “Shouldn’t you be
living in a . . . a bigger house?” He looked around, trying to ground himself in reality and noticed
their ragged curtains. “With . . . with velvet curtains?”Mom’s smile was gentle, indulgent. “Velvet
curtains would be just part of what an empress would have in her palace. And you haven’t
stopped to ask what it makes you.”True. Talon’s nose scrunched in thought. He had no idea what
the son of an emperor was called. It had never come up before. Surprise, surprise.“So what does
it make me? Apart from incredulous. And a little bit ticked off, if I’m honest.”“A crown prince. The
other person who wields as much power as Lukan.” Tao leaned back in his chair. “The fateful
troika: Nicholas, also known as Talon; Lukan; and Axel.” A shadow crossed his face. “I should
mention that Lukan has two other heirs: Grigor and Meka.” His eyes dropped along with his
voice. “I am told that they are actually my sons.”Jealousy stabbed Talon at Uncle Tao’s subdued
tone. He pushed it aside as quickly as it rose. He had no doubt of Uncle Tao’s love for him. Pain
at his uncle’s obvious sorrow drove out all other emotions. “You’ve never seen them?”Uncle Tao
stretched, then stood. He walked to the fireplace and threw another log on the embers. “No.
They live with Lukan and their mother.” A self-deprecating smile. “Your Aunt Kestrel. Your mom’s
sister.”From having only three people in the world, Talon felt overwhelmed with family. He picked
at Thunder’s collar. “There’s rather a lot of us, isn’t there? Does everyone always inter-breed? It
doesn’t work in the animal kingdom, so why do humans do it?”“Not by choice,” Mom said with a
firmness that surprised him. “Norin princesses, that’s my tribe—we are vassals of Lukan’s—have
always been forced to marry Chenayan crown princes. My father is the Norin king, and he has no
more daughters, but my brother Wolf does. Her name is Petal, and I bet she lives in fear of the
summons from Lukan to marry—” She shrugged. “Well, I’m really not sure who she’d marry, now



that you have been born. The imperative for Norin princesses to marry Chenayan crown princes
fell away at your birth.”Talon didn’t want to pursue that line of questioning. Instead he asked,
“And your sister, Kestrel?”“Kestrel’s summons to Chenaya was unusual. Lukan’s father wanted
her to marry Tao. It wasn’t a successful match.”Uncle Tao flinched, then busied himself with
poking the fire.Mom stood and squeezed Uncle Tao’s shoulder before heading to the kitchen. “A
drink, anyone?”Talon’s stomach rumbled. “Any dinner left? I kind of lost my appetite over
supper.”“Soup. I’ll heat some up for you.”Talon scratched Thunder’s neck while Mom clanged
pots around the range. Uncle Tao sat back in his chair, stretching his long legs out before the
fire.Talon wasn’t sorry for the respite. It gave him an opportunity to think. But the more he
thought, the less any of this made sense to him, despite the overwhelming evidence to the
contrary.Mom handed him a warm bowl of soup, which he rested on Thunder’s back. The dog
must have smelled the food, because he awoke, eyeing Talon hopefully.Talon looked around to
make sure no one was watching and then slipped him a piece of fish. It vanished down
Thunder’s gullet before anyone noticed, and he flopped back to sleep on Talon’s lap. Talon ate
the rest. He put the bowl on the floor and sighed. It was time to get more answers.“You still
haven’t explained what I did to make Lukan hate me so much. If I’m the crown prince with all this
power, shouldn’t Lukan be teaching me to—”What did crown princes learn about? Surely not
how to plant and grow chickpeas or make the perfect rabbit snare? He looked down at his
hands, calloused from the dozens of chores he performed daily to help keep his family alive, and
compared them to Lukan’s soft, mushy ones. “To read and write, for a start?”“You heard your
father,” Mom replied. “He has no intention of ever letting you educate yourself. What we’ve
managed to teach you with charcoal and homemade paper is as good as it’s going to get. The
music I made you learn was to give you some culture. We Norin love music and dancing. I
wanted to give you that. The math . . . well, that’s all yours. You figured that out by yourself.”Just
like he would have to figure everything else out if he ever became emperor.He snorted at his
own folly. Thunder would grow wings and fly before he became emperor of anything.“Okay. Back
to the hate.” He sensed that despite the oath, Mom and Uncle Tao were holding back on that all-
important issue.“Talon, you have always loathed your real name, but it is the key to
understanding Lukan’s hate.” Mom pointed out the window at the night sky.Talon glanced out,
guessed from the position of the stars that it was well after midnight, and shrugged. He’d said no
one was sleeping until this was resolved. “I assume you mean the Nicholas part?”“Actually, your
full name is Nicholas the Light-Bearer. I suppose if we were to tack on a surname to that
mouthful it would be Avanov.”Talon rolled his eyes in disbelief. “That’s the name of a
constellation! And who needs a surname? What were you thinking, Mom?”He didn’t add that the
stars that demarcated Nicholas the Light-Bearer, the constellation in the northern point in the
sky, were by far his favorite. Watching the Light-Bearer always gave him a sense of power, a
sense of purpose.Now the coincidence—too creepy to be laughed away—sent a shiver up his
spine.Mom swatted the side of his head. “I most certainly did not choose that name. My choice
was Talon—a good Norin name—and that’s what we have always called you. But I was asked to



name you Nicholas the Light-Bearer by a friend of someone you love very much.”Talon turned
accusing eyes on Uncle Tao.“Whoa!” Uncle Tao held up his hands. “Don’t blame me. Blame
Thunder.”“Thunder? The dog? He told you to call me after a bunch of stars?”Thunder lifted his
head and looked up at Talon. He swore he saw agreement in the dog’s loyal eyes. Talon
grimaced. This was beyond weird and creepy, and he didn’t like anything that made his skin
crawl.“Remember, I said getting answers will be the end of your childhood?” Mom’s face was
sorrowful. When he nodded, she said, “I want an oath from you that you will be adult about this
discussion.”Despite his growing certainty that something wasn’t right here, Talon didn’t even
hesitate to answer. “I can be an adult. I’m not a boy anymore. Tell me everything.”Mom studied
him for what seemed like an eternity. Finally, she said, “I accept your oath and consider it
binding.” She looked down at the dog. “Explain it to him, Thunder.”Chapter EightThunder sighed,
a long mournful sound.Talon reached down to pat him, but the dog’s body arched, then
shuddered. His skin and fur began to bulge.Talon’s eyes widened almost to bursting as a brilliant
light burst out of Thunder’s back.It grew in size, unfurling like a butterfly escaping from a
chrysalis. As it blossomed, it revealed a stocky man with gray hair and a stern face. His skin
glowed with a pearlescent light before settling into the monotone of human skin. His robe was
dark with brighter stars patterned after the Nicholas the Light-Bearer constellation. He hovered
briefly in the air before descending until his booted feet touched the floor planks.Talon fell back
against his cushion and gasped.Before he could challenge the newcomer, he realized Thunder
lay still and unnaturally heavy on his lap. His gasp turned into a cry. His dog’s head lolled to one
side, his eyes glassy and lifeless.Panic tore through Talon.Who to look at first? The strange
man? Or his beloved pet?Tears threatening, he pressed his face into Thunder’s side, both for
comfort and to listen for his heartbeat.There was nothing. Thunder’s heart, which had rumbled
and wheezed like the old steam-driven plow, was silent.It was deafening in its finality.Not caring
about his childish tears, he looked up at Mom. “So this is what you meant by the end of my
childhood? Is everything to be a trade-off now?”Tears glistened in his mother’s eyes, not
something he had ever seen.That distressed him almost as much as the loss of Thunder.She
pointed at the man. “Dmitri can answer that question far better than I.”Hatred bubbled up in Talon
as he turned to the man who had so clearly ended Thunder’s life. “Who are you?” he snarled.
“And what are you doing here?”“Your Highness.” The man—Dmitri—bowed to him.Talon glared
at him. “First you kill my friend, then you mock me!”A smile softened Dmitri’s face. “Nicholas—
Talon—I am your friend. All your life, I have watched over you, guarded you as we played and
hunted together. I’ve heard your dreams, comforted you during your nightmares, protected you in
your sleep. And now”—he pointed at Thunder, spread out on Talon’s lap—“I grieve with you for
the loss of the body my spirit dwelled in for so long.”Talon gripped Thunder in his arms and
stood, rage making his frame shake. “How dare you say that! You are not my dog! You’re . . .
you’re—” His voice faltered.He had no idea who or what Dmitri was. He looked over at Mom and
Uncle Tao for guidance.Something about their knowing looks told him this was not news to
them.“You knew?” he demanded. “That this . . . thing lived inside my dog? And his name is



Thunder, not Dmitri.”Uncle Tao tried to lift Thunder from Talon’s arms.He resisted.Uncle Tao
draped his arm around Talon’s shoulder. “When Thunder first arrived here, your mother and I had
no idea Dmitri was inside the dog. By the time we figured it out, we had called him Thunder
because he barked so much. Just like you are Talon, when your name is really Nicholas the
Light-Bearer. We decided to keep it that way because it meant your father never figured out that
you had a dead person protecting you.”Talon gulped, lost for words in his grief. And
incredulity.Uncle Tao’s voice soothed as he continued. “I know it’s a lot to take in, but the truth is,
Dmitri is the reason Thunder lived so long. Most dogs don’t survive beyond twelve or thirteen.
This was Dmitri’s gift to you because he cares deeply for you.”Talon wasn’t ready to forgive the
stranger for ending Thunder’s life. He glowered at Dmitri.Uncle Tao grabbed his chin. “Wipe off
that fierce expression, cub. Dmitri is here to help you. He’s been dead a very long time. Four
hundred years, in fact. That makes him the best person to tell you why your father hates
you.”Talon wanted to argue that if anyone should tell him, it was his mother, not some stranger.
But he knew that was childish, and he’d promised he was ready to grow up. He hesitated, not
knowing what to do. Finally, he sat, still holding Thunder’s slowly cooling body.“Okay. I—I can
accept that.” He frowned, fighting wave after wave of disbelief and horror that he was speaking to
a dead person. “I suppose.”“Aye. We can work with that.” Dmitri stood in front of Talon. “While a
very old constellation, Nicholas the Light-Bearer is a newcomer to the current cosmic
geography.” The dead man offered Talon his hand.He refused it.Without any sign of offense,
Dmitri walked to the window—and looked at Talon expectantly.Talon blew out a slow breath, put
Thunder down, and stood. After a quick blast of disapproval for Uncle Tao and Mom, he joined
Dmitri.The dead man pointed at the spangle of stars glittering across the night sky. “The Dragon
used to hold the northern point.”Talon folded his arms across his chest. For some inexplicable
reason, the sixteen stars that made up the Dragon constellation always filled him with a sense of
foreboding. He always let his eyes slip away from them to focus on the Light-Bearer instead.
Doing that now brought him no comfort.Dmitri nodded at him. “You always had bad dreams if you
lay in bed watching the Dragon before you slept.”Talon’s eyes flashed. It was bad enough that
Dmitri knew about that; he didn’t need to mention it as well. “Your point?”“Nicholas the Light-
Bearer, who shifted the Dragon, had been lost from view for four hundred years.” He fixed Talon
with a gleaming eye. “He reappeared sixteen years ago. The night you were born.”“That’s almost
as creepy as you are,” Talon replied, wondering where all this was leading.A smile from Dmitri.
“Perhaps.” His voice became matter of fact. “Nicholas, four hundred years ago, my brother, a
man named Thurban Avanov, invaded a sovereign state called Norin—your mother’s homeland.
It was an unprovoked attack, coming after a time of devastation on this planet. The nations that
had survived that Burning, as it was called, were reeling from a war so catastrophic there are still
parts of the planet no one can visit. Those places will be off limits to human habitation for
generations to come.”Talon’s eyebrows hitched, and he leaned in, interested despite his dislike
for Dmitri.“Even though the Norin fought valiantly under the flag that bore the constellation you
were named for, they were unable to defend themselves. They fell victim to Thurban’s armies



and were the first nation to be absorbed into the Chenayan empire.”“And we haven’t stopped
fighting since,” Mom added from her chair.Talon glanced over at her. Her face was fierce, and
bloodlust burned in her eyes. It intrigued him.He turned back to Dmitri. “And then?”Dmitri pursed
his lips and studied Talon. “Bear with me, Nicholas. Knowing you, you might find the next bit hard
to stomach.”Talon wrapped his arms tighter around his chest.“I am what is known as a seer. I
used that power to curse the Avanov line.”Talon snorted before he could stop himself. “Seems
you do know me well.”A patient smile from Dmitri. “I told you, I have been your constant
companion since your birth. I know your views on the Winds, on miracles, on curses, and all
other things you consider ‘creepy’ or ‘weird.’ You operate in a world of fact. Black. White. Gray
only out of necessity when black or white won’t do.” His voice firmed. “But your personal beliefs
do not change reality. My curse said that a Norin princess”—he waved at Mom—“would marry
the Chenayan crown prince. Together, they would create a son who would be called Nicholas the
Light-Bearer. Ordained before his birth, that boy would destroy his father and overthrow the
Avanov empire. You are that son. Lukan knows that, and he hates you for it.”Talon staggered
back, bumping into the dinner table. A chair clattered to the floor. He barely noticed it. “That’s
insane. Who says it’s me? In four hundred years, there could have been dozens of boys called
Nicholas. It could have been any one of them.”“Clearly, you weren’t listening.” Dmitri’s voice
sounded almost as sharp as one of Thunder’s fox-chasing yips. “Nicholas disappeared from the
heavens after the Norin invasion. The Dragon held that spot until you were born. Why would an
Avanov emperor call a son after the emblem of a vassal state?”“Good question,” Talon shot
back. “Why would Lukan do that? And my name is Talon.”Dmitri’s voice—and face—softened.
“Because I commanded it. And your name wasn’t his choice. After he banished your mother, it
was left to her to name you. She grudgingly agreed to Nicholas the Light-Bearer, although she
has always called you Talon. Your father calls you Nicholas because he fears and hates
you.”“Commanded?” Burning with outrage, Talon took a step closer to Dmitri. “So we have no
choice? What’s the difference between what you want and what Lukan gets with his ice
crystals?”Dmitri placed a hand on Talon’s shoulder.Talon shrugged it off.“The freedom to choose
is everything. It is every person’s birthright. That is why I have never objected to your mother and
uncle calling you Talon. I hope when you learn the true significance of your name, you will make
the choice to call yourself Nicholas, but I will never force you. Lukan’s ice crystals, on the other
hand, deny millions of people the right to choose. He has programmed them to worship him
blindly, to follow his every decree without thought or reason. That is the true evil. That is where
you come in. Your job is to prepare a place for human choice.”“That’s ridiculous! You expect
me”—Talon slapped his chest—“a boy who knows virtually nothing about anything that matters
to destroy Lukan and his evil empire?” He looked at Mom and Uncle Tao, hoping they would
back him up.They both smiled reassuringly at him.It didn’t slow the frantic pounding of his heart
one jot.Dmitri sat on the window seat and patted the space next to him.When Talon stood his
ground and didn’t join him, Dmitri didn’t appear the least surprised at his stubbornness.“The last
thing I want is for you to destroy evil, Nicholas.”Talon shook his head, knowing his confusion



blazed on his face.“How can you choose between evil and good if one does not exist? That
would be compulsion, not choice. Your job is to make room in the empire for good and evil to
flourish side by side. Only then will people be free to choose whom they will serve.”Chapter
EightChapter EightChapter EightChapter EightChapter EightThunder sighed, a long mournful
sound.Talon reached down to pat him, but the dog’s body arched, then shuddered. His skin and
fur began to bulge.Talon’s eyes widened almost to bursting as a brilliant light burst out of
Thunder’s back.It grew in size, unfurling like a butterfly escaping from a chrysalis. As it
blossomed, it revealed a stocky man with gray hair and a stern face. His skin glowed with a
pearlescent light before settling into the monotone of human skin. His robe was dark with
brighter stars patterned after the Nicholas the Light-Bearer constellation. He hovered briefly in
the air before descending until his booted feet touched the floor planks.Talon fell back against
his cushion and gasped.Before he could challenge the newcomer, he realized Thunder lay still
and unnaturally heavy on his lap. His gasp turned into a cry. His dog’s head lolled to one side, his
eyes glassy and lifeless.Panic tore through Talon.Who to look at first? The strange man? Or his
beloved pet?Tears threatening, he pressed his face into Thunder’s side, both for comfort and to
listen for his heartbeat.There was nothing. Thunder’s heart, which had rumbled and wheezed
like the old steam-driven plow, was silent.It was deafening in its finality.Not caring about his
childish tears, he looked up at Mom. “So this is what you meant by the end of my childhood? Is
everything to be a trade-off now?”Tears glistened in his mother’s eyes, not something he had
ever seen.That distressed him almost as much as the loss of Thunder.She pointed at the man.
“Dmitri can answer that question far better than I.”Hatred bubbled up in Talon as he turned to the
man who had so clearly ended Thunder’s life. “Who are you?” he snarled. “And what are you
doing here?”“Your Highness.” The man—Dmitri—bowed to him.Talon glared at him. “First you kill
my friend, then you mock me!”A smile softened Dmitri’s face. “Nicholas—Talon—I am your
friend. All your life, I have watched over you, guarded you as we played and hunted together. I’ve
heard your dreams, comforted you during your nightmares, protected you in your sleep. And
now”—he pointed at Thunder, spread out on Talon’s lap—“I grieve with you for the loss of the
body my spirit dwelled in for so long.”Talon gripped Thunder in his arms and stood, rage making
his frame shake. “How dare you say that! You are not my dog! You’re . . . you’re—” His voice
faltered.He had no idea who or what Dmitri was. He looked over at Mom and Uncle Tao for
guidance.Something about their knowing looks told him this was not news to them.“You knew?”
he demanded. “That this . . . thing lived inside my dog? And his name is Thunder, not
Dmitri.”Uncle Tao tried to lift Thunder from Talon’s arms.He resisted.Uncle Tao draped his arm
around Talon’s shoulder. “When Thunder first arrived here, your mother and I had no idea Dmitri
was inside the dog. By the time we figured it out, we had called him Thunder because he barked
so much. Just like you are Talon, when your name is really Nicholas the Light-Bearer. We
decided to keep it that way because it meant your father never figured out that you had a dead
person protecting you.”Talon gulped, lost for words in his grief. And incredulity.Uncle Tao’s voice
soothed as he continued. “I know it’s a lot to take in, but the truth is, Dmitri is the reason Thunder



lived so long. Most dogs don’t survive beyond twelve or thirteen. This was Dmitri’s gift to you
because he cares deeply for you.”Talon wasn’t ready to forgive the stranger for ending Thunder’s
life. He glowered at Dmitri.Uncle Tao grabbed his chin. “Wipe off that fierce expression, cub.
Dmitri is here to help you. He’s been dead a very long time. Four hundred years, in fact. That
makes him the best person to tell you why your father hates you.”Talon wanted to argue that if
anyone should tell him, it was his mother, not some stranger. But he knew that was childish, and
he’d promised he was ready to grow up. He hesitated, not knowing what to do. Finally, he sat,
still holding Thunder’s slowly cooling body.“Okay. I—I can accept that.” He frowned, fighting wave
after wave of disbelief and horror that he was speaking to a dead person. “I suppose.”“Aye. We
can work with that.” Dmitri stood in front of Talon. “While a very old constellation, Nicholas the
Light-Bearer is a newcomer to the current cosmic geography.” The dead man offered Talon his
hand.He refused it.Without any sign of offense, Dmitri walked to the window—and looked at
Talon expectantly.Talon blew out a slow breath, put Thunder down, and stood. After a quick blast
of disapproval for Uncle Tao and Mom, he joined Dmitri.The dead man pointed at the spangle of
stars glittering across the night sky. “The Dragon used to hold the northern point.”Talon folded his
arms across his chest. For some inexplicable reason, the sixteen stars that made up the Dragon
constellation always filled him with a sense of foreboding. He always let his eyes slip away from
them to focus on the Light-Bearer instead. Doing that now brought him no comfort.Dmitri nodded
at him. “You always had bad dreams if you lay in bed watching the Dragon before you
slept.”Talon’s eyes flashed. It was bad enough that Dmitri knew about that; he didn’t need to
mention it as well. “Your point?”“Nicholas the Light-Bearer, who shifted the Dragon, had been
lost from view for four hundred years.” He fixed Talon with a gleaming eye. “He reappeared
sixteen years ago. The night you were born.”“That’s almost as creepy as you are,” Talon replied,
wondering where all this was leading.A smile from Dmitri. “Perhaps.” His voice became matter of
fact. “Nicholas, four hundred years ago, my brother, a man named Thurban Avanov, invaded a
sovereign state called Norin—your mother’s homeland. It was an unprovoked attack, coming
after a time of devastation on this planet. The nations that had survived that Burning, as it was
called, were reeling from a war so catastrophic there are still parts of the planet no one can visit.
Those places will be off limits to human habitation for generations to come.”Talon’s eyebrows
hitched, and he leaned in, interested despite his dislike for Dmitri.“Even though the Norin fought
valiantly under the flag that bore the constellation you were named for, they were unable to
defend themselves. They fell victim to Thurban’s armies and were the first nation to be absorbed
into the Chenayan empire.”“And we haven’t stopped fighting since,” Mom added from her
chair.Talon glanced over at her. Her face was fierce, and bloodlust burned in her eyes. It
intrigued him.He turned back to Dmitri. “And then?”Dmitri pursed his lips and studied Talon.
“Bear with me, Nicholas. Knowing you, you might find the next bit hard to stomach.”Talon
wrapped his arms tighter around his chest.“I am what is known as a seer. I used that power to
curse the Avanov line.”Talon snorted before he could stop himself. “Seems you do know me
well.”A patient smile from Dmitri. “I told you, I have been your constant companion since your



birth. I know your views on the Winds, on miracles, on curses, and all other things you consider
‘creepy’ or ‘weird.’ You operate in a world of fact. Black. White. Gray only out of necessity when
black or white won’t do.” His voice firmed. “But your personal beliefs do not change reality. My
curse said that a Norin princess”—he waved at Mom—“would marry the Chenayan crown
prince. Together, they would create a son who would be called Nicholas the Light-Bearer.
Ordained before his birth, that boy would destroy his father and overthrow the Avanov empire.
You are that son. Lukan knows that, and he hates you for it.”Talon staggered back, bumping into
the dinner table. A chair clattered to the floor. He barely noticed it. “That’s insane. Who says it’s
me? In four hundred years, there could have been dozens of boys called Nicholas. It could have
been any one of them.”“Clearly, you weren’t listening.” Dmitri’s voice sounded almost as sharp as
one of Thunder’s fox-chasing yips. “Nicholas disappeared from the heavens after the Norin
invasion. The Dragon held that spot until you were born. Why would an Avanov emperor call a
son after the emblem of a vassal state?”“Good question,” Talon shot back. “Why would Lukan do
that? And my name is Talon.”Dmitri’s voice—and face—softened. “Because I commanded it. And
your name wasn’t his choice. After he banished your mother, it was left to her to name you. She
grudgingly agreed to Nicholas the Light-Bearer, although she has always called you Talon. Your
father calls you Nicholas because he fears and hates you.”“Commanded?” Burning with outrage,
Talon took a step closer to Dmitri. “So we have no choice? What’s the difference between what
you want and what Lukan gets with his ice crystals?”Dmitri placed a hand on Talon’s
shoulder.Talon shrugged it off.“The freedom to choose is everything. It is every person’s
birthright. That is why I have never objected to your mother and uncle calling you Talon. I hope
when you learn the true significance of your name, you will make the choice to call yourself
Nicholas, but I will never force you. Lukan’s ice crystals, on the other hand, deny millions of
people the right to choose. He has programmed them to worship him blindly, to follow his every
decree without thought or reason. That is the true evil. That is where you come in. Your job is to
prepare a place for human choice.”“That’s ridiculous! You expect me”—Talon slapped his chest
—“a boy who knows virtually nothing about anything that matters to destroy Lukan and his evil
empire?” He looked at Mom and Uncle Tao, hoping they would back him up.They both smiled
reassuringly at him.It didn’t slow the frantic pounding of his heart one jot.Dmitri sat on the
window seat and patted the space next to him.When Talon stood his ground and didn’t join him,
Dmitri didn’t appear the least surprised at his stubbornness.“The last thing I want is for you to
destroy evil, Nicholas.”Talon shook his head, knowing his confusion blazed on his face.“How can
you choose between evil and good if one does not exist? That would be compulsion, not choice.
Your job is to make room in the empire for good and evil to flourish side by side. Only then will
people be free to choose whom they will serve.”
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Lou Annette Holden, “Axel and Lynx, brace yourself, here comes Lukan!......Again!. Book 2 of the
series and I can't wait for more. This is one of the most unusual series I've ever read. The time
frame and circumstances are truly unique. The characters are believable and deep. The more I
read about them, the more I want to. Easy to get lost in.One of the main characters is an insane
Emperor named Lukan. He spends most of his time trying to make life miserable for all the rest
of the others. Oh, and burning up the rest of the world and just saving some of his close buds.
Great story!!”

C. Gomez, “Heart pounding journey. Wow! My thoughts....usually by the time you get to the third
book in a series you are just reading because you enjoy the characters and the authors style.
yes, to both of these. However, this story was just as full of twists and turns, gut-wrenching,
heart pounding, and of course, with a cliffhanger at the end which the author apologizes for.
Absolutely am loving this series”

Gyfted One, “Dragon's Fire: Book Three In The Crown Of Blood. I couldn't wait to read the whole
series. I love the story line and the steam punk genre fit this fantasy quite well. Ccan't wait for the
next one”

D. Dobler, “Great roller coaster ride!. The twists, turns, and character developments of this book
are fantastic! Cannot wait for the next installment! This author has a real gift for this kind of
writing and she does it so well!”

ck762, “Not fair!. Hell of a cliffhanger, but also a hell of a book! Seriously I think I enjoyed this
one more than the first one and it really sucks to have to wait for the next one....”

M L Aquilar, “Book 3 of this series. If you like an adventurous tale do take the time to read this
series. I promise it will not be disappointing.”

Michelle, “Winner. Love these characters and the story progression. So engaging and addicting.
What a great author!”

Rhum2946, “G read. The twists and turns of this series kept me hooked - not a bad read - it
reminds me so much of my youth. Regardless, not bad.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. enjoyed”
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